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I _ Nnt"S AND EVENTS 

'JtllDO ~;ilds :n1:eting on info~tjon tecnno_logy 

In an Pf fort to coordin~te the activities of 
oroaniza~;ons and pr~fessional groups active ;n 
thp arPa ot i~tonnatics technoloqy for 
r!f'•elopment, the UN£00 Secretariat convenes 
biannual mePtings of the Consultat;ve Group on 
Ir:lonnat ii:'> Technology (COGtT). These meetings 
~rino tooether professionals frOlll the field of 
info~mati(s. idPnt;fy possible areas of 
cooperJtion and consider a mechanism for keeping 
m•,tually informed and for fonnulating joint 
prnor.:ir.r.tes. 

In the past years the UNIOO Secretariat has 
promoted the roncept of software as an ;rdustr1 
a,d the actions that develop;ng countries could 
tak. to prnmote that industry. The concept has 
been elabrr~ted through several stu~ies dealing 
with software rle•·elopment and appliration'i for 
1lf"-Plopin9 countries. the approach to o;oftware 
production in tho~e cou~tries. and guidelines for 
·iroanizing software houses. Further work in this 
orea would include the prOllOtion of software links 
to indu~try for specific application-; of relevance 
to developin~ countries. 

The softw:irt> which car. be developed and 
C~plnyeri is dPtermining the Speed with which 
(O'TI011t ir;q system~ pPnetrate industrial anrl service 
Pnt .. rpri~e·. and transform them to increase the 
qr·;ility .irul qu.~ntity of thPir outputs. 

Snftw3re technology is now being recognized 
,,<; " new important sector deserving development in 
it q• If . liowevt>r, in the rontex t of UNI DO' s 
-1• t ivi ties not al 1 the elements or the new sector 
ne(ESS.lrily deserve attention. The most important 
PI Pftlt-nt; of inf c,rmat i cs technology from UNIDO' s 
point of view may include the following: 

(al Industrial software applications; 

(b) Software as a smali-scale industry; 

(r) New production technoloqies for software; 

(d) Standardization and legal aspects :n 
~olh hardware and software; 

(el Monitoring deve~opment of software 
!P~hnoloriy. 

The formal nhjPctivPS of a meeting of the 
f,roup hp 1 d in Vienna from 26 to 28 November 19Q 1 
w.,rp: 

(al To review practical experiencp in 
snftwarP produttion and applications and to 
identify concrete measures of cooperation at the 
int~rna' ion"! levpl, including cooperation among 
r!P·1f'.'lori••g rou11tries. sc a~ to promotl.' !.<:Ch 
~ppli,,)tion~ in a manner co~sistent with thP 
rpquirPment-. of the dl'velopinq countries; 

(h) ro rpvipw urn;1o•s past and phnne1 
~rtivitiPs in the fiPld of softwarp and suggest a 
proor.1'""11' of actin11. 

Participants were from United tlations 
.tgencies, from selected developing co111.tries, 
and p,.perts from industrialized co•Jntr1es. 

After reviewinq currPnt trends in software in 
ttiP contPwt of informatics technolony as wP.11 .i1s 
lhe npPds of dP.vP.loping countries in that respect, 

a number of conclusion~ and rec08lllendat;ons 
relating to inputs to the UNIOO prograane ;n this 
area were adopted. 

Three major trends in the software field were 
recognized: 

{i) lnc~sing ~. ~rticularly for 
soft-re, in the -ke of the most rec8t 
devel~ts iq •icroel~tronic chips. 
The availability of reasonably priced 
and powerful m;croelectron;c chips is 
creating an increasing dewrand for system 
and appl;cation software bao;ed on those 
chips. Hany urgent user needs could be 
satisfied 110st econ011ically by taking 
advantage of these latest hardware 
deve 1 opllll'nts The de11and is pri 1>d pa 11 y 
in the areas of distributed systetn 
software and applications software which 
supports easy-to-use lilan-inachine inter
faces and integrated hardware-software 
solutions. 

(ii) Globalization of the software •rket. 
The standardization of computer hardware 
brough about by mass-produced micro
electronic chips and the availability of 
a responsive gloabl connunication infra
structure (computer networks such as 
Internet! has led to close trans
national cooperation a1110ng software 
professionals. Infonaation transfer 
achieved by these new 111eans of co1111111ni
cat ion ensures the global co1mur.ity 
C0111parable levels of know-how. 
Ultimately, a product e;ther succeeds 
globally or disappears; even ~niche" 
markets are being globalized. 

(iii) Opti~l quality of product. documen
tation ancl development processes. As a 
direct consequence of the globalization 
of the software market, only products of 
the highest qvality succeed. Quality 
refers to absence of design faults, ease 
of use and detailed docU111Pntation. It 
is also accepted that software quality 
is detennined by a rigorous developtnent 
process and thus emphasis is now placed 
on structuring the developtnent process 
accordingly. Many software users have 
already begun to deinand full accredita
tion of the software developwtent pror.es~. 

(iv) Increased cost of entry into the 
software •Jrket. The ~lobalization of 
th~ softwcre market and the emphasis on 
as.sured software quality have led to a 
significant increase in the cost of 
entering the software market as a 
newcomer. In particular, the cost of 
global marketing can be prohibitive for 
a small company. Schemes, already 
pro:noted by UNIDO, for "joint venture" 
cooperation and risk-sharing between 
companies in industrialized and 
developing countries are of i11111ediate 
relevance in this conteKt and should 
thu'i be further encouraged. 

The key issue in the development of software 
products is a demand for computer appli~ations. 
Country-specific strategies for software industry 
deve 1 op111ent, inc 1 ud i ng soft.ware app 1 i cations in 
non-electronic industries •nd servic~s. such as 
cftftent, fertilizers, agriculture, che~icals and 
transportation h.i1ve to be developed to acco11111odate 

,,,, 
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thP mi• of irfrastructure, policy-fr;unework an~ 
manpower availability peculiar to each developing 
(Ountry. 

In order to iinprove product quality and 
effectiveness in the small- and 111edium-scale 
industry sector, particul3r emiphasis should be 
given to dewionstration pr~jects for that sector. 
Oemonstration projects yielding tangible and 
~easurable i111proveinents in productivity in various 
sectors of the econ0111y are of vital importance to 
opinion building a.ong planners, econ0111ists and 
administrators in developing countries-

DPveloping countries should recognize 
"value-additio.1" as a valid objective for the 
software industry. Contract progra11111ing, c~stom 
dPsign and imple111entation would help build up a 
critical mass cf experience. It is also important 
for developing countries to acquire expertise in 
leading-edge aspects of software technology. 

Developing countries should also consider 
adopting a coherent and cooperative strategy in 
the area of software protection along the lines 
already adopted for integrated circuits. 

A large proportion of applications, 
PSpecially in the small- and mediU111-scale industry 
sector. could be implemented using small 
computers. Every effo~t should then be made to 
ensurP. that industrial users in developing 
countrieo are fully aware. 

There is a clearly perceived need for centres 
of excellenr.e in software production and appli
cations. UNIDO was called on to encourage and 
support developing countries in setting up 
microprocessor and/or software applications 
development centres to address applications in 
domestic industry and develop new, intelligent 
products. UNIDO was also asked to lend infra
structural and related support to developing 
rountries in setting ur software development 
parks where professional entrepreneurs can set 
up operations serving both domestic and export 
markets. It was further suggested that UNIOO 
work out llW'thods for effectively interfacing the 
research re\ults and practical industrial use 
Both centre~ and networking could be so organized 
as to bring about the effective industrial 
application of research result~. 

- 2 -

The Group agreed that E-111ail could contribute 
substantially to development. Developing 
countries should be made increasingly aware of the 
henefit~ offered by E-mail. 

Bu.ilding sk_iJ1$ 

The most critical input to soft-are 
development is the quality of the human resourr.e 
rapabilitie~ available. ~onsequently, in order to 
build up the software industry in developing 
countries, it would be necessary to build up human 
capabilities in the field of sof'ware technology 
in two specific qroups: 

(i} Training those about to enter the 
software development industry; and 

(ii) Retraininq and/or upq1Jding the skills 
of profPssionals already active in the 
indu'.>try. 

. -..·-

It is recOl'l!lended that for the first group, 
UNIDO shoul~ provide assistance to progrilftllt'S 
designed to ensure the cost-effectiveness and 
relevance of training progranaes to industry. 
With respect to the second group, UHIDO should 
support countries in setting up ?rngrannes 
designed lo acquire, analyse, adapt ar.d 
disseminate relevant technical information lo 
software developers, as well as to analyse the 
st•·rrtural or organizational implications of 
informatics in beth an industrial and 
administrative environment. 

R••lli.2rral and internation~l cooperation 

The meeting emphasized the importance of 
supporting the growth of the software industry in 
developing countries and the pursuance of active 
policies to prOMOte the diffusion of infonnatics, 
particularly C11110ng sinall- and inedium-scale 
enterprises. The Group also recoaaended that 
drawing on the results and pilot experiences of 
the Regional Progranne on Cooperation in 
Infonnatics and Microelectronics in Lalin Alllerica 
and the Caribbean (REHLAC) project, the 
possibility of designing and implementing si~ilar 
projects in Western Asia and other regions be 
explored. In the case of Western Asia, 
cooperation with the E~onomic and Social 
C011111ission for Western Asia (ESCWA) was 
recoamended. 

It was fell that lack of confidence in the 
quality of software products originating fr0tn 
developing countries ~as one of the inajor 
obstar.le> to the effective diss~ination of those 
products. It was reconnended that UNIDO should 
assist in the establishment of software 
accreditation bodies at the national and/or 
regional level~ and shou.ld strengthen cooperation 
in the field of infonnatics between the 
International Centre for Science and High 
Technology at Trieste (Italy) and developing 
countries. 

The meeting recommended that international 
cooperation in the field of informatics 
development be encouraged amongst international 
organizations, in particular between UNIOO, U~ESCO 
and ITU, in such areas as networking, ski~l
b11ilding and software development centres. The 
meeting of the Group further rec0111111ended the 
consideration by the three organi1ations of a 
pilot project for one of the regions to be 
coordinated by UNIDO. The project would aim to 
study the possibility of establishing a regional 
network using a multimedia approach for education 
as well as upgrading industrial manpow!r in 
utilization of new technologies. 

Buying an international airline ticket or 
using a credit card outside Europe could b, 
illegal if a draft European law is implemented ~s 
it stands. The draft directive on data protection 
was attacked repeatedly at a conference in London 
for being unworkable, contradictory and so badly 
worded that even lawyers were uncertain or its 
meaning. 

----~--

The proposed European leqi~lation is supposed 
to safeguard the interests of i~dividuals by 
rnntrolling who can keep what information about. 
whom. Its aim is to bring the safeguards up to 
the ~ame standard throughout the Europe~n C011111unity. 
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i.ihpn the -;.ingle European 111arket c!lllles into 
force at the end of this year. citizens will be 
en(nuraqed to move between Ht'lllber States and will 
consequently appear ~n computer records in 1110re 
•han one country. Businesses will want to use 
iisl\ of e•isting and potential customers in 
5pveral countries. When controls at 11ational 
borders within the C01191unity are removed. cust0tns, 
ill'll'ioration and police services will share data. 

Br·itain's el(isting legislation allows lllOSt 
~ata to be transferred abroad. but the directive 
will prevent this unless there is a good reason, 
or the recipient is in a (Ountry with similar 
l~ws. This would hit any COfllJlany doing business 
nutsid,. Europe - possibly even those which use 
onl1 paper records. as the draft covers sOllle of 
those too. 

Lawyers are advising c~anies that from the 
end of this year it could be illegal to pass 
information on plane tickets out or Europe, making 
international bookings impossible. Credit-card 
and bankinq transactions could be illegal, as 
could dirert marketing and mailshots beyond thP 
Conn1mdy's borders. 

Companips in thP third world which offer 
contract data processing are already suffering. 
tlOL lrternat ional is a London company which 
di5lributes and processes 3 million questionnaires 
a year on consumer preferences. Before the draft 
dire(tive was published, all the answers were 
typPd into computers in Barbados. But in the 
li;iht nf the draft, the operation has been moved 
to Barnsley. 

tinder •he draft directive, criminal 
convictio 01s. for instance, may not be held in 
private. 

The European 
dire(tive later. 
by the pnd of the 
I February 1992) 

Parlia111ent will discuss the 
It is supposed to be finalized 
year. (Source: Ne!' S~ i~!ltitl. 

US-Japar:i c;hiy_ l!_Hl ...r.e.l.c;hf$_~iling_njnt 

Europt>an anger ahout the eight-year old 
US-Japanese chip agreetnent is increasing and 
unles<; a satisfactory ronclusion is reached it 
rould wt>ll result in re~alialion. 

The European Co111111ission has always found the 
··~reement. giving US companies access to 
7.0 per cent of the Japanese semiconductor market, 
unsatisfactory. The European Co11111i ss ion says that 
thp aqrePment represents a cartel, and it plans to 
rai'e the <>ubjer.t in thE- ne•t round of GATT talks. 

The US-Japanese chip agreetnent has not. gone 
'monthly sinre it was orginally signed in 1986. 
On 'everal orra,ion' the US Semironductor Industry 
A<;<;ociation has accused the Japane'e of failing to 
.lbid!! by the agreement. (Source: E!t.ctr.o!:li.C$ 
Weekly, S february 1992) 

Eu:-ope regain$ •u~onomy in 11•11 iu!l' .. Jr}tnidf 
production 

European makers of gallium arsenide ICs are 
aHured of their \ndependence from Japanese 
suppliers, since a small fi,,,. in formerly 
Ea-;t Germany has increased prod•Jction of GaA<; 
wafer<1.. Wader ,.h~itronic, in Burghausen, had 
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been Europe's only native producer of high-purity 
GaAs crystals. Lobbying hard for autonomy were 
the Gennan ministries for defence as well as 
research and technology, joined by the chip 
industry and the state of Sa•ony. 

Wacker has transferred its GaAs production 
gear to Freiberger Elektronik Werkstof fe &nbH in 
Freiberg. which is already making and marketing 
the material. Its standards in GaAs crystal 
9ro.1i ng are said to match those demanded by 
Western finns. The cQllPany now wants to perfect 
its skills in cutting and polishing GaAs wafers 
and increase their size frOlll the present 3- and 
4-inch dia111eter. 

E•perts are counting on a boom in GaAs 
devices for mobile telephones and satellite 
receivers to drop prices. (Extracted from 
Electronic$, Oecelllber 1991) 

tFH.!:H..llhli.2!! 

The Hughes Aircraft C011pany in California is 
prOlllOting the developinent of a CFC-free solution 
as a breakthrough for electronics production. It 
consists of a water and citrir acid-based 
substance, called Hf-1189, and new manufacturing 
processes that do not require environ~entally 
damaging chlorofluorocarbon-based (Cf() 
cht>micals. Hughes engineers say that the new 
sr.lution and processes can remove up to two thirds 
of the CFC-based so1vents required for the 
soldering of military electronics. The company 
solders appro•imately 300,000 pounds of these 
materials each year. Hfl189 allows for a high 
quality bond during the soldering process, yet 
uses only water for cleaning, not solvents. The 
water substitutes for isopropyl alcohol, a 
volatile organic c0tnpound as the vehicle for the 
activator. (Source: Electronics w~. 
29 January 1992) 

"~_!!_..t 1 u!!.'' _501 der fl u~.YJ.IJ . .illR-illur 

Moves to allow printed circuit board (PCb) 
makers to comply with the Montreal Protocol, which 
aims to phase out harmful chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFCs) are heading in two directions. 

An EC funoed sche111e connenced on 1 January 
under the BRITE Project. It will run for three 
years and its purpose is to produce an i111proved 
"no-clean" flu• that will remove the need to clean 
residues from PCBs. 

An alternative method was put forward by 
Oow Chetr1ical, which has developed a flux-cleaning 
solvent, without ozone-depleting CfCs, that can be 
used in non-aqueous manufacturing processes. 

Although Oow accepts that the majority of 
PCBs will soon be made using no-clean flu•es, it 
insists that a market will remain for flu• 
cleaners in high-reliability areas such as 
military, avionics and some telecommunications 
syste111s. 

The cleane1·, called DowMol PX-16, is an 
alko•y alcohol CQl!IPound. Unlike most 
alcohol-based cleaners, its flash point is 79°C, 
well above the rec011111ended operating temperature 
of 60°C. Dow claims that this tet111>ves 
flannability problems c011111on in other cleaners. 
(Source: t~~oi.'1.-~l:i. 22 January 1992) 

-------- . 
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A group of international corsuiner electronics 
and computer cOll'lranies - including a n!J91ber of the 
~iggest US workstation inanufacturers - has fonned 
a consortium to push for the adoption of CD
Recordable. a new optical-disk technology. 

The group, called the Frankfurt Consortium, 
expects CD-R to have a dra111atic iinpact on both 
readable and c0111in9 read-write c0111pact-disk 
lonnats. Its intention is to allow faster-than
r~al-time recording of 650-Hbyte CD platters, 
which could accelerate the fonnat's adoption by a 
border range of data users. 

The group hopes to forward CD-R lo the 
International Standards Organization (ISO) next 
suaner ard get it quickly adopted as an official 
standard. The US National Institute of Standards 
and T~chnolog~ also has apparently indicated its 
interest in producing a Federal Infonnation 
Processing Standard based on the consorti11111's 
proposal. 
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rounding inetnbers of the consorti11111 include 
Meridian; Dutch giant Philips; Taiyo Yuden (a 
major Japanese chemical c0111pany, which 
codeveloped. with Sony Corp., the chemical 
processes that made CO technology possible); Ricoh 
Corp.; Victor Co. of Japan Ltd. (JVC); Sony Corp.; 
Teac Corp.; Sun Hicrosyst(!ftls Inc.; Elektroson; 
Eastman Kodak Co.; the Jet Propulsion Labs; 
Optimage; Hammoth Hicrosystems; Hicroware; 
Hewlett-Packard Co.; and Digital Equipment Corp. 
!htracted from f:!~c!LcmJ.~~l!l~.ffj_119Ji1!1.n. 
21 October 1991) 

Device ma~er~ M ~-~i~f.L.reJ.Hll~ 

In 1Y90, Silicon Valley device makers 
significantly reduced the amount of hazardous 
che111ir.als released to the environment. 

The cuts were given in a report recently 
issued by the Santa Clara County Hanufact11ring 
Group !SCCHG). The association is c0111posed of 
25 companies. 12 that produce ICs. Participants 
in the study trimmed the use of to~ic chemicals 
from 5.~2~ millir.n pounds in lg87 to 1.512 million 
pound-; in 191.JO. The companies th.tt make ICs 
and participated under the Super fund Amendments 
and Reauthorization Act (SARA) are shown in 
table l. 

The largest cnemical reductions, according to 
SCCHG, were represented by Freon 11~. 
trichloroethane, acetone, hydrochloric acid and 
sulphurit 11cid. 

The primcsry ct1emicals used in producing ICs, 
whi(h require reporting, are dichlorobenzene 
{photoresi~t stripper), freon 113 (cleaning 
solvent), glycol ethers (photolithography). 
hydrogen fluoride (etchant), phenol (-;tripper), 
phoo;phoric ar.id (metal cleaner) csnd l, 1, 1-tri
rhloro-ethane (solvent). 

Tht> two semir.onductor equipment companies 
that reported, Applied Haterials and Varian 
As>ociat.es . .tlso showt'd large chemical 
reductions. 

---- --- --- ..------- -----· -- - - - . 
iC- - - - - ,, ... ,-.. ... --0.- 2UllO :S:l.51111 31..B1 1-.203 -61.sl 

--..g- 311.11• <12..-

.... __ 
26-242 -30.09 

ClPftS SI! liCG di ldDr' 0 0 1•.0U 11.'"9 NA ' 
Otgo111£- 0 0 '·°" ..... NA I 
£- 1S.l17 1•.710 7.D~2 7.2<11 -S.31 l -- 399.1156 57•.211 JJZ.750 190.559 -5.23% 

-Cooll 2.D7•.IJ53 W.1115 --- 111.8'1 -'4V 

-Cori> 141~ 67.710 2S.11S 1U51 45.2 

i.-T..........- 1300 nl 2000 CiO -9!>31 

---~ 
572.5119 119 • .sl 1%7.939 71.111S .Wll 

~ 15.934 13..'96 1Cll.490 27.1111 .QSol 

~ "'-212 51."'9 G.375 2i.7«1 ...... lil 

.._-... ... ----~·s--....-~-...,..,......,.. 
L~·--
(Extracted with pennission froe S~~11tr 
In~tional ~azine, October 1991. Copyright 
19·:11 by Cahners Publishing Co., Des Plaines, 
Illinois, USA) 

Toshiba seli_ an example_ of CfC elimi~ 

Leading the way for expected similar 
announcements throughout the setniconductor 
industry, Toshiba Corp. says it has succeederl in 
eliminating chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) 112 and 113 
from semiconductor cleaning processes. The 
world-wide manufacturing plants where this was 
done include Toshiba Corp. Hicroelectronic 
Centre - a development facility, Taketa Toshiba 
Electronics Corp. - a memories and microprocessor 
facility, Kaga Toshiba Electronics Corp. - a 
discrete-device facility, and Tohoku Semiconductor 
Corp. - cs joint venture with Motorola Inc. 

This effort, of course, is driven by 
international concern over the reported connection 
between CFCs and the earth's ozone layer and by 
the Hontreal Protoccl - an agreeinent that calls 
for 50 per cent reduction of CFCs by 1995 and 
100 per cent reduction by the year 2000. 

Toshiba's recent accomplishment is a result 
of its cOlllpany-wide plan to cut CFC use in half by 
1993 and eliminate its use entirely by 19~5. 
Toshiba plans to be well ahead of environmental 
schedules proposed by national governments and 
international organizations. 

Throughout Toshiba, engineers have also 
examined CfC use with three alternatives in mind: 
elimination of the CFC washing process oltogether; 
use of a different cleaning method; or subo;tiluti•1g 
the CFC-112 and CFC-11] with "Techno Care". 

Setting an example for the entire indu\try 
(and perhaps third world countries not yet 
cOlllll!itted to CFC reduction). Toshiba is now 
requesting early elimination of CFC use from all 
its subcontractors, includinq manufacturer~ of 
waf~rs and packages. Toshiba officials are 
offering technical support to any interPsted 
~ubcontractors. (Extracted with permission from 
Seir.i ~onduc12r. ln~e..r:r11t i11na I .l'~agai i_r1e. 
SPptember 1991. Copyri~hl 1991 by Calmer-; 
Publishing Co., Des Plaines, Illinois, USA) 

---:: 
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UPl!.)·:O doc1J"'entabon ind inlorma~io!l c~ntre: on 
~th;r:.)l ir>n 

r.. liort:m .. r:tatinn and inf<Jnnation service 
ccwQrino t~e tield of education has been set up at 
tht- lie.1:h11ade•·s ot tht> United Nat ions 
fli1:• .1t •c;.,a 1 • ';r ipntd i.- ""d Cult.ural Organization 
• rn1~si:o1. 

T~P service makes available all UNESCO 
,;e(::ll'ents and public3tions on edur:ttion tha•. are 
rr<:'.!u·_Pd at t_he on>anization's Paris headquartt>rs. 
''-" Reg1011al Offices and specialized institutions 
.1~ri lentre;. It alslJ provides an:ess to a ntllllber 
ot <;pecializt>d referenre wo~ks produceri by other 
~n:1rreoc;. 

A total of 1,\00 UNESCO titles are available 
f.·r· 1listrib11tion, while about 55,000 reference 
•··ip<; can be ccnsulted by users of thP service, 
t~• •crtJny~ for which is SOI. 

T~e ser,icP operates, within the framewor~ of 
•he l!H!:.SCO Inteurated Documentation Network, in 
1 lo-;e rnoperation .. ith the central llt'IESCO Library 
a~d with all other similar education services 
ri .. ts•de Utl(SCO headquarters. in particular the 
f'1tPr".ltion.1l Burf'au of Edu~ation, re9ional 
~·t ·~es . .lnd specialized institutes and centres. 
:t ?l<;o has access to •ajor education networks 
outo;ir'p thP organization. 

FiPld' rovered by the service include: 
litpracy and adult education: training of 
Pdur,tticn.ll personnel: science and technology 
11'.trhin<J; hioher education, etc. Among services 
: '°'·•ded to users are the annual dissemination of 
•~e cat~louue of available UNESCO documents and 
p,.hl i.:at ions related to edu(ation, and the 
prPr~r.1tinn of spPcialized bibliographif's and 
s f"the'il''i. Ilse rs range from national education 
i~<;titutions and international organizations to 
rpo;nar•hpr<;, .,xperts, r.onsultants and studl'nts 
from .lll ovPr the world. 

For further informal ion on the service. 
rJn!,td.: 0Jluinentation a~d Computer-assi-;ted 
~AnauPm.,nt Service of the Education Sector. 
<If I t~f! -:.010. UNESCO. 7 place de Fontenoy, 75700 
P~ris. France. Tel.: +13-1-45/68-10-00; 
:~IP.•: ?Oddbl or 270602 Paris. (Source: ACtJS 
lle .. sle~ter. 'l(J), Sept.,mber 1991) 

Thp IJnitpri Nations llni"Jer-;ity n1NU), in 
rollaboratien with the Government or the 
H•therlands, has recently -;et up an Institute for 
r1c,. Ter.hnolo11ie<; !UNU/IrlTECH) .tl Maastricht, 
the llPthPr-lands. 
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Thi' ohjo(tive or the in<;titule is lo undertake 
pnl iry-rPIPv.1nl rese.lrr.h on the e<onnmir and SO(i,Jl 
i~pd•I<; nf new tPchnolcqip,, esperi.1lly - thouqh 
not e•• lu<;ivrly - on developing r.ountri!'s. To do 
';r,. tlPIU/ trll F (ll SP.Pk~ to ~pt up a <;m.111 . i n-hOU'i .. 
t r·<1m nf rr-;Parrhpr<;. r.omrosed of r.ronnmi -;t <;, 

i•olitir"l •rif'nti-;to;, -;odoloqists c'lnd 
tPrhnolnqio;t<;. 

for further information. con!att: 
l'rnfes~or 1 h;irles Cooper, Di rector, UNIJ/IrHU.tl, 
~;ipo~11straal 2.1, 6i'll KV Maastricht, thE' 
Ni>therl;ind,. (Source: ACCIS Newslett~r. q(l), 
~ept.,mhpr 11q1) · 

- _, ----:: -

A new global telephone system, where users dial 
people rather than telephone tenninals. could be 
into its first phase by ·q95_ 

Raj Pandya, director of the Uni~ersity of 
Ad~laide's Teletraffic Research Centre. says that 
the new system, known as universal personal tele
coanunications (UPT), would allow subscribers to 
dial direct to a personal telephone nUlllber. The 
global network would autOtDatically divert the call 
to wherever that person was. By 2005, he said, 
40 per cent of such calls would 90 to portable 
receivers. 

Each UPT user would have a personal nUlllber 
which would allow them lo place and receive calls 
.tnywhere in the world, using any type of receiver. 
Calls would bP chargf'd aut0111aticalty to the personal 
nUlllber, rather than to ii telephone or line. And the 
system would allow individuals to determine whirh 
calls to accept and which to have diverted to an 
answering service. 

The [nternational TelecOllWllunicalion! Union 
!HU). the UN agency responsible for co1Jrdinating the 
global telephone network and its regulatory body, the 
International Consultative Conmittee for Telephones 
and Telegraph, has set up 18 ~orking parties to 
hammer out the basir standards and form of the new 
system. For instance, the system would have to be 
able tc verif) whu and wherf a use' was. and then 
divert calls to them by the most efficient routf'. 

Host of the basic technology to put together 
such a network already exists. but applying it 
requires more researrh. The most pressing area is 
development of the capability to allow verification 
nf a caller. (Extracted from tle>i_ ~-cie!lti~t, London. 
IQ October 1Q91, the weekly review of science and 
techno1ogy) 

Green_ tbiP.~ 

A methcd for drying silicon wafers and glass 
plates. dewised at Philips Pesearch Laboratories in 
Eindhoven, could open the way for ultra-clean chips 
with no environmental effects. The method relies on 
the Marangoni effect where the flow alonQ a liquid 
surface is induced by locai variations in surface 
t~nsions, due to a gradient in either temperature or 
concentration alonq the surface. Generally the 
'"anufarture nf products such a"> [e:;. 1 iquid crystal 
displays and printed circui~ baords use wet 
processing which leave'> a thin layer of contaminants 
on thf' product's surface. The Marangoni system nf 
drying is of particular interest in IC production, 
where there are extreme demands for cleanlines-;. 
I Source: E.lei;tronic$ World and_ Wire!eu World, 
110.,f'mber 1<191) 

IC! ha-; developed .:i new hydrocarbon alcohol 
blt'nrl as a ri>plar.ement for ere In in rleaning 
printed circuit boards (PCB">) and othf'r eli>ctrnnir 
romponents at a r.omparable cost. 

re I's produ~t, Evolve, is claiml!d to havi> zpro 
'Jzone-deplPtion potential anc! will be compatible 
with mo\t materials used by the Pleclronics 
i ndust ri es. H1Jwever, l'1e new process may not. be 
\uitable for water-sensitive substrates because it 
~mploys a rinsing stage. 

' 
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Labora~cry tests have shown that the various 

fcnnt.lalion" tPsted so far work at least as well 
as CFC 11~ for cleaning PCBs. If the trials are 
""'-le.,..,ful. t'1P product and 111ultistage cleaning 
proces'> w'll be introduced to the United Kinodom 
mar~et during 1992. (Source: ~~ro_!!~~~ Ch~JJ~ 
t~ews. Z September 1991) 

Alr[S ha'> fanned a new technical panel to 
pro~idP a fonnal mechanis111 for United Nations 
"yste«i libraries to cooperate in ways that, it is 
hoped. will improve services to Hember Statf'S and 
~he llnitf'd Uations system staff. 

The Technical Panel on Inter-Library 
(ooperat ion, Standards and Management (TP/LIBl has 
rol!le intn ex islence fol lowing a J\lint Inspection 
Unit (JIUI report that identified a need for 
,ooperation and nethorkina betwee~ the libraries 
"f thp svstem. . 

Among is.,.uPS pinpointed by ACCIS for the 
panpl's consideration were: the introduction of 
au~omatPi:I o;ystpms to librar•es where this is 
lacking; development of a uniform catalogue as a 
prpliminary stage for developing a central 
ele•:trnnil l ;brary for the United Nations system; 
standards requ;red for interconnectivity and 
intPrworking bf'tween libraries; and an inventory 
nf rurrPnl resources and problems in the llnited 
tlation<; library connunity. 

The panel ha< been asked to prf'pare a 
1ataloq11e of prioritized issues to be inr"luded in 
a plan of work for a two-year period. This will 
includP a(tivities and output~. and be presented 
to thP Sterrhg Coinnittee for .lpproval. 
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Initial membership of the panel comprises: 
the United Nations. the United Nat ions Population 
fuf'ld (UllFPA). the United Nations Institute for 
frainina and Research IUNITAR), the International 
TradE' fentrE' lltKTA!l/GATT (ITC), the International 
:abour Organisation (!LO), the United Nations 
fdur.ational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNf.SCO). thE' World HPalth Organization (WHO), the 
food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nat ion~ (fAO), thE' International Honetary Fund 
(!Hf), the International Teleco11111unications Union 
( iTUI and the International Atomic Energy Agency 
( !l\[fll. (Source: ~'CIS _'!etois_le_H.e_r, 9(4). 
tlovf>mhpr 1991) 

lt4FOPRQJEC r 

The tatin American and Caribbean Institute 
fnr Er.nnomir and Social Planning (llPES), based at 
thP headq•1.-Hiers o! the Uni tPd Nat ions Er.onomic 
lonwnission for Latin America and the Car•bbean 
l[(lAC) in Santiago, Chile, has d~veloped a 
romputerizPd par.k~ge to deal with all stages of a 
rublic invr~tment project. 

Thi' pac~aqe, called SLIPES/INFOPROJECT, is 
desiqned for r.ollecting. organizing, handling and 
.1nalysing information on projects at the nation.11 
a~ wpll as sectoral and regional level~. 

ItlfOPROJECT consist~ of seven data entry 
form~ that rerord a projer.t's life hi~tory. The 
form~ rapture: basic information; evaluation and 
i~1pacts; finanr.ing and progra11111ing; external 

financing agree111ents; internal and external 
disbursetllt!nts: programming of project 
implementation. and on-site follow-up. 

The package is being used in various ways in 
a number of countries in the region through 
technical assistance projects. with the aid of the 
Inter-American Developa>ent Bank (108) and the 
United Nations Development Progrilllllle (IJNOP). In 
conjunction with the World Bank's Econ0111ic 
Oevelop111ent Institute, ILPES conducts regional 
setninars for the purposes of promoting cooperation 
among the countries concerned, exaining the 
progress being 111c1de, supplying inforwiation on 
achievements and providing an opportunity for the 
exchange of views on the package. Similar 
activities are planned for the purpose of 
analysing the work under way. 

For further infol"llation. contact: ILPES, 
Office of Projects and Advisory Assistance, 
Casilla 1567, Santiago, Chile. Tel.: +56-2/485 
051 to 485 061 or 2061519; Fax: +56-l/480 252; 
481 946; Telex: 340295 UNSGO CK, 441054. 
(Source: ECLAC/COCC Foell}. Vol. 13, 
"o. 1. 1991) 

The infonnation centre locateJ at the 
International Organization for Standarization 
(ISO) Central Secretariat is now acting as a joint 
ISO/International Electrotechnical Connission 
(!EC) Infonnation Centre. It will also be the 
ISONET international node for both organizations 
(ISONET is ISO's information network). 

Within ISONET, the Centre will be a focal 
point for information on international standard~ 
and normative docU111Pnts. It will provide 
infonnation on ISO and IEC standards to other 
international information systel!'~ ~uch as AGRIS 
and INIS, coordinated by the ro~d and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations (FAO} and the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
respectively. 

The C!ntre wil I also be resp1Jnsible for 
preparation of publications such as the KWIC index 
of international standards, and selective lists of 
ISO and IEC standards in given fields. The Centre 
can also put outsiders in touch with national 
standards bodies. 

The Centre's library, containing, int~r-~lij, 
full collections of ISO and IEC standards, is now 
used by staff and visitors of ISO and IEC central 
offices. For further information on the Centre, 
Tel.: +41-221749-02-22. (Source: Is.Q.J)y_Ue.ti.r.i. 
Harch 1991) 

The increased use of computers has caused a 
veritable paperwork explosion. As printers and 
photocopiers get cheaper and faster and offer full 
cnlour, we are going to run out of trees. For 
environmental reasons alone we should restrict the 
availability of printers and copiers and 
concentrate on reduction of paperwork rather than 
seek electronic help in its management. 

If we truly bplieve in "paperless trading", 
"paperless offices", "E-mail", "networks", and 
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"111•.1lti-access data files" then surely "'e can 
accept a massive reduction in COl!IPUter printers. 
And if we do not produce the paper in the first 
place. then we "'~11 not need to copy it. 

Th~ environmental da111age caused by the oil 
spill during the war in Kuwait is as nothing 
compared to the uncontrolled paper wells pouring 
out paper in all organizations, both large and 
small, but particularly in the ~arge 1110nster 
r.orporations of the 1110dern era. (Source: 
.... nag~11t ~c_CO\l~J i_l!g. October 1991) 

II. NEV DEVElOPIEllS 

ThP. IBH/Sieinens cooperation in the R&D of 
advanced DRAHs appears on-track "'ith the 
announcement of a 64 Hbit device. T!:e clJIDPanies 
describf' it <JS a "production prototype". The 
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chip is inade using 0.4-111icron technology. ~ut 
when it reaches the inarket it will be made using 
O.J-111icron technology. IBH is waiting for a 
special lithography machine for mass-manufacturing 
the chip from the US Government-backed R & 0 
consorliU111, Sematech. Other clJIDPanies around 
thP world have announced 64 Hbit prototypes -
the first from Hitachi in mid-1990 followed, 
in rPhruary 1991 by chips from Hitsubishi, 
Hats•Jshita, Toshiba and Fujitsu. Harket 
versions of the chip are expected in 1995. 
(Source: E!et1.r!!!li~L~~~. 8 January 1992) 

Researchers at the Hurth Carolina St~te 
Universit1 claim they have developed a prototype 
~i(roprocessor that can run at 250 HHz. The high 
speed was achieved using a wave-pipelining process 
and fabricating the chip in 2-micron CHOS. The 
researchers say that their chip is more than eight 
times faster than other CHOS chips. They say that 
they have used conventional technologies and 
managed lo boost their speed at a very small 
atlditional cost. The prototype chip was developed 
under the sponsorship of the US consortium 
Semiconductor Research. It has 60 members and is 
now exploring cominercial applications for the new 
chip desiqn. (Sourre: Elett.!:l!.l!i.U_~e.e~Jx. 
r, February 1992) 

NEC Corp. has introduced a supercomputer it 
says is thf' world's fastest, slightly exceeding 
the speed of US-based Cray Research's top 
machine. 

NlC's SX-3 44R has a sequential computation 
speed of 25.6 gigaflops, or 25.6 billion 
c~lculations p~~ serond, the company ~aid. lhe 
(ray's peak spef'd is 24 gigaflops. 

The ma[hine is also 16 per c~nt faster than 
~EC's previous best, the company said. (Extracted 
from lnterriationtl Ht.r.tJd_ Jrl!!V(lf, 22 January 1992) 

HolJ~ular_me.mory 

Physicists in the US have used la~er~ to 
change the properties of single impurity molecule1 
within a polymer. The work could lead to a method 
of optical data storage in which individual 
mnlecules store binary digits. 

- ----

W. Hoerner of the IBH Almade~ Research 
laboratory in San Jose and ThOlllas Basche, a 
visiting researcher frOlll the University of Hunich, 
carried out experillt'nts on polyethylene films 
which contained about one part per million of the 
impurity 110lecule perylene. 

Hoerner says the technique is a sens:tive 
probe for scientific research on the nature of 
solids. Single atOlllS and molecules had been 
studied before in liquids and gases, but not in 
solids. (Extracted frOlll ~~~li~. London, 
15 February 1992, the weekly review of science and 
technology) 

Froai star wars to chi~ 

Researchers in innovative technology at the 
US Departments of Energy (DOE) and Defense are 
working on a new offensive called "Hicrotech 2000" 
to catapult US industry past roreign competitors 
in the microchip business by the end of the 
century. 

Los AlalllOS and Sandia National labor~tories 
want to enter the free-electron laser, a spinoff 
from "star wars" research, as a ca:-ididate for 
funding under the new initiative. 

The DOE has already agreed to spend 
$1.5 million to see if the weapons laser could be 
deployed as a credible chi~ production tool and 
advocates are hoping to obtain approxi111c1tely 
another $35 million to 1110ve development into phase 
two. 

The goal of "Hicrotech 2000" is to create 
short wavelength light sources that will enable 
US companies to produce ultra-dense, 1-gigabil 
111etnOry chips by the year 2000 with 0.1 micron 
circuits. At this point, it would begin to be 
possible to put the equivalent of a supercomputer 
on a chip. 

The DOE laser is attracting a lot of 
attention at Los Ala1110s and Sandia, but experts 
who have a1ready been labouring in this area for 
years are sceptical. (Source: S..~~nse. 
22 November 1991, p. 1099) 

A oritish and an American researcher have 
made a microelectronic circuit that closely mimics 
the bP.haviour of J neuron from the brain. Their 
"silicon neurond could be a valuable tool for 
physiologist~ to test their theories of the brain 
and to computing researchers developing computer 
devices that interact with the world as the brain 
does. 

Compl.ter neural networks are normally made by 
proqramming a diqital rircuit to behave like J 
nf'uron. In contrast, Rodney Douglas of the 
University of Oxford and Hisha Mahowald of the 
California Institute of Technology have built an 
analogue r.ircuit with electrical propertif's very 
similar to a neuron from the neocortex of the 
brain from scratch. 

The researc~ers built modular integrated 
circuits on a silicon chip that behave analogous 
to ion conductances. TwG such circuits represent 
the conductance of the sodium ion and potassium 
ion currents which generate the impulses in a real 
neuron. Other circuits. represen~ing other ion 
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currents, control the rate ot the iinpuls~s. The 
various circuits ~an be assembled in coinpartments 
t'1at reflelt the anat0111ical .tructure of the 
npurc.n. 

The researrhers have squeezed all the 
circuits into an area less th~n 0.1 millimetres 
squared on a silicon chip. They are now working 
or> a chip with 1nany neurons to show that silicon 
neurons can operate together in circuits. 
(E•lracted frotn P!f.~~entiil, London, 
i'l/78 December 1991. the weekly review of 
scienLe and technclogyl 

A Norwegian team has beaten US and Japanese 
rivals to develop a high-speed co-processor for 
non-numeric tasks. 

- 8 -

The full-custotn VLSI chip, called the HST60, 
implements parallelism on the processor to achieve 
a throughput of T60 Hbytes a second. The chip is 
divided into eight processing blocks, each of 
which is subdivided into 32 windows, so it can 
e•amine 256 data elements at once. 

Accordinq to Jan Bakke, president of Hicroway 
~randinavia, which will be 111anufacturinq the chip, 
the chip will be 7 • 7 11111, but the pinouts are not 
finally derided. Hicroway is working with Nordic 
1.'l SI ;rnd Hatra HHS on production versions. 

The ~S160 could be incorporated into a 
P( mothPrboard or add-in board or built into disK 
urive~ or other devices. It is aimed at 
applications such as searching teKt databases. 
r~ttern matd1ing. signal processing and network 
monito1·inq. Its throurhput rate means it could 
~earch Jo~ a sentence ln 64,000 A4 pages of teKt 
in a second-

The chip was developed by a team al the 
Technical University of Trondheim, Norway, led by 
!'rofeso;or Arne Halaas. It wil 1 be marketed in the 
IJI<. by Hicroway Europe. (Source: ~tronics 
weekly, 15 January 1992) 

!Ii tachi claiJ!ls .;hip Jin~ 

Hitachi Ltd. has claimed a breakthrough in 
~emiconductor technology using tungsten instead 
of aluminium to manufacture a new generation of 
ultra-largr-scale memory chips. 

Thp company said the process was suited to 
;••1fHnPgabit dynamic random-access memory chips and 
othPr devices with circuitry as thin as 0.2 of a 
micron, or two ten-thousandths of a millimetre. 

The circuits of four-megabit ORAHs, the 
biggest r.hip currently in commercial production, 
~rP O.R of a micron wide. 

ThP ,ompany 
tung~lPn in~tead 
ORAM~. (Source: 
;'R August 1'191) 

said it had alrP.ady started using 
of aluminium to make 16-megc.bit 
I n_ltr..nJ..t iM..~.Llit.r.illLiri bll!1f, 

SGS-fhomson has produced a semiconductor on 
which both sides of the wafer had been processed. 
The devir.e provides protectior from overvoltage 
fer SLICs (subscriber line interface cards). 

On one side of the die the device has the 
tyristor anodes. the diode cathodes and the 
collectors of the gate transisto~s and. on the 
other side of the die, the diode anodes, the 
transistor base and the emitter regions. 

The progr....able bipolar device protects 
SLICs frOlll lightning-induced transient voltages, 
coupled power line surges and other potentially 
dillllilging ov£--voltages. 

Designated LCP 150/1, the device is designed 
to be used between the ri~, relay and the SLIC IC 
and one device protects both the telephone wires 
by suppressing all voltage spikes- (Source: 
(L,tlrlfili_~$-~. 20 Novetnber 1991) 

Imnos unveils araphi~2 

Imnos has unveiled a device for use in HIPS 
workstations. The chip produces a video output at 
up to 135 l"Hz and can talk directly to 64-bit 
microprocessors. 

Industry sources suggest that Imnos will sell 
the chip to DEC for use in workstations based on 
the HIPS microprocessor and built to the Advanced 
(Olllfluting Enviromnenl (ACE) specification. l111110s 
is already producing graphics chips on the 
product ion line bt•i 1t to 111ake the mu(h-de 1 ayed 
next generation transputer, the T9000. (EKtracted 
from ~~s Weekly, 18 Septetllber 1991) 

DEC claims RI~i.J!....!!ill last for 25 year~ 

DEC has revealed details of i~s neKt
generation c0tnputer architecture. a technology 
the company says will last for 25 years. 

The Massachusetts-based computer supplier 
says its reduced instruction set computing (RISC; 
processor, codenamed Alpha, will power everything 
frOtll palmtops to massively parallel super
computers, and far surpasses anything on the 
111arket now in terms of perfonnance. 

First implementations of the 64-bit Alpha 
(the first 64-bit RISC chip frOtll a major computer 
vendor) are claimed to be three to four times more 
powerful than the eKistin9 top-end Vax 6000-600. 
The advanced CHOS-based chip runs at 200 HHz. 

Alpha will initially run VHS and the Open 
Software Foundation's OSF/1 version of Unix and 
will be made available to s~ftware developers 
during the middle of this year. Alpha also 
supports popular progra1m1ing languages. 
(EKtracted from C!2!!!1!.11.i~~j, 
23 January 1992) 

COJ11pu~tr tJlcte )!l~_k_e1-jm~_ges_ .LY.$W _t.1_etr 

Images showing features as small a~ 
3 Angstroms across {3 K 10- 10 metres) can be 
obtained with high-resolution transmission 
electron mir.roscopes (HRTEMs). However, 
researchers find the pictures very hard to 
interpret. They are reduced to guessing the 
structure of their samples, simulating the 
image that a llRTE11 would produce of them, then 
comparing this with the actual image. 

Cambridge Hclecular Design simulated 
images from • r.rystal of VBa2Cu307, a 
high-temperature superconductor, which conducts 
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electricity ~•thout any resistance when cuvled. 
The ZO images show slices of the crystal of 
different thic~ness. 

Nick Austin, who wrote the computer code, 
says interpreting the images was difficult partly 
be(ause electron microscopes do not focus very 
well. Also, the electrons, which "illuminate" a 
sa,.,ple tend to bounce around in the sample several 
times instead of simply being transmitted or 
reflected, further complicating the images. (This 
first appeared in t~~ _S~i~lill. London, 
21 September 1991, the weekly review of science 
and te(hnology) 

Several manufarturers are now developing 
prototypes of supercomputers that harness 
thousands of processors in parallel, in efforts to 
~~tain teratlops performance. Thinking Hachines 
((amhridge. H~ssachusetts) said that it is on 
·~rget for a 1995 unveiling of the world's initial 
computer having teraflops speed. The Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency iOARPA) has 
provided funding to support the effort. Meanwhile 
ln!el said its Touchstone Program, financed frru 
!ntei and DARPA. will make its fourth and last 
prototype, Touchstone Sigma. Touchstone Sigma is 
expect~d to have an aggregate perf ormanc@ of more 
than 150 gigaflops. The teraflops-level 
rerformance will (Ome after that. (Extracted 
from ti.!!~hi!nt!;!!Lf;_ngiJ)eerin_g. August 1991) 

After the keyboard and the computer mouse, 
r•searcher~ wanting to speed up the interaction 
bet .. f'en people and comp•Jters are now focusing on 
the eye. Researchers have demonstrated a system 
which uses the movement of the eye to control 
anythinq from a word processor for the disabled to 
thP ~eapons systems in a fighter aircraft. 

Another group of researchers described work 
on a display technique that does away with a 
screen. Instead it projects its image straight 
on to the retina with low-power lasers. 

The eye-tracking system, called EyeGaze, 
consists of a video camera fitted below lhe 
computer screen. A small low-powered 1 ight 
emittinq diode (LEO) that produces infrared 
liqht is attachfd to the centre of the video 
r ;imera 1 ens. 

The beam from the LEO creates a reflection on 
I.he cornea of the eye. It also makes the pupi 1 
appear as a bright spot. similar to the red eye 
rf fecl caused by a flash attached to a camera. 

The system will wor~ with people ~earing 
9lasses or contact lenses. (yeGaze is being used 
hy a disabled teenager in the US to drive a word 
proces~or. voice synthesizer and to play computer 
qames. Other applications include analysing the 
pffectiveness of screen information for air 
tr~ffic controllers or pilots, diagnosing readinq 
problems in children and market research. The 
terhnology has been tested for firing weapons in 
fighter aircraft. 

Meanwhile, researchers at the Human Interface 
Technoloqy Laboratory at the University of 
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~ashington in Seattle are investigating using fine 
laser beams to scan c11111puter images directly onto 
the retina of the eye. 

So far the project has scanned si11ple line 
shapes such as nx", but on1y in 1110nochrome - in 
this case red. full colour scanning will only 
bec0tne possible when blue semiconductor lasers are 
available. Only very low intensity bea111s are used 
which are said to ~e completely safe. 

The aim of the laser microscanner project is 
to incorporate the system into light-weight 
spectacles. Semiconductor lasers are very small 
and light and no screen would be needed. This 
would overcoi;ie the limitation of present virtual 
reality systems: the encumbrance and poor 
resolution of current head-1110unted displays based 
on liquid-crystal displays or small cathode-ray 
tubes. (This first appeared in ~~tf!ii}!, 
London, 8 february 1991, the weekly review of 
science and technology) 

fast semiconductor swi~ 

Researchers at the Department of Electronics 
and Electrical Engineering at Glasgow University 
(UK) have developed a semiconductor switch they 
claim is the fastest in the world. Operated by 
intense pulses of laser light lasting just 
10 picoseconds, the switch could open the way to 
handling 1.2 million simultaneous phone 
comrersations or 2,COO television channels. 
Researchers say the switch could be speeded up to 
operate at 10 femtoseconds. (Extracted frOlll 
fj™ili_ Times, 25 October 1991) 

ri~l!._~fUl!ld..!.!tl.flf_~j~l i Ulll 

Researchers at Northwestern University and 
Argonne National Laboratory have discovered a new 
family of high-temperature superconductors that 
may lend themselves more readily to practical 
applications. The new material~ are layered 
copper oxides that contain gallium, an element new 
to ceramic supercon~uctors. They were synthesized 
by Kenneth R. Poeppelmeier's group at Northwestern 
and have the general formula LnSr2CuzGa07, 
where Ln stands for yttrium or any of 
14 lanthanide elements. Superconductivity has 
been observed at 30 K and 73 K only in samples of 
YSrzCu2Ga07 that were doped with calcium and 
annealed in high-pressure oxygen at 910°C. The 
new materials are structurally similar to the 93 K 
superconductor YBa2Cu307, except that the 
square-planar copper chains separating the double 
Cu-0 layers are replaced by chains of Ga-0 
tetrahedra. These gallium layers apparently make 
the structure more thermally and mechani~ally 
stable. for instance, tests show thi$ 
superconductor, unlike others, does not lose 
oxygen when heated in air. The new material is 
the first in which only the Cu-0 planes, separated 
by nonconducting chains, carry the supercurrent. 
(Sourr.e: '!leJ!lii;it_L i!.!1.d...Eng\ruri.osi .. ~~~. 
29 July 1991) 

l-fa•J>.rJ..Ld.Q~ .. urilml.11~".'.1Lmi.1 ~ 

Probably not a threat to silicon or gallium 
arsenide technologies at this point, nevertheless 
Hypres of Elmsford, New York, has shown "record 
speed with a superconductin9 digital '"Jic 
circuit". Specifically it 1s a 4-bit shift 
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register chip that operates at 9.6 GHz and 
dissipates only 40. W. In general, semiconductor 
circuits at similar speeds dissipate three orders 
of 111agnilude 1110re power. 

Inlet·estingly, in a world where we associate 
l!lajor jUlllPS in IC performance to jUllf>s in process 
technology. Hypres engineers fabricate this high
speed circuit with 3. 0 , 11 geometries, c1191Pared to 
the 0.5 .·- 111 geometries typically used with galliU11 
arsenidr to attain si11ilar performance. 

Edwin Hill, director of operations at Hypres, 
said that the processing for fabricating 
superconducting circuits uses rather ordinary 
wafer processing equipinent and techniques, those 
that you conmonly use for Si and GaAs 
111anufacturin9. 

Hypres uses Josephson-junction devices to 
build its superconducting logic; the Josephson 
tunnel-junction uses a vertically stacked 
structure with a 10-15 A barrier. 

The Hypres process is a ~ow-teiaperature 150°C 
process that produces devices in five working 
days. Defects are a concern, but unlike silicon 
processing, sodi11111 contatnination is not. 

The Hypres 4-bit shift register is a test bed 
for the company's edge-triggered circuit designs 
for logic devices; this uses a two-phase rather 
than a three-phase clock. 

Hypres engineers have also fabricated shift 
registers of up to 700 bits consisting of 
4200 Josephson junctions. These circuits operate 
close to 10 GH~ and are suitable for building 
ultra-highspeed digital signal processors 
operating al JO Gsainples/s. Such circuits will 
have application in secure COllllUnications syste11s 
and low-probability-of-intercept radar, for 
example. 

Also si9nificant for future applications of 
superconducl1ng circuit, Hypres engineers have 
demonstrated "the world's first" 4-bit shift 
register fabricated with niobium nitride. This 
superconducting compound operates at 8-10 K 
temperatures, rather than the 4 K required for 
circuit fabricated frOlll pure niobiUll. (Reprinted 
with permission from St!il~~~~! ln.1lr~~~ 
~fg~~i~t. November 1991. Copyright 1991 by 
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5.l!J!l.!".k~li!!jl ll!Otor sets new mi..l.llli.nt 

The first superconducting motor to achieve a 
practical power output at liquid nitrogen 
~~mperature was announced by American 
Superconductor Corp. of Watertown, Massachusetts. 
The motor, developed by Cleveland-based Reliance 
Electric Co., incorporates high-temperature 
superconducting electric coils ~.ade by American 
Superconductor. The demonstration direct-current 
motor produced 25 watts of power, with a current 
of 0.5 amp in the superconducting field coil. The 
motor's power output i; about the same as that of 
a cooling fan in a desktop co111puter. The motor's 
ability to run at the power le\el it was designed 
for "shows how the major scientific obstacles to 
connercializing superconducting technology are 
rapidlt falling away", says Gregory Yurek, 
president and chief txecutive officer of American 
Superconductor. "What re111ain are largely 

. --.-

engineering hurd~es." Superconducting 110tors are 
expected to be 110re efficient than conventional 
110tors. and this would yield significant energy 
savings. funding for the joinl effort was 
provided by the Electric Power Research 
Institute. (S6urce: Chemical and Engineering 
News. 12 August 1991} 

Superconducting generator 

A totally superconducting generator has been 
developed by two laboratories in Grenoble, 
France. The generator includes typical layout, 
increased specific power ratings in tenns of mass 
and vol11111e, and a rise in efficiency as there is 
no need for electromagnetic screens. fhe device's 
original characteristic is the utilization of 
superconductors, which contain low losses at 
50-60 Hz frequencies and are created from 
superconducting NbTi fila-ents placed in a very 
resistive CuNi 111atrix. (Extracted irom C~ 
lnlhli!~. August 1991) 

Tape from supercondu~ 

A high-current tape inade frCllll high-tewiperature 
superconductors has been produced by scientists at 
Los AlilllOs National laboratory and the American 
Superconductor Corp. 

Powder frC1111 the superconductors is packed 
into a silver tube, which is then pressed or 
rolled, and then heated. Los Alamos has produced 
a continuous 130-foot length of tape, short 
sections of which showed a critical current 
density of 9,300 atnps/c1112 at 35 K in an external 
11agnetic field of 2 tesla. 

The researchers have built an electro-lllilgnetic 
coil frC1111 a five-foot section of the tape that 
initially produced an esti..ated 200-gauss inagnetic 
field. 

Pressing the tape flat creates cracks along 
its length, while rolling the tape flat produces 
cracks across its width. A pressed tape can carry 
much higher current, but pressir.g is not 
technically feasible for long lengths of tape. 
Los Alamos said it has produced r~lled tapes 
with critical densities of 4,500 A/cm'-. 
(Extracted frOlll tlfctronic Engjneerin~__I.i.!!11., 
30 Septeinber 1991} 

rif~_litlmi.mi.t....hr arowi ng i.ul!.e.a.o~SL.f.i.l~ 

AT&T Bell Laboratories (Hurray Hill, 
New Jersey) workers have devised a novel molecular 
bea111 e~itaxy technique for growing superconducting 
films of complex materials. The process involves 
in-situ oxide growth resulting from reaction~ on 
the substrate S•Jrface at high temperature, of a 
111etal fluk with uncharged radicals, for the 1110st 
part atomic oxygen and molecular oxygen in an 
excited state. The group has achieved smooth 
surface films of yttrium-barium-copper oxides with 
the critical temperature for superconductivity at 
92 K an~,critical current density ~f 
500,000 A/sq r.m. The process also eliminates the 
need for an external oxygen anneal. The goal of 
the researchers is to control the deposition 
proc~ss to grow a single at0111ic layer at a time. 
They have also made hybrid devices with high-Tc 
film on one side of a planar structure and low Tc 
S•Jperconductor on the other side. (Extracted frOlll 
Ruurch and Otvelmlfl.J., November 1991) 
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Toshiba says it has achieved a breakthro~gh 
irt nanotechnology by constructing a •icroscopic 
elertrical motor less than .01 in. in diameter. 
Toshiba says it is the smallest electric motor 
ever inade and includes all the components of an 
electric inotor. inagnet. bearings and coil. The 
tiny 111<.'tor also includes a microchip to control 
it. It was built by using chip-111c1king techniques 
and by very precise micro-eachining techniques. 
Toshiba says the motor needs just 3 V to operate 
and predicts that it will be used in microscopic 
machines that will enter the human body for 
'lledical tasks. (Source: llitl.LQ!!.llLijt_~lJ. 
n tlove<nber 19'}1} 

~cientists are working on the ability to 
manipulate individual atoms to make incredibly 
tiny circuits or inachines. Possibilities vary 
from invisible supercmnputers to tiny robots that 
couid travel through the bloodstrealll to repair 
tissues. Pr. John Annstrong of IBH, while 
doubting that entire COll'lputers could be built on 
this scale, agrees that it will soon be possible 
to build electronic and mechanical devices atOlll by 
atom. Nanotechnology (a nan0111eter is 1 billionth 
of a metre. and is the size of about 3 atoms) 
draws on advances in physics. chemistry. biology 
and (Qt:lputer S(ience. HicrQlllechanics produces 
qears. inotors. etc., that are 111easured by the 
mirron - so small that they could accidentally be 
inhaled. But nanotechnology aims to inake inachines 
and circuits that are even smaller. 
Or. Nadrian Seel!lcln of New York University points 
out that nanotechnology is partly a new way to 
des~ribe very advanced chemistry. RibosQllles 
asset11ble amino acids according to instructions in 
the genetic code. 

Nanotechnology has been largely shaped by 
Or. K. Eric Drexler of HIT, now a visiting scholar 
at Stanford (Palo Alto, California). He envisions 
nanoinachines being assembled by molecular 
assemblers. which would be able to replicate 
themselves as well as assembling needed atoms into 
useful machines. Some critics dispute the 
possibility of nanotechnology, saying that quantUll'I 
mechanical effects and radiation would prevent the 
precise positioning of ~toms. (Extracted frOlll 
New Yor~ Ji~e~. 26 November 1991) 

Co:-llJ>t; ng _n~.lll.rt ' ... L~ -~-...tlt.t1ro.!'lt$. 

Investigators in the field of molecular 
P.lectronics, wnich seeks to harness s;ngle 
molPcul~s as switches, transducers and the like, 
are finding that nature has done lllUth of their 
work for them. Molecular electronics resedrchers 
are concentrating efforts on ways to put 
biological molecules to work in simple electronic 
and optical devices - a first step, they hope, 
towards smaller and faster computers, denser 
m.-mories and higher-caracity communications 
syo;tl'm~. 

ffarteriorhodopsin, a membrane-bound protein 
that harve\ts light energy to fuel the metaboli
activitf of certain photosynthetic bacteria, 
was one of the featured bio-molecules. 
Rob1>rl R. Birge, director of the Center for 
Molecular Electronics at Syracuse Univ-.rsity, 
reported that he and his colleagues had etnbedded 
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the 110lecules, whose purple colour changes to 
yellow on exposure to certain wavelengths of 
light. within cubes of plastic to create a 
data-storage medium. By using criss-crossed laser 
bea..s, they hope to read and record densely packed 
data - encoded in the colo~r of the rhodopsin 
molecules - in specific •icro-regions in the 
cube. A one-inch cube theoretically could host 
several billion bit~ of data, enough to store 
entire libraries. 

Elias Greenba11111 of Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory is seeking to harness another piece of 
nature's 110lecular r.achinery: the photosynthetic 
reaction centre, a C011plex of 110lecules that 
enables green plants to capture sunlight for 
making food in the fona of car~on COllf>Ounds. The 
reaction centre actually perfonas only the first 
phase of the process, turning photons of light 
into a flow of energetic electrons. By turning 
optical signals into electronic ones, transducers 
based on the reaction centre •ight play a role in 
future COllputers or C0181Jnications systems, 
Greenbaum speculates. 

Molecular electronics inay be C01910nplace in 
nature, but even the enthusiasts agree it will be 
a while before, say, desktop computers start 
sporting bacteriorhodopsin memories. (Extracted 
frOlll S~. Vol. 253, p. 1215, 13 September 1991) 

Taking the -easure of tiny objects 

Two engineers from the University of 
Cambridge have found a way of using an electron 
microscope to measure the height of minute objects 
that can be as s111all as three hundred atoms high. 
Because they use a microscope. the researchers can 
see clearly where they are inaking 111easurements. 
Such accuracy is essential in the design and 
testing of advanced semiconductor chips. 

Electron •icroscopes are well known for the 
beautiful iinages they produce of insects' heads, 
crystals and other tiny objects. The pictures 
frOl!I the scanning electron •icroscope (SEH), look 
just like ordinary photographs because the 
electrons behave like light does in an optical 
microscope, but the pictures are non11ally 
two-dimensional, and do not reflect the height of 
objects. Researchers can inake three-dimensional 
iinages with an SEM by taking one picture, then 
tilting the sample and taking another. With this 
pair of stereo images they can create the illusion 
of three dimensions. 

John Thong and Bernie Breton f rOlll the 
department of engineering at Cambridge have now 
combined the infon11ation frOlll such stereo images 
with a Sil'lple height-tneasuring technique taken 
from optical microscopy. Their system profiles 
the surfaces of silicon microcircuits. 

Researchers would like to measure heights as 
small as nan0tnetres, thousandths of a micr0tnetre. 
Thong and Dreton say they can measure less than 
10 naoometres. Using a computer, they COlllpare two 
three-dimensional images to detect exactly where 
the electron beam is in focus. 

Instead of tilting the sainple, th!y tilt the 
electron beain. They have arranged it so that the 
beam tilts about a point which is in focus. This 
means that all the parts of the speci111tn which are 
exactly in focus will coincide when one of the 
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stereo images is superi..,,osed o~ the other. Area> 
above or below the focal plane are sh1fted to the 
lell or right_ So lo get a particular part of the 
speci..en in focus, the CCJlllPuter adjusts the focus 
unt i 1 the images of t"at part coincide- To 
111easure somet~1n9 like the height of a wire in a 
silicon microcir~uit, the electr(ln beam simply 
scans across the wire, recording the changes in 
focus- (Extracted frOlll New Scientist. London, 
2l November 1991, the weekly review of science and 
technology I 

llS researchers have developed a process they 
believe will 111ake it easier to 111ake reliable 
micromechar.ical devices- The tea111 al the Sandia 
National laboratorie~ in Albuquerque in the US 
have produced uniform miniature 110ving parts with 
a new silicon etching technique. Hicromechanical 
devices are 11ade frOll silicon wafers using silicon 
etching techniques. The new process uses 
electrolysis to produce a porous layer on the 
surface of the silicon wafer and the devices are 
etched into this layer, rather than into the bare 
silicon. This 111akes it easier to etch repeatedly 
to the accuracy needed to mal:e •i cromechani cal 
devi(eS- A spokes111an for the laboratories claims 
that they can d~plicate the etching process with 
no 1110re than 0.3 per cent variation. (Source: 
Ue'-lr.ll!'.i{~ -~.Hill', 6 January 1992) 

Ar_i~JJlg [}fy ittl_~bi nes~i_ll~.hiniruLifill 
BiC.""1~ 

Using standard BiCHOS processing, Analog 
Devices. Norwood, Hassachusetts, has produced what 
it is calling "the first connercially available 
surface micrOlllclchined device - the ADXL-50 
acceler0111eter". The AOXL-SC represents a 
milestone in semiconductor ~rocessing; experts 
expect it to play a significant role in aut01110tive 
elertronics. 

However Analog Devices officials make a 
r.lear distinction between ill.I'~ and b_vl! 
micr0111achining. Until now, all c011111ercial 
micr0111achined devices have used a bulk 
man11f acturi ng process to produce pi ezo-resi stance 
based acceler0111eters. Bulk micromachined devices 
t yp i ca 11 y have ta l"" min im1.1111 f ea tu res. 

Surfar.e micrOll'lar.hining, on the oth~r hand, 
involves more intricate silicon processing using 
advanced IC processing techniques to make a 
prpr.ivly ptittPrned 111echanir.al structure - thin 
beams and masses - r.lose to the surface of a 
<;ilicon substrate. The feature dimensions of 
surf;i~P micromachined devices are typir.ally 
1-2 ~m. In addition. these devices are i111111une to 
~~anges in operating temperature. unlike their 
bulk-macnined counterparts. 

Of r.onsiderable signifirance i~ that surface 
miuom;i~hining adopts conventional IC manufact•Jrinq 
tPr.hniques so dtsiqners can put electronic 
circuitry on the same chip as the mechaniral 
-;true turf'. 

EnginPers at Analog Oevir.es were ablP !o lake 
established IC BiCl'«JS technology and integratP 
withir. it steps to fabricate free-to-move 2~m 
thick films of polysilicon, suspended 1-1.5 ~m off 
the !C using a 4/"m 8iCl'«JS process, where the 
steps needed t.o makP the micromachinelf components 
wprP intprleavPd with thos~ of thp IC. 

, 

The 11icr01Dachined sensor of the ADXL-50 
measures 500 ~II by 625 • II. Heasureinent accuracy 
is 5 per cent over a ~SO g range. Analog Devices 
designers have targeted automotive applications, 
such as collision detection. active suspension and 
antiskid braking systems. However, the c0111pany 
plans other devices for iaachine 110nitoring, smart 
inun~tions and inertial guidance. (Extracted with 
perwiission frOlll SCl!litonductor International 
t!aqazine, October 1991. Copyright 1991 by Cahners 
Publishing Co., Des Plaines, Illinois, USA) 

Chip makers Ulll!ilSk yet s~lfi. circuits 

Microchip researchers have been surprised to 
find that they can 111ake the features on chips 
one third of their currPnt size by refining 
existing techniques which were thought to be at 
their iimits of 11iniaturization. They have 
111ade columns and troughs measuring just 
0.3 11icr011etres - a hundredth of the thickness 
of a human hair. 

Chip 11akers had ass1111ed that it would be 
necessary to use X-rays rather than the usu31 
ultraviolet light to 111ake chips 11Uch s11aller, and 
SOlllt' have spent millions developing compact 
synchrotrons to generate th~ necessary X-rays. 
But by fine-tuning th~ conventional ultraviolet 
process, some European c011panies have made 
features which cculd be the smallest inade in this 
way. 

frits van Hout of ASH, the Dutch company 
which 111ade the mask exposing equipment, says, 
"X-rays are expected to be used for 0. 2 to 
0.1 micr0111etre features- We can do 0.15. Will 
X-rays be pushed out?". (Extracted from Nt~ 
$ti_e_ni~!. London. 7 November 1991, the weeklv 
review of science and technology) 

Using a two-layer resist system, res~arch~rs 
in the corporate labo~atories of Sieinens A.G. 
believe they have dev~loped a technique that will 
allow IC structures with dimensions of less than 
0.3 11icron to be fabricated using an optiral 
technique. 

In contrast to standard methods, the approac!; 
developed in the Sie111ens laboratories in Erlangen 
and Hunich requires only aver)' thin uniform fil111 
to be exposed. The pattern obtained is t.hen 
transferred to a second underlying res;st film by 
llN'ans of anisotropic dry etching. 

The seconj film is significantly thicker than 
the first and is stable P.nough for subsequent 
etching. 

T6 achieve the required etching r~sist~nce. 
the thin resist is subjected to simple chemical 
after-treatm!'nt. This process permit~ controllPrl 
expansion of the optically transferred struct1Jr" 
a~d. thus, a controllable miniaturization of th~ 
free inter~tirps exposed to the ~tching aq1>nt. 

This chemical expansion of resist line-;, 
known as Carl, lets vias and is?lation trough~ bP 
produr.ed with di111ensions of 0. 15 micron, despite 
using exposure equipment with an optir.al 
resolution of only 0.4 micron. 

Siemens' Pprlach laboratorie~ ha\ alrP.ady 
rt11mnnstrated thP Carl lithographir prorPS\ for 
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0. )-<nicron test structures on silicon wafers, and 
occasional samples of 0.25 micron were attained. 
In conjunction with the improved high-aperture 
Krr laser P•posure devices now being developed, 
t~e Carl technique also will be applicable for 
0.25-micron technology. The resist system can 
also be restructured for 193-nm Arr laser 
e•posure. A resolution of below 0.20 •icron would 
then be attainable. 

Siemens also believes th~t by using 
phase-shifting, optical techniques will be 
practical down to structural dimensions of 
0.1 micron, corresponding to the requireinents of 
gigabit chips. (Extracted frOlll ~~!£Q!li~ 
[ngi neerinq_ f.i~~. 11 November JQ91) 

A new method for precision milling of 
mi(rostructures is letting device researchers 
explore the role that ge0111etry plays in the 
behaviour of semiconductor lasers. By carving 
triangular lasers froin a galliUlll arsenide 
superlattice, researchers at IBH Corp.'s East 
Fish•ill facility at Hopewell Junction, New York 
have demonstrated that lasers can be tuned solely 
by varying their geometric fo.-... Previously, 
laser perfonnance could be 1110dified only by 
changing basic physical parameters of the 
matPrials fr°"1 which the lasers are 111ade. 

The recently de1110nstrated triangular laser, 
called a "trilaser", is just the first step in a 
family of devices that could resuit frOll! a new 
dry-etch ion-beam milling technique being 
de.eloped by the IBH researchers in conjunction 
with other groups at Cornell University (Ithaca, 
!IPw 'fork) and Stanford Uriiversi ty (California). 
rhe ter.hnique is giving device researchers a new 
freedOlll to build refined structures independently 
of the undprlying crystal structure of Cf)lllpound 
sPmir.onductor~. Normally. high-quality edges and 
surf ares can 1Jnly be cut parallel to atomir planes 
in a cry'.> I cl 1. 

Solid-state lasers are strictly linear in 
their ~~eration. Typically. photons are trapped 
ir a linear seginent of a crystal, where they 
t1rvel back and forth between two mirrored 
<>urf ar.es. 

The ability to cut high-quality surfaces at 
any angle means that engineers will be able to 
tune la-.Pr perfonnance hy adjusting thP angle of 
inridenr.e at the corner<> of nnvel polygonal 
la'>Prs. (Extracted from ~le_ctr:o_n_i_c __ ~n~nttri!.lg 
I i mes. •I Pl1JvP.111ber 19<) 1 I 

.\ tpam from Imperial tollpqe in lMrlon has 
devploped a new ~ind ol solar eel' which converts 
11qht to PlPctricity three times as efti(iently as 
tndcJy's panels. Or. ~eith Barnham's group ha\ 
tH1:lt tlnrl IP\tPrl a c!'ll ba<>erl on q1Jantu111 well<; 
ra!hPr than thr ro111111or.ly u<;ed hanrlqitp !Pr.hniquP,. 

Q11.;nt11m wpll5 havP been u">ed by re<;E'arr.hPn 
hi;ildir1q optical computers. ThPy consist of vP.ry 
""'"" ar,.as of impurities doped into a 
<>P01ironrl11rtor whose at.,111~ have slightly rliffprrnt 
enerqy absorption characteristics to the dopant. 
When liqht falls into the ~uantum well, an 
.,1,.r.trnn i., kno(kf'rl out. If a strea111 of elert.ron"> 
1., rli,plarrrl. a current bpqins to flow. 

--r-

Or. Barnham has built a test cell consisting of 
30 quant11111 wells and believes that the process has 
an efficiency of about 40 per cent. (Qlllllt'rcial 
sol~r cells have efficiencies between 5 and 25 per 
cent. (Source. Electronics WeekJ.x, 
23 October 1991) 

Optical neural processing deve~ 

Japanese researchers have developed a type of 
optical neural processor that has the unique 
ability of solving probletns si11Ultaneously and 
storing the answers. Researchers at Japanese 
electronics c0111pany Mitsubishi say that they 
developed the device by cOlllbining eight optical 
arithmetic eleinents and 64 optoelectronic memory 
storage elements on a galliUlll arsenide substrate. 
The Hitsubishi device uses optoelectronics in 
which light pulses process data instead of 
electricity. (Source: Electronics Weekly, 
25 September 1991) 

New optical !f_i.ll.._ull.1!!! 

Hitachi (Tokyo, Japan) has devised an 
erasable 111agneto-optical disk system based on a 
newly developed high output green ;aser. A 
se111iconductor laser etnitting red light sti111Ulates 
a YVO crystal for lasing output at 1.06 micron 
that is directed to a KTP crystal to halve the 
wavelength to 530 11111, with power of 15 .;.i. The 
green laser light is used to record on a new 
platin11111-cobalt double layer film disk, enabling 
achieveinent of 0.3 111icron domains and a disk with 
three ti11es the recording capacity of conventional 
disks. Available 111agneto-optical disk systems 
using low power lasers have read-only 
functionality. The new systetn will be marketed as 
a c0111puter external metnory product. (Extracted 
from ~.!!.Jh.!ll!0-1..!!Sl:t- 1iljl}, Septetnber 1991 l. 

yser-bllf.d 111emory storage devill 

A tiny laser-based 111e1110ry storage device no 
bigger than a sugar cube that can store 
6.5 trilli~n bits of infonnation has been invented 
by a Univer;ity of California (Irvine} che91istry 
prof~ssor. The amount of information that the 
device can store is equivalent to the content of 
1 million novels or 2,000 tiines 1110re data than the 
amount that the best personal computers can store 
on hard disks. The device consists of a plastic 
cube only 1 cm on each side. It is sensitive to 
laser light. which is used to record and read the 
infof'111ation contained within the cube. Access 
time is only several nanoseconds. 111any thousand"> 
of times faster than that required by romputers. 
The device has been patented and a prototype is 
being used at a laboratory at the University of 
California, but the inventor has no further plans 
to coll'lllercialize the devir.e. A major drawbac~ is 
that thP d~vi(P can only retain information for 
several ho•Jrs at rnom temperature. Even whP." 
liquid nitroqPn 1s used to cool the device, it r.an 
onl) hold information for several 111onths. The 
tff'vire storP<> information within the molernles of 
a light.-sen<>itivP organic c:ompound in~ide a 
poly~tyrene r.ube. The device s?lits a laser be~m 
in two to store the data. Lenses and mirrors 
direct the two beams so they meet at right angles 
at a single molecule within the cube. The 
molecule is pht\irally altered and undergoes a 
colour chan7e. HGlecules in which data is not 
stored rP111a1n clear. When the stored information 
i\ to be read, a la\P.r beam of a different r.olo~r 
is transmitterl lhrouqh thP rubP. Ph~to df'tP.r.tnr' 
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~o~rectcd to a cOMPuter processor read the light 
e~itted frOlll the ~olec~les in which data is stored 
;ir1d compile ~ht'lll into bits. (E•tracted fr(!tll 
,.,., _Yo_i:k ti~~. 2 September 19911 
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Green laser light wobbles chaotically, 
according ta a group of re>earchers at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology in the US. T~e light beain 
can be stabilized if the crystals used are lined 
up very carefully. The work could have an impact 
on the search for blue lasers needed to increase 
the storage capacity of compact discs and the 
speed of fibre optic switches. Today's blue 
lasers work with the same frequency doubling 
techniques as the US group, led by Dr. Raj Roy, 
used to make its green lasers. 

Green light is produced using a lasing 
crystal operating at infra-red frequencies. A 
frequenc1- t:oubling neodycniU111-YAG crystal then 
l1alves the wavl'length to 530 nanometres. The 
Georoia team has disc?vered that the two crystals 
prndu~e a chaotic interference pattern, scattering 
the laser's energy and reducing the efficiency of 
the doubling process. Roy's group discovered that 
turnino the crystals around made the chaos go 
.lway. (Sn111·ce: (_lE..t_n1n.i£l..Jl.ll!!.l.x. 
;] October 19911 

1M is said to have develop~d the first 
blue-green laser diode. The prototype has the 
potential to boost by 3 or 4 times the volume cf 
data able to be stored on compact and optical 
di ;r:s. Tile company reports the developtnent as 
prt•viding new possibilities for laser applications 
in surh areas a> r~unications, printing and 
ima11inq. On a cautionary not.e, thl' Hnn said two 
years would be needed to work out technical 
ob>tarlE>s. (Extracted from W~l!__S1r:~J _ _J_oj,,L!lil. 
~·R Auqust 1991 l 

A new laser-scannir.g apparatus at the 
ResParch Corp. of Japan's Kyoto Research Park may 
brinq atomic-scale micromanipulation closer to 
practical application. The new approach r~set11bles 
the rastE>r-scan technique used in cathode-ray-tube 
rli<;play~. In place of the (RT'-; electron gun, the 
micro-manipulation dE>vice uses a laser that 
as>emble'i indi~idual particles two micron-; in 
diameter into patterns by repeated scanning. 

The ter.hnique builds on past research in 
which optical f iE>lds generat~d by lasers trap and 
~nve small particles. Since the atoms are trapped 
only at vibrational nodes in the optical field, 
n~l~ repetitive pattern<; have ~een achievE>d with 
thi'i mll'tholl. 

Another approarh to atomic mani pul ati on was 
rtPvi<;erl by rlectron micrnsropist'i whn dio;r.overed 
t~at the sranning tunneling E>lectron microscope 
tip cnulrl draq individual atoms into any desired 
ron f i qurat ion. Wh i I e this molni pul at ion t.echni que 
rpprE><;Pnls the ult imatl' in both sill' and control, 
it is too slow for practical applications. 

ThP new method uses eier.tronically controlled 
~irrors and prE>cision optics to focus a moving 
lao;pr heam on a microscopP slit!P r.ontainiog a 

- -.-

solution of polystyrene spheres two microns in 
diilM@ter. Radiation pressure in front of the 
1110ving beam generates forces on the particles. 
Repeated scanning with on/off control by a 
cOlllputer allows the researchers to arrange the 
particles in any predetenained pattern. As a 
demonstration, they arranged the 2-11icron spheres 
in the shape of the Chinese character for light. 
(Extracted frOll ~~Engineering Ti111es. 
18 tlovember 1991) 

!_i!!_y_wi~~J!I. make t110iecular electronics a 
reality 

Chemists in Australia have designed and 
synthesized a 1110lecule that could be used as a 
"1110lecular wire". Suell a wire might 1ink tiny 
electronic devices, making molecular-scale 
electronics a reality. 

Hax Crossley and Paul Burn of the University 
of Sydney joined together four so-called porphyrin 
units to make a conducting strand, 6.5 nanOt11etres 
long. 

Porphyrin 1110lecules are connon in nature, 
where they are generally involved in biochemical 
processes that require thE transfer of electrons. 
An e•ample is chlorophyll in green plants, which 
1s a porphyrin-based pi~nt. Porphyrins are also 
at the heart of haemoglobin, the 1110lecule that_ 
carries oxygen in the blood, and vitamin 812· 

Crossley says that it was seeing porphyri~s 
in so many different but loosely related natural 
systems that 9ave him and his collea9ues the idea 
of joining them together to make o 1110lecular wire. 

Crossley and his team are now working on what 
they call molecular "alligator clips". As the 
nainP il!lplies, these woulc join the ends of the 
wire to the support material. The chemists have 
also developed a wire with a 90° bend in it. They 
say it will be quite useful for connecting devices 
round corners. 

Jean-Marie Lehn of the Instit•Jt le Bel at the 
LO•Jis Pasteur University, Strasbourg, and his 
colleagues are working on 1110lecular wires of a 
different sort. They have designed a charged 
molecule, called caroviologen. which resembles a 
naturally occurring compound called carotene. The 
researchers have used this molecule to mediate 
electron transfer across a bilayer membrane. The 
membrane, made of spherical globules known as 
vesicles, is reducing (electron giving) on tne 
outside and oxidizing (electron withdrawing) on 
the inside. 

Lehn believes that it m;ght be possible to 
make a "molecular rectifier" with the caroviologen 
wire and the right functional groups. A diode 
recti~ies an alternating current, and will be 
vital in moler.ular electronics. (Extracted from 
~t:~ .S~~t__'ltiH. l.ondon, 30 November 1991. the 
weekly review of 'iCience and technology) 

VL_Sl tettifl9!ogy in )-P 

Using a three-dimensional Cl'«JS design 
approach, scientists at the Institute for 
Microelectronics Stuttgart IIHS) in Germany have 
slashed VLSI circuit size two to five times beyond 
the limits attainable with the two-diMens;onal 
Cl'«JS techniques used today. Seven years in 
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tfpvelopment, H.e St•Jttgart-based instHute's 
'f'r"cally integrated Epilo9 technology has now 
rea(hed a point where the industry could take it 
over to build C()'IWl!ercial 3-0 VLSI devices. 

for all their advantages of high 
f~nrtionality, low cost per function and high 
>peed. today's 2-0 VLSI cirruits ~uffer from a 
number of drawbacks. With tr3nsistors closely 
spaced side b) side, the ;nteraction of these 
dpvicps can cause catastrophi~ l~'chup. The large 
area that the interconnections '•'~PY can also 
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lead to high load capacitance. h·~inished speed, 
in(reased power d;ssipation a•H . .-lectromigration 
(whereby the ions in the alumi Jm interconnections 
rar produce disastrous ;h~rt-circuits). 

A way out of his dilet1111a is 3-0, or stacked, 
CMOS technology. Pursued for about 12 years, such 
>rhemes havP been bas~ mainly o~ polycr1stalline 
~ilicon films on oxide. 

In all likelihocd the technology will first 
be used to fabricate static RAHs, since Epilog 
lends itself to 9etting the high density that the 
six-transistor cells or such devices require. It 
could also be used on loaic circuits, where 
avoid;ng latchup and electr0111igration is crucial. 
'£ xtra~ted frOlll EJ~~ill!li~i. Nove111ber 1991) 

H;tachi has announced the development of a 
new patterning technology for 256 Mb DRAM 
dpvires. lhP new technology uses tungsten (W) 
~ith a very high melting point in multilayer 
wiring with a new gas called silane fluoride ilnd 
can hc1ndle ultrafine contact holes down to 0.2 11m 
in rliameter. Hitachi claims that the new process 
ran he used on conventionill process equip111ent with 
cnly minor changes, and position1 it as a key 
~echnology for 256 Mb ORAM production. 

ThP nPw t.echnology came from a total review 
Clf thP reaction mechanism of the reduction 
mpthod. The ronventional mechanism was ~xplained 
through the formation of Sif 4 and hydrogen in 
d~dition to the W film during film formc1tion, but 
control was extremely difficult and analysis of 
the reilction mechanism with an IR spectrophotometer 
~howed a large amount of SiH~ 3 generated in the 
r·.-a<tion. in-;tead of SiF4 . T!iere was no large 
gPneration of SiF~ in sPlective growth, and in 
fc1ct <;electivity was 1mpaired as a re<;ult. This 
led Hitachi to dev~lop a new system where Sif4 
wa~ introduced into the reaction. rn their 
consirleration of SiHf3 •hey also dterminpd that 
Sit12r2 was more !'Wiled to foll-surface CVD 
than liydrogen. (btracterl with permission from 
Semi~9nd!J~t9r lntern,Jt,iona~ J1i,1gltz.ini:, 
November 1991. Copyright 1991 by Cahners 
ruh 1 i sh i nQ ( o. . Des P 1 a i nes. I 1 lino is. USA) 

A,, 11n•1~ual ~-0 int.f'grated fli(MO<; proress 
involving <;plPrlive epitaxial growth and epitaxial 
lateral overgrowth methods has been dPvised by 
Rashid 8a<;hir, Suresh ~enkatesan and 
rrof. Gerold Neudf'ck of the School of [lertrical 
Engineering of Purdue University (W. Lafayette, 
Indiana). The process. involving 12 masking 
steps. rP.sult~ in a structure w!th a decrease of 
cHt ive are.J by 2~ per cent or mort, because of the 

_ _,__ 

contact to the buried layer through polysilicon 
doped with arsenic. The design illso features a 
self-aligned seed hole. (Extracted trOlll 
Se!!!.it;.2!1dY~t~r_J_11_~national. August 1991) 

~~rnethod of_fonninq thin films 

A inethod of fonning thin films without 
disrupting the surface of the underlying substrate 
has been developed by researchers at the 
Univers;ty of Minnesota {H;nneilpolis, Minnesota). 
The cluster assembly technique involves c~oling 
the substrate to arougd 50 K and condensing a 
lilyer of Xe about 30-A thick to act as a buffer, 
then depositing ilO atOllliC film by 111eans or a 
con•entional thel"lllill source inethod. The at0tns 
coalesce to fonn clusters, then th1 Xe is 
desorbed, so that the overlayer is deposited on 
the substrate with a big decrease in interfaciill 
reilction. (Extracted frOlll Research and 
~~. August 1991) 

!l.u!!.!niuin under pressure 

Researchers at Philips' lilboratories in 
Eindhoven hilve developed computer models of the 
behaviour of a inateriill which is s~t to replace 
aluminium as the main 111etal in chips. Metal 
silicides are likely to be used to wire toget~er 
trilnsistors in the next generation chips because 
aluminium wears out if very high speed signals 
pass through it. 

Or. Corrie a~11e-LieUW'lliJ has recently 
completed a thesis using transmission electron 
microscopy to study the growth of cobalt silicide 
on silicon chips. "Our ultimate aim is to make 
effect semiconductor interfaces." (Source: 
Ele~tr11ni~LW..ttH.Y. 23 October 1991) 

~el!2.!L~~!2!1lr.OJ1._ e Le_t.t ri fil~~!'.I t 

IBM hils developed a method of controlling 
electrical current using a single xenon atom. The 
single xenon atom is 1110ved back and forth to 
control the current, acr.ording to physicists at 
IBM's Al111c1d2n Research Center, San Jose, 
California. The manufacture of potentially faster 
and smaller microelectronic chips would be 
possible if a practical device is developed whi(h 
incorporiltes the switch. IBM made the discovery 
using a scanning tunnelling microscope. JBH 
researchers have shown that a single atom can be 
moved to any desired area on a flat surface by 
using the tip of the microscope. A ~ingle xenon 
atom can jump fro111 the tungsten microscope probe 
and a flat nickel crystal by creating ii brief 
electrical potential, or difference, between the 
probe and the crystal. The xenon atom jumps back 
to the probe following the application nf a pulse 
of the reversed polarity. (E><trilcted from 
New York Times. 15 August 1991) 

rlew diamon~ prg~e$$ di:velOJ!ell 

fnqineer• at the Re•earch rriang!e lnstitutP. 
in Plorth Carolina have developP.d a new prorPH 
that mdkes diamond films out of water and 
.tlcohol. It aho operates at much lower 
temperatures (100-400°() than existing processe•. 
Usi~g its new process, RT[ has produced diamond 
films that equal. and often surpass. the quality 
of those made with processes that use hydrogen 
gas. 
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While the researche~s have used the new 
prnress tu fabricate sirgle crystal diamond 
•ilm., - the diamond material cf ll'Ost ;nterest to 
the eiectroni~s ;ndustry - they have only been 
able to do so usinq natural dia1110nd films as the 
sub'>trate. This, says Or. Ron Rudd~r of RTI. is 
the ~i9gest pro~lem blocking progress in 
develop;ng a viable diamond technology for 
elprtronics applications. 

The reason that a dicllllOnd technoloqy is of 
... ui:t1 intere-.t is that dia1110nd films perform well 
hhPre other materials fail. Their lllOSt notable 
properties include their hardness, transparency. 
ther.,.al •:onductivity. high-temperature stability. 
rhpmical inertness and electrical and optical 
rharacteristics. 

!n the ele(tronics industry. diamond 
'Ub~trate'> ~nuld find applications where 
hi1Jli-lE'r.IJ>PraturP op1>rat ion (5!l0-700°C) is 
rpqu \ rpd. •' 1 ready. researcher'> havP. proven that 
thpy 'an dopP rliamor.J to form a p-type material. 
Aho. the thermal conductivity of dii''l!Ond films 
ma~e them an ideal heat sinking material and could 
conLPiva~ly be used tn heir cool devices like 
([(-V las~r'>. Another potential application is in 
'-ray lithography. as a mask material: since it 
i'i transparent, optical ali9n111ent t~chniques could 
t>P l!'ietf. 

Th,. rpw process developed at RH is a inajor 
o;tep tcward'i a viable diamond process for these 
and other applications. although a true production 
rrnre>s prnbably remains far in the future. 
ll••.radt>d with permission from ~fl!liCO!lduct.C!r 
Int~rnational H~gazire. October 19~'-
(npyright 1~91 by CahnPrs Publishing Co .• 
llf'~ Plaines, Illinois, USA) 

A new polymer process said to make rlao;tic 
parkaging material anti-corrosive and anti-static 
"'·lY ev!'n•ually b~ used in chip assembly. 

[nverted by John Franey, a chemi~t at 
~r&I Rell Laboratories (Berkeley Heights, 
New Jprsey!, thp patented technology has been 
i:rf'~sed to Ba•ter International (Deerfield. 
I l I 1nois l. 

Rpll ""Y" the procPss uses additives to 
rnnvert rnmrr.on plastics into reactive polymers. 
Tht>o;P polymers cor>duct ele1:tricit) that prevents 
·.tat ii bui lrlup. Thpy also react with l'.orrosbe 
Qa'i~s tn inhibit lnrro~ion. 

The pnlymPr, known as State Intercept. will 
~akP it ... •iro;t appearance in bags used to 
transport elP~trnnil'. dPvices. Cost of the bags 
''will hP rompetitive" with the company's other 
statir haQ~. The polymer will be '>old to ~r&r 
rlirPrtlv. anrl to others world-wide throuqh 
rli~trib11!on. lhe rpo;innus matPrial is ilho 
·.uitablp fnr 11o;e in mnulderl pla\t.ir part<;.. such a'i 
l• p.irkaqes. It can bl!' mixed with r.onvP.ntional 
pnlymrr rompour11is such ;io; polyethylene, 
polypropylene, ABS or PVC. Additionally, it can 
bP userl in IC packaqe moulding systems without any 
Pq•,ipn•P.nt rhan9es. ((wtractf'd with perinission 
from Semicondv(tor lntern4tjo~el.H~gf~ine. 
nctoher 11q1, Copyriqht IQ91 by Cahners Publishing 
Co .. Oes J'hines, Illinois, USA) 
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Scientists in Japan will carry out an 
experiment which. if successful. will appear to 
bring perp~tual 110tion closer to reality. 

The scientists based at the superconductivity 
research laboratory of Japan's Hinistry of 
international Trade and Industry will cOlllhine the 
latest developments in superconductivity and 
permanent magnets to levitate and s~in an 
aluininiutn disc 3 111etres in diameter at high 
speed. 

It is not perpetual 1110tion of course. since 
the superconducting components require supplies of 
liquid nitrogen to keep them at the optimum 
operating conditions, but even so, the virtually 
friction-free device should be capable of storing 
vast a1110unts of energy that can, in theory at 
least, be tapped to run m~chines. 

The experi111ent will also mark a t~rning pcint 
in the fortunes of 111c1gnet technology. The 
scientists will be using the latest in high-rower 
permanent magnets, the so-called rare-earth 
maonets made of e~otic metals such as 
neodyiniU11-iron-boron (NdFe8) and Sall\ilrium-cobalt 
( SmCo). 

~ldFeB magnets could sh~ke loose the strangle
hold that. traditional ferrite and al Ullli ni ~nickel
cobal t-i ron magnets have had on the mass produrtion 
111agnet market. 

The 111agnet market is said to currently be 
worth over il billion worlo-wide and is set ~o 
more than double by the year 2000. The market is 
currently growing by 110re than 10 per cent per 
annum with NdfeB sales growing by 25 per cent. 

The attraction of these magnets could 
eventually be felt in virtually all manufacturing 
sectors including the automotive, white goods and 
aer~space industries, although ferrite magnets 
will still maintain a substantial share of the 
market for low-cost low-perfonnance applications. 
<E~tracted from ~~!line~!. 5 September 1991) 

Poro_v~ -~: Jill!!..Y!l_gl<t!' 

In 1Q90 two European research groups, at the 
UK's Defence Research Agency in Halvern and at the 
Central Resera~h laboratories of Germany's 
SiP.lllens AG in Hunich, showed that rather cheap 
silicon can also be made photol11111inescent. Now 
scientists at the Fraunhofer Institute for Solid 
State Technology ;n Hunich have discavered that 
porous silicon emits light not only under W 
radiation but ~lso when a voltage is applied to 
it. ihis 111eans tl1at silicon is electroluminescent 
as wel I. The rliscovery could lea<i to a new world 
of 1'.0mponent and system application~. 

The biq advantage of vclt~qe-indul'.ed light 
emission is that it is easy to change eler.tri~al 
signals into optical signals. Cheap and easy to 
process, silicon could replace the expensive and 
difficult-to-handle GaAs and other c0111pound 
semicondurtors in optical applications. With 
detectors already made of silicon, a light emitter 
that also uses silir.on would Mean a much higher 
level of integration than is possible when using 
different materials for the detector and flllitter. 
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Silicon liQht sources on silicon chips could 
even lri99er a revolution in optical signal 
trans111is.,ion. the F;·aunhofer researchers declare. 
Repla(in9 metal connections between chips with 
light paths could considerably increase a systeim's 
data-trans~is~;~n speed. 

Furlhennore. flat display~ and 1110nitors could 
be combined with I(s on a silicon basis. and the 
integration of optical and electronic technology 
nn c;ilicon would open new perspectives for 
comruter architectures. A systewi could be built 
that uses electrons for computing and photons for 
data trans~ission. 

However. before 1 i qht-etni t ti nq s i 1 icon finds 
such applications, much.work lies still ahead. 

AH.T (o. in the IJS and a team in Grenoble, 
France. confirmed the findings of Leigh T. Canham 
of the UK's Defence Research Agency. 

Since 1990. researchers have ~een trying to 
ge! sililf>n to emit light also under voltage 
application. Researchers at the frauenhofer 
Institute have achieved it and as far as they 
~new. they are the first to inake silicon 
elf't·trolU111inescent. 

The H1mich institute becJl'N.' involved because 
ct it; ~now-how in sensors using porous silicon. a 
fonn of the inaterial that is a prerequisite f~r 
light Ptllission. but just why porous silicon 
becntnes photolU111inescent is not fully 
understood. 

In addition to ra1s1ng efficieny and 
briohtnes~. continued work at the Munich institute 
ic; aiined at ~etennining the spectral distribution 
and the de~ice response time as well as gaining a 
bettf'r understandi .. q of .. hat is going on in the 
siliron. (E•lracted frQ!I! El~.!Q!!L~~. 
tlnvPlllb,.r 1991) 

Canon has de·1eloped a new type of 1 iquid 
crystal diplay. which retains its picture eve~ 
"hf'n the power is turned off. The new l~D could 
he used in flat screen TVs. One prototype also 
ha<; be~n developed to offer colour pictures. The 
nP~ ferroelectric LCD (fLCOI has 960 x 1312 pixels 
in a .'11 nn diagonal 1110nochrome screen. The finn 
e•perts to make srreens with 1280 x 1024 pixels 
!th,. <;ame quality as high definftion TV) in five 
vran or less. The new FICO twists light through 
a hirpfringent r~y~tal. A voltaqe applied to the 
crystal switches the crystal between two 
position\ (on or nff,. The two positions are 
c;table. \O there is no need for a constant 
~nurcP of po .. er tn maintain the display. fhf' FLCO 
•hu<; requires ~ur.h less power. Beatrice PHchola'.; 
ot ~IC Marconi says that a battery Iha• could 
power a twi<;ted netlltll ic u:o for four mor.tns 
could pn .. er an fl(O for seven years. rLCO<; are 
alc;n faster. sinre each pi•el is changed by 
applyinq a vnlta9e, not by "ailing for the TN 
rr1<;tal to revert back to its original 
ro11fi9•1ra\inn. Also. sincf' pi•els that do not 
need to be r.hanqed retain their position, not all 
the pi•f'ls have to be refreshed for each image. 
These t .. o characteristics make fLCDs suitable for 
use in rv~. (Extracted frOftl Ne~. $cien~j$l. 
lnndon. {(, Ortoher 1q91, the wee~iy review of 
~ci•nre and terhnology) 
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~]tower storage technology 

Tohoku Electric Power Co. and Hitachi ltd. of 
Tokyo, Japan have developed a new power storage 
technology known as superconducting magnetic 
energy storage (SHES). 

The new system, connected to an e•perimental 
power tran~ission system, is being tested and 
evaluated at Tohoku's research centre in Senda; 
City. consists of a magnet composed of a 
superconducting metal coil and liquid heliUM 
coolant. The coil is cooled to a te9111eratare of 
269"C and an electric current is switch!Pd on. The 
coi 1 is tl\en separated frOlll the outside cfrcui ts 
so that the electric power is transformed into 
..,.gnetic energy. 

The prototype system can store one megajoule 
at 1,000 amperes, which equals approximately 
280 watts, or enough electricity to light a 
100-watt light-bulb for about three hours, the 
Tohoku spokesman explained. 

A full-scale research project will be 
conducted after the interim testing an~ evaluation, 
the spoke511ar. said, adding that Tohoku and Hitachi 
already have spent approximate!: 1 billion yen in 
the past three years on the project. 

Tohoku was one of the first ca.panies to join 
the International Superconductivity Centre when it 
was established in 1988. In Oecetlber 1989 t~e 
Sendai-based electric utility formed a research 
group with SOiie aniversities. (Extracted from 
~_rican Hel~l Market, 29 October 1991) 

r1~~~ ~~aPor~tj9~_lc.Qi~i.tlve 

The University of C~ile !Santiago} is 
developing a flash eva~oration technique for 
deposition of thin fih1s of b:trium titanate 
(8aTi03). a ferroelectric with high dielectric 
constant and excellent thenial stability, getting 
increasing interest for use as thin fil•s in 
sensors. Researchers at the university have 
developed a feeding technique regulating the rate 
of deposition by the chamiber pressure. 

Capacitors have been tnade to examine the 
properties of the resulting fil•s, in particular 
the feasibility of their use as dielectric layers 
in metal-insulation sf!llliconductors. Changes in 
capacitance upon e•posure to h11111id:ty, attributed 
to w~ter 1DOlecule physisorption and/or 
chet11isorption, i111ply applicability for hU111idity 
~ensi~g. (E.tracted frOlll J.l!Jl!Uir.!Jl_C~l:jll'l_it~. 
September 1991) 

fint oplin1.M.ll".'11 ndw.o.r.!LIC 

Mitsubishi claims to have developed the f;rst 
ootical neural network IC with built-in analogue 
~ry. The prototype device is an eight neuron 
chip made by the thrre dimensional integration of 
tight light-~itting eletnents and an 8 by 8 •fftlory 
array of :ight-receiving eletnents o~ a 5 """by 6 111111 

~aAs substr~te. The light-receiving eletnents 
within the array ca11 modify their ser1sitivity to 
light deter.lion while learned knowledge is stored 
in the ror• of the detection sensitivities of the 
array. Hewiories are written in parallel, 
optically. and have a stora9e tiine of about 
20 minutes. !E11tracted fr0111 tlli~rgnjcs H111ts. 
7.4 Ortober 1991) 
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Si~-bondn __i_i_fu~pri sts the chemists 

Ch~ists in the US have discovered a cheap 
and easy way of 111aking silicon compounds in which 
the silicon is bonded to five or six oxygen 
at0111s. The new materials can be used to make 
conducting polymers, glasses and cera111ics. 
Usually silicon bonds to only four oxygen atOlls. 

Richard Laine of the University of Hichigan 
and his colleagues have discovered a way of 
activat;ng silicon dioxide which, rather than 
rt91Dving oxygen atOlllS, involves adding an oxygen 
atOlll. Surprisingly, they used nothing 110re 
sophisticated than the coamon industrial solvent, 
ethylene glycol. This produced a so-called 
five-coordinate silicate, a structure previously 
made only with difficulty in the laboratory. 
five-coordinate silicon derivatives are highly 
reactive. The new silicate has a yield of 110r~ 
than 80 per cent. The reaction even works with 
sand, although the sand dissolves only after 
heating for 110re than a week. 

If the five-coordinate silicate is dissolved 
in .ethanol, adding acetonitrile will 
recrystallize the silicate. X-ray analysis of the 
colourless crystals reveals five oxygen at011s 
bonded to silicon. Laine also found that when the 
silicate is dissolved in methanol, the solvent 
110lecules change places with the ethylene glycols 
surrounding the silicon. This process is 
reversible. 

Laine believes that this "exchangeability" is 
the key to the boosted chemical reactivity of thP 
new compound. 

laine has also shown that his reaction can 
produ~e a six-coordinate silicate. Hartin Hoppe, 
a lllelllber of Laine's tea11, recently made 
six-coordinate silicate fr09! ethylene glycol. H~ 
found it to be reactive just like the 
five-coordinate silicate. It can also be turned 
into silicate pol)'lllers, glasses and ceramics. 
(Extracted frOlll !'!l!f_~t.i1f., London, 
18 January 1992, the weekly review of science and 
technology) 

~!_11 Jl1l....~oJ.®r Jh__glmL9rganiul!y? 

A team of polJlllCr scientists fr09! Austria 
have succerded in obtaining blue light frlltll 
light-rtnitting diodrs lllilde frOlll an organic 
polymer. LEDs, tht fa11iliar red lights on st~reos 
and other devices, are the building blocks of 
large flat displays. This, c0111bined with the work 
of resrarchers at the University of Cainbridge who 
obtaintd yrllow-grren light frOlll a similar polymer 
in 1990, tnakes full-colour po1ymer displays 
possiblr. 

Tht group of researchers, work;n9 at the 
Technical University of Graz in Austria and led by 
Gunther Leising, iaade its blue LED fr0111 thf 
se111iconduting organic polymer poly(p-phenylene), 
or PPP. 

The Austrian group iaadt thtir LEO by drawing 
out strands of a precursor to PPP frOlll solution, 
spinning it into a thin layer and depositing it 
onto a glass substrate coated with a conducting 
layer of indi11111 tin oxidt. They then convert tht 
prrcursor to PPP by heating it in a vacuum at 
340°(. finally, they deposit an alU111iniU111 
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electrode onto the surface of the PPP film so that 
the polymer is sandwiched between two conductive 
layrrs. When they apply a voltage of 12 volts 
between the conducting layers. blue light e.erges 
out of the side of the sandwich. 

The structure of the LED is si•ilar to the 
polJllll!r LED reported by the Cambridge researchers, 
led by Richard Friend, which was based on the 
~olymer poly(p-phenyiene vinylene), or PPV. Both 
PPP ond PPV belong to the class of materials known 
as conjugated polymer 110lecules which behave like 
se111iconductors in one direction only because 
electruns fr11111 double bonds in the polymer have 
some freedoai of R10ve11ent along the polymer chains. 

The advantage of polymer LEDs over present 
devices is that they can be easily coated onto a 
cheap substrate material, and processed using only 
llOderate temperatures. In contrast, the 
manufacture of blue LEDs based on silicon carbide 
is costly and ti11e-cons1111ing. 

The efficiency of polymer LEOs, in tenns of 
light produced frOlll electrical input, is low, at 
0.01 per cent, when compared to recently developed 
inorganic LEDs. (Extracted frOlll New Scien.li.i!, 
London, 11 January 19g2, the weekly review of 
science and technology) 

How flipping enZYl!!eS cou1d create a ch!!!!lical 
c0119uter 

A simple c1111puter made frOlll hllllliln enzymes is 
only a year away, according to scientists in the 
US. John Ross of Stanford University in 
California and his colleagues have designed a 
computer which calculates by changing the 
concentration of enzy111es in a chemical situation. 

Ross clai•s that in the body such calculating 
enzy111Es ~ight even control biological processes, 
such as cell cycles. 

Ross's hypothetical computer consists of 
several c;>11partinents, each of which contains a 
soup of five enz,.es. The c0111part11ents sit in a 
co111110n bath of the saJEe five enzyines. In this 
way, the c0111partments are connectrd to each otner. 

In the arrangt111ent, each c0111partment is 
equivalent to a singie neuron in the brain. When 
the concentration of a particular enzyme in a 
cO!llpart.inent is high - that is, above a certain 
threshold - this corresponds to a neuron firing. 
On the other hand, when the concentration of an 
enzyme is low - that is, below a defined level -
this corresponds to a neuron retnaining silent. 

In norwnal circumstances, enzymes in a soup 
would react with each other and diffuse through 
tht mixture until their concentrations became 
fixtd throughout. However, a series of recent 
discoveries in Japan and tht US have shown th~t 
50lllf rnzymts can bt kept at artificially high or 
low concentrations by mixing them with other 
enzymes. 

In Ross's hypothetical computer, cyclts of 
reactions, powrred by adfnosint triphosphate (ATP) 
keep the concentrations of an enzyme in each 
c0111part~nt either high or low, the two states 
corresponding to a neuron firing and a nturon 
rttnaining siltnt. Nicotine adenine dehydrogenase 
(NAOH) will probably be a suitable rnzyme for 
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this, says Ross. He has devised several different 
chains of reactions between enzymes which in 
theory could enable cOtllf)artments to connunicate 
with each other, and so imitate the effect of 
neurons firing and setting off neighbouring 
neurons. 

Ross ~elieves it will also be possible 
to construct a COlllputer in which the enzymes 
do not have to be distributed between 
compartments. Instead, they could be mixed 
freely together. 

Ross is now beginning experiments to test his 
proposed enzyme reactions, before going on to 
build a working cQtnPuter. He is also testing 
natural systems of enzymes to identify those which 
are capable of COIAputing. (Extracted frOlll 
New_S~i.rnli.~J. London, 7 Dece111ber 1991, the weekly 
review of science and technology) 

PliJ!l pp~_ irrsPires 1110lecula:- battery 

Chemists in the US have constructed a 
molecule that mimics photosynthesis, the process 
by which plants utilize energy frOlll the sun's 
rays. This brings closer the prospect of 
molecular batteries charged directly by sunlight. 
The o110lecule generat~s 1.5 volts. just like the 
ordinary dry batteries such as those in personal 
stereos. 

Hichael Wasielewski and colleagues at the 
Chemistry Division of the Agronne National 
Ldboratory in Illinois have spent five years 
evaluating dozens of articifical versions of 
thlorophyll, the cOlllpound which enables plants to 
make their food by absorbing sunlight. With the 
help of computer simulations, they worked out the 
required shape of the new molecule. 

They then custom bu~lt the molecule, siting 
the three "working parts" of the battery at 
preselected sites on a hydrocarbon skeleton. like 
an ordinary batter), the molecule has two 
charge-storing poles, one at each end. 

Wasielewski and his co;leagues are now 
looking at ways of hooking up the molecule to an 
electrical circui ~. One option is to arrange tne 
molecules in thin films of conductive polymer 
which would feed electric current into wires when 
exposed to sunlight. 

Wasielewski expects the earliest application 
of the molecule to be as a catalyst. By building 
suitably tailored molecules, chemists may be able 
to direct trapped charge selectively into 
OAidation or reduction reactions, whichever is 
ne,.ded. (Extracted from ~~..S.!;tt!l~il.L London, 
14 September 1991, the weekly review of science 
and technology) 

111 • twtKEf T5'ENDS AND COttPANY NEWS 

Karkel trends 

Exports of electronics production equipment, 
instruftl4!nt.s and ATE to Eastern Europe, which 
reached 1400 million in the late 1980s, are now 
measured in tens of millions of pounds, as a 
re~ult of a break-up of the East European bloc. 
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British electronics comipanies exporting to 
central and Eastern Europe and the f orwier Soviet 
republics have been badly hit by the slUlllP in 
business caused by the disappearance of the forwier 
central buying agencies in the Coirmunist countries. 

C0111panies of all sizes have been forced to 
reduce the scale of their operations, and lay off 
staff in order to stay in business. 

The only countries actively purchasing 
electrc~ics equipment at present are Poland, 
Hungary and Czechoslovakia. The situation in the 
former Soviet Union, Yugoslavia and Bulgaria 
remains poor while political uncertainly 
continues. (Source: Electronics Weekly, 29 
January 1992) 

European VSAT !!!j1.rkel l!Qves too sl(l!fly .fiu:.JtI 

liberalization of Europe's satellite 
c011111Unications market is moving loo slowly for 
custOlllers and operators according to BT. 

The company claims the demand for 
pan-European two-way data services using economic 
very small satellite (VSAT) systems is being 
stifled by the reluctance of some European 
countries to open up their markets to outside 
competitors. 

The competition proposals contained in the 
satellite services Green Paper published by the EC 
in 1990 are no nearer fonning European directives 
which would compel countries to open their markets. 

In the absence of a European directive BT has 
signed separate VSAT interconnection deals with 
seven European public operators. It has also set 
up a network of European distributors for the 
1.8 m and smaller 90 cm VSAT dishes. 

Last year an EC directive allowing private 
companies to set up VSATs limited to one-way 
services was challenged by a number of countries, 
including France and Spain. (EKtracted from 
Electronics Weekly, 8 January 1992) 

Experts: GaAs applicatjons bOQl!ing 

The British advisory group, BIS Strategic 
Decisions, is forecasting a 39 per cent growth for 
gallium arsenide (GaAs) ICs; its analysts see 
today's $142 million world-wide market for 
merchant GaAs ICs rt!aching $740 mill ior; !>y 1995. 

Hilitary applications have traditionally 
driven the GaAs industry in the USA and Europe; 
BIS data shows military applications accounting 
for 53 per tent of GaAs IC merchant revenues in 
1990. However, experts now see a rapidly 
increasing demand in commercial applications 
especially for high perfonnance computers, 
communications and some consumer products. 

Tne demand for digital GaAs ICs is being 
driven by the computer industry where the 
successful implementation of digital GaAs in 
high-end supercomputers has led to its increased 
use among workstation and general-purpose computer 
manufacturers. The combination of the high speed 
and low power dissipation offered by digital GaAs, 
at prices and levels of integration that are now 
comparable with leading edge silicon devices, has 
spurred these devP.lopments. 
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Hany 0£Hs are implementing GaAs in equipment 
that conforms to the new high speed SONET 
(synchronous optical network) and FIDDI (fibre 
distributed data) standards. 
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Military applications, connunications and 
cons11111er electronics will support the detnand for 
analog-111icrowave GaAs ICs. For exa111>le, GaAs 
l'f1ICs (monolithic microwave ICs) are finding 
applications in se~ond-seneration digitally-
based personal c011111unications systems because 
they save space, weight and power consuinpti~n. 
GaAs l'f1ICs are also widely used in satellite 
communications such as GPS (global positioning 
system) receivers, VSATs (very s111all aperture 
tel"Wtinals) and DBS (direct broadcast by satellite) 
TV receivers. 

GaAs technologists see next generation 
devices coming from heterojunction technology, 
especially epitaxially dependent heterojunction 
bipolar transistors (HBTs). 

Among the strides 111ade recently in HBT 
technology, breakthroughs in carbon doped HOCVD, 
OMVPE and VPE-grown material are now supplementing 
berrllium doped HB£-grown wafers, w\~h hi~h base 
doping levels tor carbon at >4 x 10 cm-
now available. Thus, materials issues should 
no longer dominate manufacturing costs and 
yields. 

Device performance in many of these 
structures depends critically upon epitaxial 
thickness, doping, compositional and uniformity 
control. Growth abruptness is approaching the 
dimensions of lattice constants, and doping and 
compositional uniformities less than 2 per cent 
are fast becoming requirements for large volumes 
or complex epitaxial structures. 

Another significant stride, development 
engineers have scaled emitter dimensions to below 
2 m with good current gain. {Extracted from 
Se!ll\t!!!!.<llKlli lri.ll1Jl_llj_Q!!.i]_, October 1991) 

B_j~RISC-based cCM1puting 

Recent moves to form alliances among coir1uter 
makers and operating system writers have caused 
the battle lines to be drawn in the fight to 
establish the next generation of desktop 
computers. It seems like1 y that machines based on 
RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computing) 
microprocessnrs will in a few short years be as 
ubi~uitou~ in business as the hU111ble IBH AT and 
its millions of clones are today. 

At the moment RISCs, which essentially 
perform less complex instructions than traditional 
processors but at much greater speeds, are found 
in expensive engineering workstations and file 
servers running Unix operating systems. 

The main groups of protagonists in the RISC 
market are: ttewlet t-Par.kard; Sun Hi crosystems and 
others making SPARC-based machines; the ACE 
consortium; and tt1e joint venture between IB"f and 
its erstwhile rival Apple C0111puter. 

Hewlett-Packard is established as a 
manufacturer of high-end engineering workstations 
and low-end network servers built around 
prvprietary RISC microprocessors and standard IBH 
cOlllpalible PCs. 

. ...,,. .. - ----

All four groups will adopt architectures 
based on RISC processors. The Apple/IBH allia11ce 
is likely to use a proprietary IBH RISC processor. 
HP uses a proprietary RISC device, and the others 
will use processors based on architects developed 
by HIPS and Sun. 

There are similarities between Sun and HIPS, 
leading lights respectively of the SPARC and AC£ 
calllJIS. Both are cOlllfluter makers, not chip makers; 
both have to some extent designed RISC 
microprocessors; and both have licensed the 
manufacture of their chips to others. There are 
subtle differences in strategies, however. 
(Extracted from Electronics Weekly, 
18 September 1991) 

Joi n t __tlf !l.tl ..!.1uleve 1 op mu 1t i media QllllJ!.llil.!: 

Sony (Japan) consumer electronics company, 
and Apple Computer, the US personal computer 
maker, are together to develop a multimedia 
computer. Sony is acquiring a stake, believed to 
be between 5 and 10 per cent, in General Hagie of 
California, which was formed in July by former 
Apple employees. Apple has a minority interest. 
The aim of the cooperation is to produce a 
pal111-size, wireless personal co11111unication device 
with digital audio and visual functions in about 
two years. Multi-media computers are still being 
developed. They could reproduce text or numbers 
as well as video pictures, sound and 
telecommunications. Electronic products such as 
video recorders ~nd colour televisions are 
reaching market saturation; multimedia computers 
are seen as the key to a surge of growth. 

Sony is manufacturing Apple's Powerbook 100 
portable computer, launched in November 1991. 
Both companies collaborated on the development of 
the machine. Sony could play a key role in this 
latest project because of its skills in 
miniaturization and manufacturing, and its 
expertise in audio-visual technology. 

Sony has launched its latest successful 
product from .Japan, the Data Oiscman, a hand-held 
electronic book device with audio and ~imple video 
functions in the US and Germany. It will be 
launched in the UK in the spring. (Extracted from 
f~.t..ii.L...Iimf_~. London, 29 November 1991) 

~o.rJ_1L.ull __ 111.L.sW!i..u.L.PMt 

The company behind the development of the 
first world-wide cellular voice data network says 
it is on target to meet its early 1997 launch 
date. 

Iridium, e;n offsl·oot of electronics giant 
Motorola, also says it is close to finalizing 
agreements with ~ationa~ teleco111111unicti~ns bodies 
and cell phone opP.rators that would make Iridium 
an extension to lo~al services. 

Iridium >•as announced nearly two years ago to 
l1unch 17 satellites circling ~00 miles above th~ 
earth, ~rovidin9 seamless ceilular telephony 
han~lin9 voice, Jata, fax, broadcast and 
telfds1on. 

A.nong the majOt" changes t.o the original 
concept is the creation of a lightweight 
tr4nsceiver which can link into the Iridium system 
directly ~r the local cell network. 

--:;..-.::---
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Charge<;, billing and general administration 
will be handied by the present systems used by 
loLal and national networks. 

This will provide cellular network supplier~ 
with an opportunity to build their own 
t ranscei v<?rs. (Source: (_0!"~1.1_t_~r_Jleek b:. 
Z' January lq92) 
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In the 1940s, the famous Austrian philosopher 
.Joseph Schumpeter pointed out that information, 
not capital, had become the lifeblood of western 
~conomies. No one listened to him. It took 
another 40 years before acaden1ics talked of an 
information age. 

At about the same time that Schumpeter made 
thio; remark, the ir:formation technology industry 
"as born when a breakthrough in micrc.electronics 
made possihln the first electronic procerso~. 

Today, information technology is the third 
biggest industry in the world. In the UK alone, 
in the past 10 years, the IT industry has grown at 
a rate almost twice that of the total economy. 

:Jut a lthoi.gh immune to previous recessions, 
t.he i ndus t 1·y has been knocked by the current s 1 Ulr•P 
in the world economy. This is because the 
recession has coincided with more profound chang~s 
in the industrv. 

What is happen;ng to the IT industry is z 
reflection of what is happening to the western 
world's eronomy as a whole. There is a slow but 
irreversible movement from an economy based on 
production towards one based on service. It is 
estimated that roughly 70 per cent of the US gross 
nationa: product is derived from service 
industries. 

This shift has occurred just as computer 
hardware markets mature. Once sold as a 
proprietary solution with enormous profitability, 
hardware is now bought and sold 1 He househo 1 d 
appliances. 

This happened first in the person~l computer 
market and now the same is happening to mid-range 
marhines: in both the lion's share is held by a 
qroup railed "others". 

Even the mainframe market has been affected, 
though indirectly. IBH still retains control of 
mnrp than half the market, hut downsizing, the 
advpnt of high-powered desktop machines aod the 
OP"" systems movement have all contributed to a 
marhed drop in lhP prices of mainframec;. 

In a commodity market where one maker's 
product is indistinguishable from another's. a 
company strives for ~ompetilive edge either by 
~lashing pri(P.S or providing ad~itional services. 
Trader' ~nd aqents arP in a better po,itinn to on 
thi, than manufacturers. Consequently, the profit 
~arqins of the manufacturers are squee1ed hard. 

Falling margin5 have driven manufacturnrs to 
rut costs, ;ind the highec;t r.ost io; manpowi>r. Mo~t 
of !he 1nain pli!yers have announced large-sralE' 
redundanr.y pro9ra11111es in the past 18 months. In 
the past four ytars IBH ha' cut over 40,000 jobs 
world-wide. while Apple Lomputer announced this 
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s1.1111111er that it was looking for a 10 per cent 
reduction in its workforce. Olivetti, ICL, DEC 
and others have reported similar plans. 

Given that hardware is ne> longer such a huge 
money-spinner. the major vendors are tilting the 
balance of their business away fr0tn sales of 
equipment to the value-a~ded side ot the industry: 
software and services. World-wide, ~etween 1984 
and 1989, software and services income grew at a 
rate of 30 per cent a year - roughly twice as fast 
as the industry as a whole. 

Both ICL and DEC Europe say that l~ss than 
half their income 1s now derived from sales of 
hardware. Even IBH has grown its se;vice businec;s 
and there is plenty of evidenre to suggest that 
software will follow the way of hardware - towards 
a commodity market. Host progra11111;ng will be done 
by people in India and China at rock-bottom prices. 

This is already beginning to happen - London 
Underground and Citibank have both f~rmed out 
progral!llling work to Indian software houses. What 
prevents more companies following their lead is 
the intrinsic nature cf softw?.re, at least the way 
it has been developed to dat~. With the advent of 
object-oriented programming and faster processor 
speeds the task of development will bec0111e much 
simpler. 

Hass manufacture of code has been inhibited 
by the nature of software development which has 
traditionally comprised a lone engineer writing 
rule after rule of code. Factory processes, by 
contrast. are modular and multi-tasked. Since 
object-oriented programming has been conceived as 
a modular process. it is suitable for mass 
production. 

If, as the trend suggests, the production of 
program code is diverted to software factories in 
the developing world, compet~~ion between 
developed nations in the srrvice section ~ill 
become even more intense. 

Host pundits agree, therefore, that there is 
a bri s'it future for systems integrators and 
consultancies. Since co111111unication is at a 
premium here, Japan is at a significant 
disadvantage. 

facilities management looks particularly well 
favoured, as more and more organizations spare 
their HIS staff the headache of running an 
increasingly complex set of systems. 
International Data Corporation predictc; that the 
fH market in the UK will grow from its current 
worth of iJIO million to 1790 million in 1996 -
the market will more than double in value in the 
neKt five years. But new technologies are sur~ to 
emerge, bringing with them new markets. 

In the shcrter term, two technologies wi 11 
gain in importante: communications and 
multimedi.\. The fir~t is already reshi\ping 
organizations and (reating new markets, while ~he 
Se(ond may significantly alter the way business is 
done. 

Many computer companies have alrea~y forged 
strategic alliances in both areas: AT&T has 
acquired NCR, while IBll and BT have resurrected a 
telecoms aqreement; IBM and Apple, Olivetti and 
Cambridge Uni~ersity are rombining resources in 
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multimedia. Indeed, the distinction between 
telecocns and computer companies r.ay beCOllle 
blurred, while organizations not usually 
associated with IT, the likes of Sony ~nd Toshiba, 
will be accepted into the fold. 

But for every solution there is an additional 
~roblem. The increased deployinent of systems ~ill 
generate new obstacles for suppliers and users 
alike. These will be both technical and hUlllCln, 
and the onus will be on the industry lo correct 
thein - perhaps in a profitable 111anner. 

Host ur~ent will be the escalating need for 
better methods of verification. 

There are two enonrous i111pedi111ents to 
verification. The first is the size of the 
system. Today's systems are relatively s111all, 
with thousands, rather than millions, of lines of 
code. The second stU111bling block is a lack of 
available manpower. 

A second complicdlion is the area of 
intellectual properly ri9hts. 

Hacroeconomic changes in the industry are 
also reflected in the role of the infor111ation 
systems manager, which will change radically in 
the next 10 years. 

As hardware has evolved \nto a connodity 
item, so the buying habits of IS managers have 
changP.d. for a start, they no longer deal with 
just one supplier, and since it is possible to 
drive a har~ bargain in a competitive market, IS 
managers are spending lll{lre of their time simply 
finding out what is on offer and who is offering 
it. 

Second, with the increased automation of both 
off ice and operations, the IS manager has a great 
opportunity lo spot new markets. Perhaps most 
signifirant for IS Managers, however, is the rise 
of t~e FH markets. Hany IS departments live under 
the threat of being outsourced. (Extracted from 
Co~PYti~g. 7 November 1991) 

Today's average desktop computer comes with 
the capacity to store an Encyclopedia Britannica's 
worth of information. Yet most are already 
overflowing with last year's financial results, 
letters to the boss. computer games and some stuff 
in the back that nobody cln remember the purpose 
of - but that nobody wants to throw away lest the 
memoriPs comP. back to haunt them. Haking ever 
more room for information-age pack-rats requires 
increasingly amazing engineering. Some predict 
that disk drive~ will become al least ten times, 
and quite possibly 100 times, m~re :apacious over 
the next decade or two. That would put the 
equivalent of a good-sized library into the 
average de~ktop computer - 800 megabytes to 
A 9igabytes of storage, to put it in tech-speak, 
with each me9ahyte holding roughly the same amount 
of text as six inches (15 cm) of bookshelf. Such 
success would make things even harder for those 
sePking to rpplace di~ks with other storage 
media. (Source: I!l.e._t~!l..!!.II'lil. 9 November 1991) 

The European semiconductor market is emerging 
from its mid-1991 trough and it will start growing 
ag~in through 1992 and 1993. 
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"The drop is stopping", said Jean-
Phillipe Dauvin, chief econOl'list at SGS-ThOl'lson 
Hicroelectronics (STH) who is also vice-president 
(Europe) for the Wor1d Semiconductor Trade 
Statistics (WSTS) organization. 

The WSTS forecast is for an $11.14 billion 
European semiconductor inarket in 1992, a growth 
rate of 9.6 per cent. Th~ following year will see 
further acceleration to $12.4 billion, a growth 
rate of 11.4 per cent, while 1994 sees growth 
decelerating to 8 per cent at $13.4 billion. 

In world tenns Europe is losing ground. In 
1991 it will represent 18 per cent of the world 
semiconductor market. Through 1992 this 
percentage will be eroded, 110stly by th~ rapid 
growth in Asia and the Pacific which by 1993 will 
represent 16.3 per cent against Europe's 17.4 per 
cent. 

In 1992 the world market will grow by 
14.5 per cent to $63.3 billion, says WSTS. 
(Source: Electronics Weekly, JG October 1991) 

Explosive growth p~ted for EDA 

Competitive pressure to cut tiine-to-market 
for c011plex electronic devices will cause 
explosive growth in the US electronics design 
aut0111ation (EDA) inarket over the next five years, 
says the latest frost and Sullivan report. 

US EDA sales ~re forecast to jUlllP from 
$2.08 billion in 1991 to $4.92 billion in 1995, 
with hardware revenue growing frOlll $518 million to 
$1.24 billion and software sales climbing to 
$3.69 billion from $1.56 billion today. frost and 
Sullivan says designers will be wooed by new, 
easy-to-use front-end tools and swish integrated 
top-down design packages. 

In a separate report, Frost and Sullivar. 
predicts the US market for multimedia hardware and 
software will grow nearly sixfold over the same 
period, reaching $25.4 billion by 1995. 

Entertainment will remain the main 
application driving the technology, the report 
says, although its share will fall from 30 per 
cent to 23 per cent by the middle of the decade. 
(Source: Electronics Weekly, 23 Ortober 1991) 

S.~_o.w_ll!_ill __ JL~.J!!filel 

The US PC market will grow slowly in 19~2 
according to market research company International 
Data Corporation (JDC). 19qJ will be a flat year 
for the US PC industry, with US market ship111ents 
growing just 1.5 per cent compared with the 
previous year, and only a 0.3 per cent rise in the 
dollar value of ~ho> market. 1992 sales are 
predicted to he slightly better with 6 per cent 
growth in US market shipments and 4.3 per cent in 
dollar growth. (Source: ~lectrooics WH..l!J_y, 
25 September 1991) 

W~U!l Submi Cr.ll!!. __ C.nlrf 

Europe's major chip makers, undaunted by a 
recently aborted attempt to merge their operation~ 
into a single European semiconductor company, have 
devised another way lo rally cooperation. Plans 
are afoot to create the European Submicron Centre, 
which will pool the R&D resources of companies, 
develop advanced IC technology and build major 
~ilicon foundries for the participants. 
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The centre is being likened to an 
electronics-industry version of the successful 
Airbus Industries consortium fonned by European 
aircraft manufacturers. The cost uf the proposed 
venture could tot~l $10 billion over the next 
10 years. 

The initial concept for the submicron 
cooperative was launched earlier in the year at a 
high-level meeting of the top executives from 
Philips, Siemens and Thomson with Jacques Delors, 
the European Commission president, and 
Filippo Maria Pandolfi, EC vice-president. The 
proposal was then delayed for several months as 
SGS-Thomson Hicroelectronics - p<:rtly owned by 
Thomson - campaigned for the creation of a single 
European semiconductor company. 

The German Hinistry of Research and 
Technology would also like to get at least one of 
the plants located in the former East Germany to 
build up the region's infrastructure and 
employment, according to sources. (Extracted from 
Electroo.ic __ E:og_irreering-1.imfi, 4 November 1991 I 

Company news 

T_os_hj ti~ .. PJ:ttitll...ID!lr:.~.!!f memori..f.L!l~~ 
Yil! 

Japanese semiconductor manufacturer Toshiba 
is predicting that there will be a major shortage 
of memory chips by the middle of 1992. 

Hideharu Egawa, senior vice-president of 
Toshiba, believes that large cutbacks in 
manufacture of 4 Hbit DRAHs by major Japanese 
memory chip manufacturers will result in a large 
shortage of chips when an upturn comes next year. 

Some US analysts have agreed with Egawa's 
predictions. Harket research firm VLSI Technology 
expects the chip shortage to begin in the latter 
part of 1992 and last well into 1993. Market 
research firm Dataquest also expects a shortage 
in 1992. 

In 1990, 4 Hbit ORAHs sold for as much as 
$60 compared to recent prices of as low as $15. 

Japanese memory chip manufacturers say that 
they are barely making a profit on DRAH sales and 
are investing money in the manufacture of other 
more profitable semiconductors. 

Toshiba, Hitachi and NEC say that they are 
r.utting bar.k production of 4 Hbit DRAHs. 

Computer manufacturers fear that when the 
upturn in business comes, there will not be enough 
production capacity to supply the demand. 
(Source: fle~tr.oJlJ.!s Wtt_kJy, 23 October 1991 l 

T9s!Jj l!i_i'!.!L~ tmt!li. i!filf.e_i2__.!!.t.'!.eh!P ~Q 
m~r!tLIU.S<,; mi ~1!1!!'...Qtt.a.!lr.$ 
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Toshiba (Japan) and Siemens (Germany) have 
announced an agreement that will provide a basis 
for cooperating in developing and marketing RISC 
(reduced instruction set computing) micropror.essors 
based on technology developed by HIPS Computer 
Systems of the US. The accord will boost the 
growing interest in RISC-type microprocessors, 
which could eventually erode the overwhelming 
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111arket share that I~tel, the US •icroprocessor 
C0111Pany, has had in the world-wide personal 
computer •arket. Toshiba said it expected the 
share of RISC devices in the 32-bit •icroprocessor 
•arket to rise frOlll 11 per cent today to 30 per 
cent in 1995. The agreeinent outlines a fra11ework 
for cooperation that could include areas such as 
joint development of HIPS's R300~ and R4000 series 
of RISC processors, •utual supply of these 
products to assure availability to cust0111ers, and 
supply of RISC silicon wafers to each other. 
Toshiba said the most significant part of the 
agreement was that it would allow the coinpanies to 
assure supply stability for each other. 
(Extracted frOlll financii!l Ti111es London. 
19 November 1991) 

Toshiba cuts forecast 

Flagging demand in Japan combined with the 
slowdown in the US computer 111arket has forced 
Toshiba Corp. to cut its profit forecast for the 
current financial year. 

Toshiba, Japan's second-largest maker of 
electrical and electronic •achinery, said 
non-consoli~ated pre-tax profit woJld be 
70 billion yen ($546 million) in the financial 
year ending 31 Harch, around half its October 
forecast of 130 billion. The new level represents 
an even steeper drop from the non-consolidated 
pre-tax profit of 175 billion yen that Toshiba 
actually posted for 1990-1991. 

Toshiba attributed the downward revision to 
the world-wide recession in the markets for semi
conductors, computers and other infor111ation and 
co11111unications systems. 

A lar9e proportion of Toshiba's integrated 
circuits are exported to US computer makers, 
but with the persistent US recession eating 
into corporations' capital investment, the 
computer market there has been sluggish for 
some time. 

Adding to Toshiba's misery, Japan's domestic 
mark!l has turned sour in recent months and ceased 
to provide the supporting role it used to when 
exports were down. 

Toshiba said consolidated net earnings would 
reach 40 billion yen, one third of the 121 billion 
yen recorded for 1990-1991. Toshiba's initial 
forecasts had called for 90 billion yen in 
consolidated net earnings. (Extracted from 
tnternationi!l Herald Tri..!!ll!lf, 21 February 1992) 

wie signs rnajQLjffn~Lilnlu..i:.t. 

Apple Computer Inc. has signed its first 
major technology development contract and royalty 
licensing agreement with Soviet technologists from 
ParaGraph International. Apple is licensing 
ParaGraph's advanced cursive-handwriting
recognition technology to speP.d its implementation 
of pen-based computing on forthcoming pentops. 

ParaGraph's technology is the first system 
which has demonstrated the ability to recognize 
cursive (connected letters) handwriting at a 
practical speed. Hany researchers working on 
isolate~ block-character recognition believed such 
a technology was years away. 

--------
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ThP Soviet progr~rs who developed the 
technology have accomplished what American 
companies have been trying to do for !llQre than 
20 years. ParaGraph employs 80 prograaners and 
co~puter researchers in both the US and the 
Soviet Union, investigating written, printed and 
fa•-character recognition and voice-recognition 
systems. ParaGraph International has the 
exclusive rights to market technology and 
products developed by ParaGraph JV, a Soviet
American partnership formed two years ago. 
(f•tracted from ~onic En_gineeri!l.!LlL111..e_$_, 
21 October 1991) 

IBH. ~r!IJ_~~'Lbuil!L~~ntr:f to develOJ! 
one-c;hip PC 
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IBM and Intel are building a microprocessor 
development centre in Boca Raton, florida, as part 
of a 10-year progranr.ie to develop a PC on one 
silicon chip. 

The Robert tloyce Development Center, na111ed 
after the co-founder of Intel who died last year, 
will rPlease its first silicon products in 1993. 
lhe centre will employ 100 engineers from IBM and 
Intel. 

By 199~. it says il will release a single 
piere of silicon - a generic version of Intel's 
~Z-bit i4b6 microprocessor - that will have all 
the components needed to build an IBM PC on it. 
Standard IBH compatible PCs not only require a 
microproces~or but an 1/0 control chip, a graphics 
rontroller and a memory controller chip. 

The 10-year agreement will also give IBM the 
rights to build its own i486 chips for internal 
use. This will also allow IBH to manufacture PS -
lntPl's i5R6 chip due for release in 1g92 - for 
internal use. 

Ai though many analysts see the IBH/lntel 
tloyce Centre as beneficial, some believe the move, 
furt~er cementing the two companies' relationship, 
"ill drive rival !BH computer makers into the arms 
of another chip-maker, Advanced ~icro Devices. 
(Source: (Ofl!pu!.,er ~ukJ.y, 14 Novf!fllber 1991) 

Motorola Inc.'s Government Electronics Group, 
1.os Alamos ttational Laboratory, and Sandia 
National laboratories will research new 
technologie~ to reduce waste and hazardous 
~a!Prials in the manufacture of printed-circuit 
hoard~ and other electronic components. 

The three are working on a new wave-$oldering 
pro(P~~ that co11l<4 greatly reduce the use of 
chlorofiuoro(arbons in the cleaning of circuit 
hoards and other parts. 

In the wave-soldering machines commonly used 
in the electronics industry, circuit boards travel 
thrnuqh J pool of solder, and areas that o•idize 
are u~ually cleansed with a CFC-based ~olvent. 
lo~ Ala~o~. S~ndia, and Motorola are investigating 
a varuum wave-soldering technique which would 
prrvent any n•idation from occurring in the first 
r Lil p. 

!he partners will test the effectiveness of 
alternilte 1.leaning method~ and try to detennine 
whether the wave-soldering and cleaning processes 
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have affecter how well the circuits function or 
the materials froe which they are made. 

Under an international agreement known as the 
Montreal Protocols, many uses of CfCs are already 
illegal. The protocols call for a total ban on 
Cf(s by 1996. Cleaning printed-circuit boards and 
other electronic equipment accounts fo~ roughly 
one fifth of world-wide ere consumption. 
(Extracted frOlll Electronic Engineering Ti11es. 
7 October 1991) 

~ell~s tests its lvcA 

Researchers at AT&T Bell Laboratories Inc. 
have built a high-capacity wide area research 
network to determine the viability of doing 
business electronically at speeds in the 
gigabit-per-second range. 

The network, called LuckyNet, in honour of 
Bell Labs executive director Robert Lucky, 
comprises three nodes, located at Bell Labs 
facilities in New Jersey. It will ulti•ately 
extend to other AT&T locations and to universities 
and will interwork with the US National Research 
and Education Network gigabit-per-second (gbps) 
tesl beds. 

LuckyNet can ~arry a blllion bits of 
infonnation per second. A "world class" research 
prototype radio is being used on the •icrowave 
link, enabling information to be sent across the 
network at up to 2.5 gbps, Bell Labs said. 
Coimiercial systems top out at about 100 megabits 
per second. (Source: CQR!!unications Week 
Inter:nil~J., 20 January 1992) 

~~O_tl..$_ML]jru__f.QLJ.9.2l 

IBH has said that its revenues have fallen 
6.1 per cent in 1991, 111arking the first time in 
45 years that the world's largest COlllputer 111aker's 
growth had faltered. 

IBH had a loss for the year of $564 •ill ion, 
t~e first in its ~istory. In 1990, it had 
reported a profit of $6.0 billion. 

Sales for the year fell 6.1 per cent to 
$64.8 billion frOll'I a record or $69 billion in 
1990. for the fourth quarter, which is usually 
the company's strongest, IBM's revenue declined 
4.2 per cent to $22. I billion fr0111 $23. l billion. 

Tne company said that the year had been 
"disappointing" and that it had been affected by a 
declining world economy, increaseo competition and 
the difficulties associated with introducing new 
product lines. 

for the fourth quarter, IBM's results 
included a $3.4 billion special charge as part of 
a sweeping decentralization and planned job 
cutback. As a result, the company reported a loss 
of $1.4 billion for the quarter, c0111pared with a 
$2.5 billion profit in the year-earlier period. 

Including the special charge, earnings per 
share represented a loss of $2.42 for the quarter 
compareJ to a $4.30 profit a year ago. The 
company said the cost of the restructuring charge 
was approximately $4.68 per share. (Extracted 
from I 11tJ.r11.1..tLQnl.l __ ttc.r.al1L r r i ll.11.11.1. 
18-19 January 1992) 
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The proliferation of techniques for 
c0111rressin9 sound signals in digital fonn, so 
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tnat th~y can be fitted onto stnaller optical 
~is(s or rassette tapes, has forced the 
electronics industry to pool all the patents 
tn9ether. Otherwise, companies fear that lawsuits 
would stop anyone launching new formats. 

Philips' digital COlllJlact cassette {DCC) and 
Sony's mini disc, both due to be launched in 1992, 
rely on data compr~ssion because sound converted 
into digital fonn takes up far 110re recording 
space than in its original analog\:e fonn. Digital 
radio, which is still under development, relies on 
compression to fit digital signals into narrow 
transmission bands. 

All of the compression systems are derived 
frQtll a technique called masking-pattern adaptive 
sub-band coding and 11Ultiplexin9, or HASCAH, 
developed in the 1980s by Ge.-.any's radio research 
centre in Hunich. The digital encoder splits the 
sound into narrow frequency bands and ignores 
sounds in any of the bands which it judges are 
inaudible to the hUlllan ear. This drastically 
1edu<.es the number of bits of infonnation needed 
for recording or transmission. HASCAH has spawned 
many other techniques, such as France's HUSICAH, 
and a US/Gennan/French ~ollaboration called 
ASPEC. Working frOlll HUSICAH, Philips developed 
PAS( for its OCC. Sony's mini disc uses ATRAC, 
derived from ASPEC. 

Everyone filed their own patents and these 
are all now in a pool. licensing deals struck 
between Philips. Matsushita and Sony effectively 
brin9 Japan into the pool as well. (Source: ~e~ 
Scientis~. 30 November 1991) 

Siemens has drawn up a new plan for a 
collaborative scheme to safeguard the future of 
the [•Jropean semiconductor industry. 

The plan has been presented to EC 
vile-president fillipo Pandolfi despite Siemens' 
rejection of five proposals fr0tn Pandolfi. 

The Siemens plan involves the EC funding 
wafer fabrication plants for each new generation 
of ORAH - the 64 Hbit, the 256 Hbit, and the 
I Giqabit. 

The effert of having the fab would be to 
bring the ter.hnology to Europe for cost-effective 
\f'mironductor manufactur-ing. Competitiveness in 
microeler.tronics dt>pends on r.ompetitivenes~ in 
rnsts. ([xtrar.ted from (lec;.1!Ql'.li_tl_We.rl-1y. 
27 Nov('mber ! Q9 I ) 

The cure that Philips Electronics NV in the 
lletherlands has ordered for itself to retover from 
i!s finanrial woes is starting to show results. 
for the first half of 1991, the Dutch electronics 
giant reported a net income of approximately 
S~40 million on sales of $26 billion. for the 
first h•lf of 1990, net was $186 milli?n on sales 
of $1].17 bi 11 ion. 

. -.- --. 

The positive result comes after a painful year 
of restructuring during which Philips got rid of 
loss-producing activities, slash~ its product 
portfolio, and started to drastically cut its 
workforce. By the end of 1991, it will be dovn from 
286,000 work~rs to 230,000. 

Nov that the worst is over, the period of 
divestiture appears to have ended, industry analysts 
say. The core businesses - lighting, c~nsuaer 
electronics, c09Ponents, and professional systems -
will essentially stay as they are now, although some 
portfolio moves may be llilde to reduce or strengthen 
some product categories. (Source: ~ctronics, 
October 1991 I 

~Lemens will expand ~n the US with futOl!ition 
9'.£ 

Siemens Industrial Automation Inc., the German 
electronics giant, is poised to become a leader in 
the ._.rican 11ark~t for aut011ation systems and 
equipment. The Atlanta fi ... , which 11arries Tl's 
industrial control activities to Siemens' fo.-.er 
US aul~tion equipment busin~ss, is already the 
fourth largest supplier of industrial automation 
gear to the $12 billion US 111arket. 

Siemens e~pects an annual growth rate between 
10 and 15 per cent, double the a110unt pr~icted for 
the overaH IJS lllilrket for electrical equipment. 

Siemens did about S2 billion worth of business 
around the world in automation technology in 1990. 
In progr.....able controls, it is the world's leader. 
{Extracted frOlll Electro~. December 1991) 

181'1-l!l.!.eJ_processor chip deal 

Strategic alliances was one of the 1110re 
important implications of last November's 
181'1-Intel chip accord, in which they agreed to 
coopP.rate for the next decade in the design of 
central processors. The deal's potential synergy 
promises both parties a big advantage over their 
adversaries. 

The work will be done by about 100 engineers 
from both compani~s at a facility to be 
establis~ed in Boca Raton, Florida - which is 
where IBH Corp. designs and builds its PCs -
called the Robert N. Noyce Develop111ent Center. 
According to the terms, both companies will have 
the right to 111ake the microprocessors and Intel 
will have exclusive rights to sell thein to other 
computer 111anufacturers. 

For Intel and IBH, the arrange111ent ineans, 
among other things, that the staggering cost of 
developing chips and computers will be halved. 
Also, it gives IBH a head start on use of the 
newest Intel chips. 

In a business where it is becoming difficult 
to tell one manufacturer's prod~ct from all the 
others, IBH now has the opportunity to 
differentiate itself 1110re strongly from the rest. 
(Extracted from ~~O~~. Decetnber 1991) 

IBH Chairman John Akers believes his 
company's 20,000 staff reductions will save it 
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Sl billion in 1992 and S2 billion in 1993. It 
brin9s the workforce down from 373.000 at the 
start of this year. and down from 407.000 at its 
peak in 198b. 

The ca.ipany will take a $3 billion 
restructuring charge against fourth quarter 
earnings to cover the costs of voluntary 
redundancies and the reorganization. 

The charge wiil produce a loss for the fourth 
quarter. but the COllflany's stock price r.ise 
2.9 per cent on the...., York stock exc~ange after 
the announc~nt. Profits fell 77 per cent from 
S3.6 billion to S800 million in the first nine 
110nths, while turnover drcpped by 7 per cert. 

Some analysts believe 18" •ight have fo~ 
its business units into wholly owned subsidiary 
CCJlllPanies. with IBH Corporation as a holding 
CCJlllPany. but it has stopp~ short of this. 

IBH began increasing its software and service 
offerings in the •id-1980s, when its profit 
margins on hardware began to decline. In April 
this year Akers told shareholders that software 
revenue had risen by 18 per cent and generated 
Sl8 billion, inaking IBH the leading software 
company in the world. But some are worried about 
the effect such fundamental changes will have on 
users. (Extracted from (O!!puter Weekly, 
5 Oecewob~r 1991) 

IV. APPLICATIONS 

Thinking Machines Corp. has ushered in the 
era of teraflops COlllf'uting when it introduced a 
new generation of massively parallel Connection 
Machines. But perhaps more i111Portant than the 
CH-S's raw performance is its attempt to remove 
the 111c1jor roadblock to wider acceptance of 
parallel llclrhines, i.e. software. 

The CH-5 is built on off-the-shelf RISC 
micro-processors. rather than the proprietary 
chips of the c091Pany's earlier machines, and it 
runs on a UNIX-c091Patible operating systein. 
CHOST. as the syste111 is called, combines SunOS 
with NFS and transparent parallel-processing 
ewtensions. 

The CH-5 also reports a new, more flexible 
arrhitecture that is dyna111ically configurable to 
arconnodate SIHO (single-instruction, 
multiple-data- processing), like the finn's 
earlier machines, or HIHO (111Ultiple-instruction, 
multiple-data) processing. The machine's 
"universality" 111eans that no restrictions are 
imposed on progranning 111ethodology. It 
acconnodates -loop style, array style. data 
parallel, 111essage style, tightly coordinated, 
loosely coordinated, coarse ~r fine-9rain 
progra11111inq, delivered within a fatnitiar, standard 
UNIX environ111ent, and the operating system never 
needs to know what style of execution an 
individual task is using. 

The 111achine srales frOlll 32 to 16,000 
processing nodes, each consisting of a 22 Hips, 
33 l'tiz Spare; a s111all supervisory kernel; 
JZ Hbytes of 111e1110ry; four optional 32 Hf lops, 
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64-b!t vector pipes: and interfaces to the 
machine's control, data and diagnostic net!'fOrks. 
Four processing nodes reside on a single 
printed-circuit board. amf 32 such boards fit a 
s;ngle backplane. (Extracted fr9m1 E1ectrof!i.t 
E!!9.i.!!ttring Times, 4 NovM>er 1991) 

I!!!2....!!I'!! df!IO!lstrat•on ICs 

As the next stage of its research into fuzzy 
logic, SGS-Thomison Microe1ectronics will produce 
two demonstration ICs, one a hybrid coprocessor 
and the other a fully digit~l device. The two 
chips will represent alternative architectures for 
fuzzy-logic hardware, but both will be based on 
the design of a fuzzy inference engine that 
SGS-Th011Son believes to be radically different 
fromi work by others. 

First silicon for the digital device is 
planned for the fourth quarter of 1992, and the 
hybrid coprocessor will follow in the first 
quarter of 1993. Gianguido Rizzotto, SGS
Thomson' s director of corporate advanced syst.-s 
~rchitectures. said that both chips will be R&O 
demonstrators, not c~rcial devices. 

The CCJlllPany has yet lo decide whether lo 
.ar•et chips targeting fuzzy-logic applications, 
but if Rizzotto's research is successful, such a 
move would hardly be surprising. The devices 
could represent a valuable expansion of 
SGS-Th011son•s micro-controller business: 
according to some forecasts, the world-wide 
market for fuzzy-logic semiconductors may total 
$10 billion to $13 billion by the year 2000. 
(Extracted frOlli Electronic Engineering Ti-es. 
11 November 1991) 

!ligital fuzz1.~ 

Olysipus Optical (Tokyo, Japan) has devised a 
digital fuzzy ir.tegrated circuit. A majority of 
f~zzy logic functions, used in consumer electric 
and electronic products. are software-based. The 
LH2136 fuzzy logic chip however, has internal 
randOll access 11e1110ry (RAH) for rule st~ra9e and an 
architecture that allows weighting in tillM! 
sequence. The chip features reduced circuit size 
due to parameterizing sil!lplified ~ership 
funrtions and rules. It can perfol"ll inference in 
ti111e division, giving conclusions in 4-tnicros from 
two inpuls and 10 rules. Hulliple chips can be 
used to carry out parallel inference. The COlllflany 
is accepting cust0111 orders based on the r.hip and 
provides a progra111 for writing iuzzy rules. 
(Extr-acted fr011 ~_Ju)l!lOJitU-1.D..i!!. 
Septe111ber 1991) 

~ ~'1i1u101mt imLt.t~!!Jl.l91lt 

Over the course of the IC industr1's hi~tory. 
designers have been trying to make chip packages 
smaller. The J-leaded OIPs and flat-packs used 
today are e~amples of the shrinking package, but 
perhaps the ultimate will COllle when all lCs can be 
mounted without packages at all. 

One recently announced technolo9y is at least 
a step in that direction. Called Fl1p-Oo-Flex by 
its developers - Cherry Setniconductor Corp., 
East Greenwich, Rhode Island, and Sheldahl Inc., 
Northfield, Hinnesota - the new concept allows 
chips to be 1110unted upside down on flexible 
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printPd :ircuits. lndexinq marks printed on the 
bottOll! of the chip ma~e proper orientation 
ea.,;er. The fie• circuits can then be wrapped 
around support structures cf the final electronic 
syste<11. inakin9 for a very small package indeed. 

Althouc:ih the ability to solder IC packages to 
flP• circuits has been arouna for a while. this 
joint development resulted in a way to llOunt the 
bare. unpackaqed ~C die on a flex circuit. 
Shetdhal's flex circuit looks l!ke a standard 
item. but the substrate is -ade of a proprietary 
...aterial called Piovaclad. an adhesiveless 
polyi•ide copper laeinate. The copper is 
deposited directly on the substrate instead of 
being glued down with an adhe~ive layer. making it 
abl~ to withstand high t@lllf'eratures. To attach an 
IC diP, the co-pany uses a standard solder..-ask 
technique to place solder paste on the flexible 
sub<;trate on contact pads. The pattern of these 
pads i<; a direct natch with the pattern of solder 
dots on the d;e. ThPn the die is 1110unted on the 
fie~ circuit, with the active side of the die 
lacing the circuit. CExtracted from f;J~~lr!!.!!_i_t 
Business News. 28 Octo~r 1991) 

Sa-<;unq Electronics Co. of korea has 
an,,ounced that it will be the second supplier in 
th~ world to huild pilot 64-Hbit ORAH chips. The 
~orean ~OlllPany said it has over~aaie the technical 
h~rdlPs to building a ORAH cell for the 
n~•t-9eneration device. 

The announcement follows Hitachi Ltd.'s 
st3tement that it had produced 64 P1bit parts in 
the laboratory. To date. there are no US--ade 
6.t l1b it parts, and <J 11 Jo-est i c vendors e>tcept IBH 
(orp. <Jre believed to be either ignorninq the 
devices or vorking with a J<Jpanese p<Jrtner in 
their developnent efforts. 

The technic3l breakthrough is it major triU111f>h 
for S.J111<;11ng. Although it is a 111ajor player in <Jll 
types of stat;c and dynainic RAHs. the cc-pany has 
al~ays lagged about half a generation behind its 
Japane<;e c0111pP.titors in devclop111ent. Early in 
1991 Sa111sung stated its intention to c<Jtch up and, 
eventually. to overtake the Japanese with its own 
korean-based dP.velopinent efforts. If the 64-Hbit 
devices stay on schedul~. that goal is within 
rPMh. (C.trarted from E!t.~_tro_11Lc ~iJ'.ter.!!!g 
Ti_mes. 21 October 1991) 

A personal computer 1.3 centi•etres thick, 
7SO grams in weight and f 100 in price is one of 
the qoals of a trans-Pacific partnership forged to 
e•p!oit the latest thing in inemor~ chips. The 
rhips are cal led "flash 111et1101"ies" and ad·1ocates 
~ay they will soon replace disc drives as well as 
ronvent ional inemory chips for storing data in 
electronir. equipment. 

Thp advantage of flash memories is that, 
un 1i ke the dynami r randOt11-acr.ess memory (OR.\H) 
chips. which are the storehouses in today's 
computers, they do not need a constant supply of 
pJectritity. 

Flash memories are variations on the 
read-only mfi!lory (ROHi chips that contain 
instructions preprogra11111'd by manufacturers of 
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electronic equi,-.nt. Pfanufacturers sometimes 
want to alter these instructions. so EPROl1s. 
erasable programmable ROtts. were developed. which 
can be er<Jsed then reproqr....-ed with new 
instructions. 

Some EPPOtts are erased by il!uainating them 
with ultraviolet ligltt for up to 20 minutes. then 
reprogr~ electrically bit by bit. Others. 
called E PROHs can ~ erased electricaily bit by 
bit. then rep~graiimed in the same way. flash 
..-ories are E PROHs that can ~ entirely erased 
by a single electrical pulse. then reprogr..-ed 
bit by bit. flash 11e110ries are considered to be 
the best candidate for future electronic devices 
because they are cheap. long lasting, and pack 
110re bits into a smaller area. 

US semiconductor fins Intel has joined forces 
with the Japanese electronics ClJlllPany Sharp to 
produce flash chips on a huge scale. The 
companies agreed to work together to llilnufacture 
flash 11etmOries capable of storing the same density 
of infol"lliltion as DRAlts (the largest capacity 
ORAHs now on the llilrket ~an store four megabits of 
data). They say that production in large 
quantities will begin in 1993. 

By the end of 1995, Intel said. a flash 
memory will be cheaper than a lllagt1etic hard disc. 
opening the way for a new generation of 110re 
rugged portable electronic equipment. such as 
1111sical instruments and ca.eras. (Extracted frC191 
~~i.f!!.t~!. Lendon. 15 February 1992, the 
weekly review of science and lechnology) 

The era of the disposable personal computer 
11ay be just around the corner. The introduction 
of a "single chip personal ClJlllPutern by Chips and 
Technologies, a le<Jding Silicon Valley supplier of 
se91iconductor ClJlllPonents for personal computers, 
promises to drive the cost and !ize of personal 
ca.puters down to calculator proportions. The 
device that could 111ake this possible is the 
"PC/Chipn, a se91iconductor circuit containing al~ 
the electronic logic functions of a personal 
CQlllPuter. It replaces half a dozen of the 
SP91icondur.tGr chips used in today's i.ost 
highly-integ,ated personal computer designs. Add 
a keyboard. a display, data storage peripherals 
and SOiie memory chips and you have a CQlllPlete 
personal cOllf)uter systP91. Chips and Technologies• 
first PC/Chip provides the CCJllPuting power of an 
8086 low-end desktop personal CQlllPuter. In about 
18 months, the company aims to introduce a higher 
perfol'lllance version equivalent lo today's lllOSl 
popular "386" PC models. Total material costs 
will be about USS 100, says Hr. Gordon Ca..,bell, 
Chips and Technologies Chail'lllan and Chief 
Executive. 

That should translatf into introductory 
retail prices as low as USS 250. Over the next 
f1w years the price could fall to w111 under 
USSlOO. Chips and Technologies is to deinonstr•l• 
its PC/Chip in~ prototype "pock•l-sized" personal 
computer. (E11tract1d from U!llf.l,iiLJl!!ts. 
London, 30 September 1991) 

$p_ud.J_ tOJ11R.llttl'.'1.J1il . .llJ.cJ>r:ill_~J.rr:itr 

"Teraflop" COlllputers, which :an work out a 
t.housand billion s11111s a second, could now be 
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built. but th•y would~ so big, pow~r-hungry and 
••P•nsiv• - at around 1170 •ill ion - that nobody 
would buy thet11. lh•y ar• n•.cled to crack today's 
touqh•st romiputing probl ... s, such as weath•r 
for•casting and aapping th• h~n gen~. But in 
up to thr•e y•ars, th• pri~• could fall to a t•nth 
of what it is today. 

Cra, R•s•arch. th• world's first and 1111~t 
famous sup•rcomput•r aak•r. and int•l. the 
world's b•st-known chip maker. both announced 
th•ir lat•st supErcomputers in Nov~r 1991. 
Cray's Y-flP C90 has 16 processing chips which 
can do up to 16 billion calculations a s•cond 
116 gigaflopsl. Intel's Paragon XP/S ~an have up 
ta 2.000 processors, working at ~tween 5 and 
100 gigaflops. 

farli•r, Thir.king Machines of Ca-hridge, 
Massachusetts, claimed to have dev•lnp.cl the first 
supP.rC01Rputer that could reach teraflop speed, 
known as the CH-5. If it w•re built with its full 
compl~nt of 16,000 processors, in theory it 
would run at 2 teraflops. But compul•rs nev•r 
work that fast. Wh•n a r•al program runs, it has 
to •ait for data to ~ load.cl from ....ory, or lo 
b• ~alculated in anoth•r part of the program. 
Programs s•ld09 run at 90re than half their 
aawi.ium sp•e:I. and th•n only if tti.y have ~en 
written car•fully. 

All the manufacturers acknowledge that 
organi1ing the flow cf ir.formation around the 
coi.puler is the biggest challenge. Half the 
processing pow.r of both th• Paragon and the (90 
is devoted to organizing this. 

Information travels fr09 the C90's 111e1110ry to 
its processors at 250 billion words a second. 
fhis is so fast that the wires >lhich ~arry thewi 
begin to act as an aerial and l!tllit Microwaves. 
(ray prrvents this by encasing the wires in 
Goreply. a material which sp•eds up the electrical 
signals. (This first appeared in ~_s~nii$!. 
London, 30 Novelllber 1991. the weekly review of 
science and technology) 

I -6 ! ~ch ~1r1'. Jl.r.!.Yit$ 

Integral Peripherals Inc.'s 1.8 inch hard 
drives look like a good bet to usher in a new 
qeneration of subllliniatur~ COlftPuler and 
ronnunications products. 

ThE Bouldt>r. Colorado c0111pany's 20- and 
40 Hbytp 1110dels need one fourth the volU111e of a 
low-profile J.5 inch drive. lhey deliver 
significant systl'llls-design advantages, including 
low profile, ruggedness and low power. 

The drives cons11111e less than 1 W ov•rall. A 
slt>ep mode allows thl!tll to be "spun down" to a 
sperd where they consutne .015 W. Since the 
read/write heads do not touch the ~dia during 
spin dnwn, there is no danger of wQar or data 
lnss. Th~ drives recover frOlll sleep 1110de in about 
one second. The drives can withstand 200-G shock 
force in non-opepating 1110de. (Source: 
tlettro~!~s. Srptf'lllber 1991) 

New btttery 

Ovonir. Battery has dt>vised a lll"lal-hydride 
battery that it claims requires only 15 minutes to 
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~ ~ ~charged. Th• sealed battery, with a 
metal-hydride material developed by th• company 
acting as the negative electrode, is s .. n as a 
possibl• r.,lacement for nickel-cadmium t>.tteries, 
as aanufacturers s .. k to avoid use of the 
hazardous cadmiU11. The firm melts together 
vanadium, titaniUll, zirconiuri and nickel chr09iUll, 
as ~11 as other materials in a patented process, 
to form a powder fr09 which a sint•r.cl electrod• 
is aade. The battery, ~ing studied by Chrysler 
for use in an electric car, offers almost twic~ 
the •nergy d~sity of nickel-cadmium batteries. 
Further d•velopment with .ass-production 
.anufacture in •ind is plaoned. (Extracted from 
~sjgn •_;_,..~. 4 Nov~r 1991} 

~.Hll_gimpress ion techn~ 

A new data compression tec~nique callt>d 
wavelets has ~n dev•lop.cl. The .. thod is 
si•ilar to the method us.cl by the ear and the eye 
to process data. Dr. Ronald Coif.:an of Yale 
University says that t~e eye looks for sharp edges 
between blurry objects, while the ear splits 
sour.ds into octaves. Th• wavelet method does the 
s~ for data processing. Dr. Victor Wick~rhauser 
of Washington University says that wavelets can be 
used for a wide var~ety of probl .. s. Aware, Inc. 
11akes a wavelet computer chip, although the method 
is not yet in wide c011111ercial use. Wavelets could 
be used to compress speech, according to 
researchers at AT'T Bell laboratories. 

SOiie applications that could use data 
compression, such as weather photographs f ra. 
satellit•s, have not C0111press.cl the data, because 
e•isling compression techniques either require too 
1111ch C011puting power, take too long, or eliMinate 
soee useful data. The FBI still stores 
fingerprints in a catalogue ro09 that already has 
25 Million fing•rprints. Storing just a few 
fingerprint cards would require alt the hard disr 
storage of a personal computer and transmitting 
data on a single fingerprint card by phone would 
take 18.5 hours. Wavelets •ight be used to store 
X-rays in hospitals. 

Wavelets were first developed by 
Dr. Jean Horlet of Elf Aquitaine, in an effort to 
help inte~pret geological data. Fourier analysis 
is usually used for this task, but it is coinplew. 
Wavelets, according to Or. Yves .,.yer of P•ris 
Oauphine C~iversity realized that wavelets are 
part of hannonic analysis, which is a wpll-studied 
branch of purl' 111c1thl!lllatics. Dr. Ingrid Dauber.hies 
of AT'T Bell laboratories developed a proof that 
the wavelets were 1111>st efficient for data 
storage. Or. Stephen Hal lat of New York 
University realized that the wavelet idea was 
similar tn those in i-age processing. Oauberhies 
showed that wavelets can store images with 1/40th 
the amount of data needed for other systems, such 
as Fourier analysis. (Ewtracted frOlll ~f~ Yor~ 
Til!!,t$. 12 November 1991) 

PuJ_gn_ lr.c:.tmill!lf._lh1t !li.!!!i u_.!ltlt.11!"111...uJ ~~t.i O!"· 

Drsign engineers could soon benefit frOlll 
c04llputer design techniques that mimir the pror.ess 
of natural selection. These will be developed by 
an engineering desion rrsearch centre being set 
up at Polytechnic Southwest in Ply1110uth, United 
Kingdom, to e•ploit the pntrntial of grnetic 
alqorithms. 
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These allow a designer to breed frOlll the 
s11cceHful elPlllt'nts and properti<!s of a design to 
. -reate n,. .. oenerations which perfo,.. more 
etficiently-than their parents. 

Companies including Rolls-Royce and Plessey 
Semico~ductors have already started collaborative 
~ork with the centre. 
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Using the genetic algorithm technique, 
roeputer 1110dels of a potential design are 
evaluated, then elements of it are slightly 
changed at random. This is similar to the process 
of genetic 111utation that occurs in nature. If the 
change is successful, the new design is retained. 
Failures are disregarded. 

Hodern computing power means that a process 
~hat takes nature 111C1ny thousands of years can be 
(ompressed int'> a few hours, with only the 
stro~gest designs surviving. The randOlll ele91ent 
of the process means that innovatory breakthroughs 
are thrown up by chance. (Extracted from 
lngineer. 7 Nove<ftber 1991) 

N'w voi<:'--P-'"!>~eUi!!~.U~ilt!! 

Wang Information Se~vices Corp. (WCSC} has 
de•Ploperl a nPw voice-processing piatfon1 targeted 
at slll.lll oroanizations and rPtl!ote locations. The 
system. called PhoNETi~. will incorporate voice 
111pssaging, rall processing, interactive voice 
r,.sponse (lVRI and facsimile technologies on a 
personal COlllputer platfonn. The initial version 
will support from four to 24 ports. 

PhoNETix consists of a voice-inessaging 
ar(hitecture, a inenu-basea applications generator, 
and IVR applications which include fax response, 
forins, a locator and order entry. ThGugh WISC 
will paclagP the software on Wang's £BK-c0111patible 
personal coinputen, the COlllJlany said users and 
value-added resellers can install applications on 
any [ntPl Corp. 80386-based, Unix-based PC. 
PhoNElix offers callers si111ple access to 
different applications. For example, after 
getting pricing infonnation usins IVR. a caller 
ran leave a voice 111essaoe without hav1na to call 
bark. !htra• ted frOfll t~nij;Jl,ion~ Wet_k, 
11 No,.ember 19'll I 

A npw class of portable r.omputer is c0111ing 
that (ould 1·0111pete with the r.urrent gpneration of 
notebool computers. Cal led the "companion" 
personal romputer, the new fonnat will of fer 
built-in application software and cost only a 
~hird as much as today'<; notebooks. 

An alliance led by Phoeniw Technolllgies ltd. 
announrPd a rf'ference design for the new 
prrtahlPs. Phoeniw ~ill offer the design to 
off icP equip111ent manufacturf'rs. which would use it 
to build machines incorporating a highly 
integratplf CPll frOlll Chips and terhnologie~. 
system\ sllftwarp from Hi1rosoft Corp., and 
applicatiJns software fr<illl lotus Oevelopmpnt 
(orpor.ition. 

Within four years. according to Oataque·t. 
sales of companion PCs will rival those of tw~ 
other llasses of portables, laptops and pen-o~sed 
systems, and start r.losinq in on noteb~oks. 
(lat-'lqu,.st projert.s shipm1tr1ts llf ~n111panion PCs will 

reach 4.4 million units by 1995. compared with 
shi.,..ents of 4.7 111illion laptops. 4.4 million 
pen-based systt'19S, and 7.2 •illion notebooks . 

The software reference ~esign includes 
ROK-based versions of the Phoenix BIOS, Hicrosoft 
HS-DOS 5.0, Lotus System Manager and nine 
application programs, and a non-OOS shell that 
provides a cQllaOn •1ser inte1 face for value-added 
custom-so~tware configurations. In addition. 
Phoenix will be providing a series of software 
options. Initial options inciude Microsoft Works 
and the Lotus Connectivity Pack. (Extracted froc 
~!.f_~ic Engineering Times. 4 November 1991) 

The rise of the superfloppy 

There is a quiet revol~tion brewing in backup 
and storage for single-user -achines. The lowly 
3 1/2 inch floppy disk is taking on a new life 
with higher capacities. 

In sumner 1990 IBH announced a 2.8 megabyte 
drive developed by Toshiba Corp. San Jos~-based 
lnsite Peripherals Inc. is slated to introduce its 
20 H8 Floptical drive. Brier Technology Inc., 
another San Jose start-up. has bee~ shipping its 
Flextra ZOHB 3 1/2 inch drive since early 1991. 

Host analysts agree that IBH's 2.8 H8 devi'e 
is an evolutionary developtnent. Like the 1.4 H8 
3 1/2 inch disk before it, the 2.8 H8 doubles the 
capacity of its predecessor. The drive, which 
uses new bariuin ferrite dis~s. is widely 
considerP.d the r.ext logical step in 3 1/2 inch 
disk drives. Introduced in June 1991, the IBH 
drive is standard on the PS/Z lllOdel 57 and 
optional on inodels 35 and 40. 

----- -

The 3 l/~ inch, 20 H8 floppies are 1110re 
revolutionary than ~volutionary. Because of their 
high storage capacity, they allow users to file 
away large quantities of data muc~ 1110re 
efficiently than ordinary floppies do. While they 
probably will not replace hard drives, the new 
superflopfies could slow the upward spiral towards 
ever-larger hard disk sizes in single-user 
machines and help save 1110ney in the process. 

The two 111ajor players in 20 H8 floppies. 
lnsite Peripherals and Brier Technology. are both 
111.lrketinq their drives through oriqinal equipinent 
manufacturers !OEHs). Retail prices run from $400 
to $1,000. 

Since IBH introduced its 2.8 H8 drive, 
several companies have announced support for it. 
Both Sony Corp. and Toshiba, for example, make 
drives and disks that use the new fonnat. Other 
companies are beginning to produce everything fro111 
backup software to disk controllers for the IBH 
dpvices. Insite and Brier also seem to bp gaining 
support for their tn0re e•oti~ 20 HR for111ats. 

The ln~ite drive has an access ti111e of about 
RO 111illi~e(onds - about as fast as a first-
9pnpration Pr. hard drive. Bripr's drive~ do 
best - they c•n access data at around 3S milli
\econds - clo~e ~o the 25 milliseconds or so 
performance cloc~ed by lllOSl modern hard drivps. 

Although analysts expect high-cApacity floppy 
drive\ to show up in laptop COlll~ulers, HIS 
manaqers today are likely to r~c.-Pnd the uni ts 
as tapP driv~ replArP111ents on dP~ktop 111achines. 

\ 

,,, ,, . 
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0' course. backing up an entire hard drive 
on~o tloppips - even 20 "8 floppies - is not as 
c""""rient as backin9 up to tapf'. However. most 
uso>ro; .. ; 11 always need at least one floppy drive 
on their PCs. •hereas tape drives are \ikely to 
rt'flTain a luxury for years to comae. If that one 
drive ran double for backup purposes, then tne 
savings in cost and C0111Plexity over tape are 
obvious. 

The other use for high-capacity floppies is 
for lonc;i-tera storage of infrequentlf used data 
and proQrain files. In this scenario. users can 
save entire subdirectories to floppies. where they 
rein"1in o;afe?y out of the way ur.til required. When 
" u~er wants to run a particular program. he or 
-;he can either copy the files fro- the floppy over 
to a hard drive or run it directly off the flcppy. 

IBH's 2.8 H8 drives are cost-erfective 
replac~nts today for 1.4 "8 drives. The drive 
;sonly slightly 1110re expensive than 1.4 "8 
~o~~ls. an~ disk costs are si~ilar. considering 
the e•tra (apacity they offer. These drives are 
dlso fully C0111patible with ot~er 3 l/2 inch 
forinat\. 

The 20 "8 models cost 11111ch 110re than existing 
floppy drive~. and the disks, at $20 to $25 
"1piere. are not cheap, either. Still, they do 
rarry their own econQllliC rationale - chiefly, that 
in s!lllle ~ircoeistances they can replace both the 
tO"ventional floppy disk drive and a backup device 
!surh as a tape unit) in a single ~(. For this 
arquMent to hold water, of course, the drives 111Ust 
~e~rompatible with conventional 720 kilobyte and 
1 • .: MR floppies. Insite and Brier have taken 
different "1pproaches to downward c;>mpatibility. 

ln~ite's rloptir.al drive can read and write 
720 k8 and 1.4 "8 floppies. but not IBH's 2.8 "8 
di~k~. Brier's drives are not read and write 
~ompatible with earlier formats and 111Ust be used 
along with a standard floppy drive. Analysts 
P•pert Brier to announce a downward-c0111Patible 
rtrive satnetilllt' in 1992 - perhaps with SO H8 
rilpabi 1 ity. 

Because all these floppy drives use HS-nos. 
thPy are all supported in one fo..-. or another by 
most milkers of backup software. A few backup 
parki19eo; qo beyond DOS and support the new drives 
dirPrtly using thpir own - usua:ly faster - native 
fnrmilt. (fxtril(lPd with pennission of Q~!~~JJQNr 
milqazinec. 1 October 1991, copyright by Technical 
P~blishinq Company. A Dunn and Bradstreet 
fnmp"1nf. Jll rights reserved) 

Single-chip Jensor gives ~ushion to ~r dri~el".J 

A~alo9 Oevices believes that it has developed 
thp world's first sin9le-chip acceleration sensor 
m"1de hy mirromachining the si!icon surfacP. The 
devirp ~hnuld allow COll'j:)anies making th.> airbags 
which stop r."1r drivers hittinq the steering wheels 
durinq ilC(idents to manufacture versions of their 
prndurt~ suitable for fitting in old cars. 

The technology of silicon 111icromachining is 
not new and ii nUlllber of COlllpanies and universities 
have been refinin9 the technique in recent years 
to ~ry to make acceleration sensors. or 
ar(eleromPters. But to make a c011111ercial device 
"1nrl inte~rilte sional r.onditionin9 onto the die as 
wrll is a step forward. -
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The devices will not only be us•d in cars. 
But legislation in the United Slates requiring all 
n..- cars to have airbags fitted by 1994 has 
?rovided a market driving the technology towards 
exploitation. 

The idea is to have a bag 110unted on the 
steering wheel which fills with air very quickly 
if the car is stopped very suddenly by other cars, 
trees, walls and the like. The bag expands out to 
.. et the driver as he or she continues to 110ve 
towards the steering wheel or windscreen. 

Current airbag systems use a number of 
sensors in different parts of the car. The reason 
for this is the need to distinguish between a 
crash and nonnal sudden braking. The sensors need 
to detect the sequence of events which go along 
with a crash. 

In contrast, a single chip sensor can be 
110unted anywhere. r1!910ving the need for expensive 
harnesses and the work on the assembly line to 
wire them up. There is no real reason not to 
nount the sensors with the airbag itself. 

This will make it possible to develop self
contained airbag units which can be fitted to 
existing cars. Lutz ttay, the 11anager af 
automotive products at Analog Devices, believes 
his C0111Pany's device will allow car makers to 
reduce the cost of the whole airbag system frOll 
$500 to about $50. 

The ~evice is made using a standard 
Analog Devices BifCIS process. When all the lcgic 
has been deposited, a l pra thick layer of oxide is 
deposited over the sensor area, leaving just the 
holes needed to anchor the tethers to the 
substnte. 

A 2,-. thick la1er of polysilicon is then 
deposited on top of the oxide. An etching process 
is then used to r.-ove the oxide under the bea11. 
leaving it free-floating. Holes are left in the 
beam to ensure that the etchant takes away the 
oxide right underneat~ the beaiia. 

The whole chip measures 3 ... by 3 an, with 
the sensor beillll itself weighing a.1_)'9· It 
detects 1110tion ir the plane of the substrate 
only. 

The sensors will alsJ be used in ABS contrcl. 
active suspens:on systetns, body level control and 
the like. They could also be used in 
non-aut0tn0tive applir.ations; for vibration 
analysis in industrial systecns, COllPUter disk 
drives and military systetns. (Extracted from 
Electronics Wtrkly. 18 Sept..t>er 1991) 

A e1J1r_~.(ti!ne tti.n_~YU_t_i!:-:-_lla_g i;QUJ 

Analog Devires Inc .• a Norwood, "assachusetts 
chipmaker, has passed the experill!fntal stage and 
put the world's first micr0111arhine on the 
market. 

The cOC'lpany designed an air-bag tri9ger with 
a CO!llb-like gauge 111achined frOl'I pure silicon. The 
gauge works by measuring minute changes in an 
electrical current that holds the 48 ~icroscopic 
teeth of the COlllb rigid. Th~ force of the 
collision acting on the teeth causes the current 
to change, triggering the air bag. 

---
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By ina~in~ ;ts sensors in a high-vol..-. 
0 rnress. Analo9 Devices e•pects to sell the chips 
f~r just SS oach. a fraction of the SZO to S50 
cost of .... rhanical >witches nov ~sed in auto 
air-ba9 sys~ ... s- ohe first cars to employ the 
~;croch;p tri~rs could appear ir. 1994. Analog 
D~~ices is workina on other •icromachined sensors 
tor c~ntroll~ng a~tOMOb;le suspensions. (Source: 
Business ~eek. 4 November 1991) 

The Hassachusetts Institute ?f Technology is 
hPadin~ a jnint project to develop intelli~nt 
vehiclp/higf;way systems. joined by 11otorola and 
Sumitomo 1Japanl. Pr9fessor 11oishe Ben-Akiva. 
director of the preject. expects up to 20 other 
(Gmpanies to .. ke catm1itllll'nts to provide 
$75.000/year fnr three years to support the 
research. (oamerc;alization - initially in cars 
a~d ~ventually in highways - will be over 
10 fears. fhe Department of Transportation 
est;..ate; that traffic con~stion causes over 
2 billion vehicles hours/year of delays. rising 
fourfold by the year 7000. Texas A&H Unversity's 
Texas Transporation Institute study found that 
traffic costs over $40 billion/year in lost 
produ<:t ivi t y. 

The highway automation project will include 
a~to ina~ers, electronics manufacturers, trans
portation coepanies and other businesses to 
protfuce dashboard computers with electronic links 
to roadways and highway control centres to provide 
accurate. instantaneous traffic info,-.ation. 
indicate the best ava;lable routes, support 
arcident-avoidance syste-is and ent.ance urban 
traffic Management. Currently, most motorists 
rerpivp traffic infonBation via intermittent 
opdates on local radio stations. These updates 
rely largely on anecdotal. highly subjective and 
c;llmf'tilllt's conflictinq observations. New 
approa(hes (Ould involve two-way COllllUnications 
~et~een drivrrs and highway operations centres. 
giving drivers data via dashboard computer screens 
on innediate road conditions. traffic congestion 
dnd alterna~e routes; automated vehicle-control 
"YStll'llls th~t rould sense objects around the 
vehiclr. warn of i111f1ending collisions and brake to 
avoid thf'lll; and connercial vehicle opPration 
'>yst...,.s that would pro .. ide specializPd functions 
for r:onierrial vehirles. such ;is fleet lllOnitoring, 
tru(~ weighing and toll paying. !E•tracted from 
rle'! VJ:>rk J i!'!e:.. 20 November 1991} 

Hore ~fficient LCD screen 

(.1.1on wi II off er L(O screens that use a new 
technoloqy that could make them le;s costly. less 
tn•r9y-hungry, and bigger. The ferroelectric 
liquid crystal 1rtCI display technol~gy features 
materials with built-in 111e111ory rapabilitiec;. When 
"n imaq• is produced. the fl( m~rizes 1t until a 
new onp is made. Becausr a diode or tran~i-.tor 
do•s not have to be fixed to each pixel. bigger 
HrePnc; ran he built. However, spacing bptwePn 
plates must be very small for a uniform picture. 
Also. thP displays do not have the gray scale 
needed for desktnp publishing and colour 
prorira11ts. ([wtracted fro111 Jnfo,,...tio_n World. 
·1 N<>•1P111ber 19911 

Spvpral rompanlPS arp dpvelopin9 
ro'"p11tpr-bas•d systems that can dl'tl'Ct rurrl'nt I y 
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unnoticed bombs in airports. Scan-Tech Security 
(Northvale • ..._, Jersey) is working with Rutgers 
University to use electromagnetism to ex~ine the 
contents of luggage. Data is evaluated using a 
neu~al network computer. Such systems have 
n~rous processors whose de~ree of influen~e on 
each other can ~ varied. If a bomb slips through 
in a pr3ctice run. the system can alter its own 
logic as many ti~s as n~ed to produce a 
•istake-free system. Scan-Tech says its equipment 
can detect the specific 110le:::ule that iderotifies 
~ach type of explosive. as opposed to many other 
devices which only examine bags for concentrations 
of nitrogen. (matron l~dustrial Products (San 
Francisco. California) uses technology si•ilar to 
that in CAT scans. The system p~oduces a detailed 
image of the contents of luggage ar.d evaluates 
X-ray images to detect the specific patterns 
caus~ by known explosives. (Extracted from ~i!J 
S!Lttt....Jnrn1l, 4 November 1991) 

Uil screens - the rue~ 

Japan's .. jor electronics firms are engaged 
in a battle for a slice of the flat-screen 
computer 111a•ket. expected to be worth 
I trillion yen (al11c>st US$ 8 billi~n) by 1995. 

Slick graphics on lightweight portable 
computers and 1110vie-style viewing in the hOlle with 
television sets that hang on the wall pr0111ise to 
be big business in the 1990s. 

In Decellber T991 one Japanese company 
announced plans to build a 30 billion yen factory 
to produce up to 50,000 active-matrix 
liquid-crystal displays a 110nth. Expected to 
account for up to half of the total LCD 111arket by 
1995, active-111atrix displays provide sharper 
images and faster reactions than the passive 
models found on watches and 11any existing personal 
COlllPuters. (ompetition for this lucrative market 
is currently a wholly Japanese affair; no 
US company can at present supply the screens in 
large enough nUlllbers. 

The new displays will cater for the growing 
nUlllber of people who want c09puters they can carry 
around easily. At the lllOlllent, however, this is 
co111puting for the rich. What was advertised as 
the world's first notebook-sized PC to feature a~ 
~r.tive-111atrix liquid crystal dispiay recently went 
3n sale - at ah1ost 600,000 yen (nearly \JS$ 4.70i}J. 

Heanwhile, Japanese c0111panies are racing to 
develop another type of LCD. which achieves high 
picture resolution on a flat screen by using thin 
fil111 transistors to switch dots of light off and 
on. Jostling for position in the market. these 
c(llllpanies have poured billions of yen into 
devel~p111Pnt and produ:tion, but the COlllplex 
\tructure of th! display makes manufar.turinq 
e•tremely difficult, and keeps prices high. 

A third type of LCD, p~Ollloted as a low-cost 
alternative to thin-fil111 transistor d;splays. is 
also e•per.ted to hit the marketplace soon. fhis 
is the ferroelectric L'D. said to be much easier 
to produce than the others. The makers say they 
will start mass production in 1993. (Source: 
lnterri.JJiontl HtrtJd _Iri!!u~e. 10 December 19911 

~llip __ ~nc.d~ turc.Pri11t.en 

Adobe Sy\tetns has announr.ed a new chip that 
will help improve the performanr.e 6f laser 
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printers and computer displays by helping to 
Q1!'nera~e post(ript characters. The Adobe Type 
tnproressor is a VlSI circuit th•t takes over frOlll 
software in rendering characters frOfol Adobe's 
libr~ry of 10.000 Ty~e 1 outline fonts. The chip 
(an process 2.000 characters per Se(Qnd. which is 
Z5 ti .. s faster than Rise-based printer 
(ontr~llers. The Adob~ coprocessor can also be 
used for computer displays in which Adobe fonts 
are used and precise what-you-see-is-what-you-get 
representations are required. Adobe cl•i•s that 
its new chip ca~ support the printin9 of docunents 
at 110re than 100 paqes per minute. ~Source: 
Pectr9n_in We~lli- -Zl October 194Jl} 

Spirit levels ...ay soon be pushed out by a 
•icroprocessor-controlled rival that can set a 
true horizontal, a vertical or any angle in 
between. to one tenth of a degree. 

The heart of the Slnartlevel. produced by 
~edqe Innovations in San Jose. California. is a 
device called a liquid-filled inclinometer. A 
sealt>d (apsule contains two parallel cond ... cting 
rliscs with a space partially filled with liquid 
hetwpf'•• thl'91. f!oth the discs are d:vided into 
three pie-shaped se9111f'nts. The liquid moves 
around between the discs and depending on what 
an~lp t~e plates are inclined at there will 
always be two of the pairs of seg111ents with 
so~e liquid between thet11 while the third pair 
•s above the level of the fluid. Any Fair of 
oarallel conductors acts as a store of electric 
charqe. Its abd ity to store charge, its 
(aparitance. is influenced by what is between 
the ronductors. 

Tht> quantity of liquid between each pair of 
segments of the S..artlevel inclin09lt'ter depends on 
the device's angle from the horizontal. So by 
111easuring tt-e capacitance of the three pairs of 
'>elJ"'t'nt.s. thr an9le of the inclin09lt'ter can be 
r a I tu lilted. 

In the Swiartlevel, a •icroprocessor converts 
Cilpac;tance ineasuretnents into the angle of the 
;nrlinOt11Pter and sends this to the tool's l;qu;~ 
~ry<tal di~play. The level can display any an~le 
in degrePs. as the percentage slope of a surface, 
nr ilS the pilrh in inches per foot or r;se. 
~lternatively ;t car. mimic the bubble in a 
<t.and.ud lrvPl. 

If the Sni;irtlPvel goes out of kilter, perhaps 
h~causP it hils been dropped or jarred. it can 
riuidly be reset on any flat surface. even if ;t 
1s not level. Just place the tool on the surface. 
rrPs< thP reset button. and wa;t for about a 
l"in11tP. Then rotate the tool thro•1gh 180". reset 
it ilQilin. and it w;11 reralibrate itself. 

8n<rh. the German tool finn. will soon 
produce a version of the Smartlevrl for the 
furopean market. (This first appeared in Nt~ 
Sci~ntist. London. 1 rebruary 1992. the weekly 
r~vipw nf science and technology! 

Comp~ters lo be worn 

NEC ~ilyS that hy the year 2000, r.omputers 
will hp portable enough to be worn like an article 
nf rlnthin9. The technology to make the computers 
illrearty Pxist\, but they would be prohibitively 
expensive, and battery ter.hnology must be improved 
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to make th~ practical. The body computers would 
be for use where even laptops are inconvenient. 
The lapbody c0111Puter would hang from tl:e shoulder, 
and a screen and keyboard would fold down. The 
Wearable Data Tenainal would have a unit worn over 
the shoulder and another unit worn on the 
forearm. The arm unit would have a bar code 
scanner and touch sensors for lo~ding data. Such 
units could be used for taking' inventory. The 
Porta-Office would cOllbinE phone, keyboard, 
handwriting notepad and fax machine. All the 
electronics would be in a tube on the user's 
back. Tender tov?ng Care would be a computer ;rorn 
on the should by parillllt'dics. It would have 
sensors to aonitor a patient's pulse, temperature, 
blood pressure, etc., and a Cill!Pra. A COlllPUter 
would diagnose probl@Wls and lllilke treat11ent 
rec011mendations. PfeanHhile, Haruo Tsuji of Sharp 
says that LCDs will continue to improve as chip 
technology improves. (Extracted fr- tft!! 
Stle!!!~J.. 28 September 194Jl l 

The aost sophisticated police computer 
installed in Britain should i.,irove efficiency in 
all aspects of police work, including catching 
cri•inals, finding "issing persons and foiling 
hoax 999 callers. ~t the heart of the computer is 
a geographic information systet11 which, when an 
incident is reported, can instantly display a lllilp 
showing streets, buildings and the incident's 
location. The 111ap also shows the locations of 
poliLe vehicles and officers. If, for instance. 
there is an urban riot. and streets have been 
blocked off. the system would aut0111atically 
co.,iute the next best route to get into and out of 
the area. The system is also able to turn two
diinensional ~lans of buildings into three
diinensional drawings. Thus officers can walk 
through a building on the screen to study 
potentially dangerous areas such as recesses on 
staircases. The facility's main use would be 
during sieges or during che111ical factory 
accidents. (Source: J.h.e-1L.~. 20 Septetnber 1991) 

l_BH ~~.Ll.Jillill...Jlrill 

IBH Corporation has SPt a new technology 
target for its tOlllJ)etitors: a disk drive boasti~g 
I gigabyte of storage in a 3.5 inch fonn factor. 

The drive is the industry's first application 
of mag~etoresistive recording. This technology 
delivers an areal density of 132 million bits per 
sqare inch. a 25 per cent advantage over COlllpeting 
drives. 

Developed at IBH's Storage Systems Products 
Division in San Jose, California, the drive's 
read/write head is about one-sixth the size of 
conventional heads. It also contains separatP 
reaJ and write elements, instead of a single 
dual-purpose element. 

Smaller geometries mean that 1110re sliders, 
the devices that carry the rPad/write head, r.an be 
produced on a wafer. Separate read and write 
elements provide faster data trar.sfer. 

The drive is available with 9.8 ms and II ms 
access times. A 8650 Hbyle model is also 
availa~le. Both drives integrate read-ahead 
catching and automatic s~ctor allocation. They 
are rated at 400,000 hours meantime between 
failure. (Source: (l.Jj;tJ:gni~~. October 19q1) 
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fverybody knows computers are g<Jing to change 
people's lives. but nobody knows how. Which 111eans 
that cntnputer researchers tace a double 
""'"'rtainty: not only are they still unsure about 
what the technolo9y can do, they are also unsure 
about what people will want it to do. So computer 
researchers at the DEC/Olivetti research 
labnratory in Calllbridge. UK are ronducting social 
e~periments alonqside technical ones - with 
•ntri<JUin9 results. The idea is to build new 
ideas into real systems and then to play with 
~~pm_ Two of today's toys are the Active Badge, d 

nal!lf'-tag which tracks its wearers' every iaove, and 
rar.dora. a system that turns desktop computers 
into a desktop video-conferencing system. Both 
have prov!ded surprises. 

Usi~Q an infrared beain similar to that of a 
tPlevisio~ remote control, the Active Badge talks 
to transceivers placed about the walls of the 
lahoratory. One of the things the badge 
.-on'Stantly tra'lsmits is a signal saying who the 
wearer is. This enables a central c0111puter system 
to tr3~k people as they 90 about their jobs. 

leaving aside the question of privacy, 
r:onsta"t su•·veillanr:e can be remar~ably 
~onvenienL Sf'curity doors open autOlllatically. 
Telephone calls are transferred autoa;atically. 
With a tap tc the kt>yboard, a researcher· can 
discover thf' whereabouts of any colleague. With 
the badne. a researcher can have work follow him 
01· her ro•1t i ne 1 y from COlllputer to COlllputer. As he 
wal''S away from one terminal, he will be 
automatically logged off: as he approaches 
another. the network can automatically log him on 
and bring his work, as he left it, to the screen. 

Badge-wearers have arrived at a variety of 
so<.ia! conventions to make the technology less 
intrusive lhan it might seem. Someone who wants 
lo toe left alone can place lhe badge face-down on 
d tat.le; this will block lhe signal and ne or she 
will disappear from the computer system. When 
lll(lrP than three badqe-wearers are gathered in a 
ro'lfl:, they are assU111ed to be in a meeting and are 
not disturbed. As in everyday life, one protector 
of privacy i~ politeness. It is considered 
terribly rudP to try to make a record of 
~ome~ody's movements; tn help that convention 
enfnrce it~elf, the technology enables 
hdd9e-wearers to know who is moniloring their 
wherP.abouts. 

Out the most popular s~rvice is video mail. 
Video mail is electronic mail with sound and 
moving pictures. Pandora enables any researcher 
to record a messag~ - which can be attached to 
snmP ~upportinq text - and send it to a 
r~lleague. P,.ople usP this technology as they 
woald talking post-it notes. The vast majority of 
video-mail messages sent uver Pandora are about 
10 seconds long. Each contains just one or two 
simple itP.ms. But lhe great advantage of video is 
that. unlike electronic mail or old-fashioned 
memos. it rnn~Pys the facial expression~. tone of 
vo•re and 9estures that can help the recipient to 
understand a message. The words "Where is the 
r!'port?" might mean anything from casual 
puzzlement to tight-lipped anger - and, whatever 
tone is meant, something completely different can 
bf' inferred by the recipient. Video provides a 
quick and !'asy way of en~uring that the right 
messaqe is sent. (Extracted from Th_t_l~o~H. 
21 November 1991) 

" -

E.l.utroni~ur ke~ps ot..on ailing htiill 

Doctors will soon be able to s .. as well as 
hear the heartbeats of their patients, a 
development that could allow them to detect 
serious cardiac disorders much earlier than at 
present. 

Heart ailments such as failing valves, holes 
and narrowing of arteries are all poten~ially 
fatal. They also create characteristic noises as 
the blood llOves past obstructions or through 
holes. Thes~ subtle differences take years of 
training to identify by listening through a 
stethoscope and even then do not always betray the 
nature and extent of the disorder. 

A device known as a dyna.ic spectral phono
cardiograph (DSP) uses a sensitive •icrophone to 
pick up heart sounds, which are then broken down 
into their cbnstituent frequencies and disp?ayed 
on a scr .. n. The frequency spectru111 frQ91 
patients' hearts can then be c011pared with that 
produced by a healthy heart . 

The DSP gives doctors an i...ediate visual 
display of heartbeats as they hear thet11. "The 
cllllbination of eye and ear is pretty good for 
recog~izing patterns", says William Bennett, 
professor of applied physics at Yale University, 
who invented the machine with Jean 9ennett, his 
daughter. 

Bennett believes that once it is proven, DSP 
will be useful for screening and, because a 
printed copy of the heartbeat can be generated, 
for following the progress of disease. He says 
DSP may also predict when an artificial heart 
valve is going to fail. (Extrarted frOlll ~ 
llit!!lill. London, 2 Novetnber 1991, the weekly 
review of science and technology) 

RiP.idJ.rrtt.nj ruLfJtLd.l!!.li l X-rays 

Vis; ts to the dentist could be speeded up and 
made safer by an electronic X-ray system which 
provides images of your teeth on a COlllputer 
screen. The system, developed by researcher! in 
the US, uses an electronic sensor instead of 
photographic film and can reduce the amount of 
radiation used to make an image to a half or a 
third of that needed by conventional X-rays. 

Hans Roehrig, research professor of radiology 
and optical sciences at the University of Arizona 
in Tucson, explains that the system displays a 
picture on a computer screen within a few seconds 
of taking the X-ray. Normal dental film must be 
taken out of the patient's mouth and developed. 

~This potentially eliminates the need t~ 
retake X-rays th~t are under- or overexposed", 
Roehrig says. "With our system, the dentist can 
immediately manip~late the images to get a better 
view." 

The prototype is now at the University of 
Ariz~na, where Roehrig expects to begin trials on 
patients soon. The development work was by 
Electro-Optics Corporation, a consultancy based in 
taguna Beach, California, with funding from the 
US Army Office of Dental Research. Roehrig says 
one objective was to develop a portable apparatus 
for examining battle injuries. 

Negoti~tions are under way with potential 
manufacturers, but Roehrig says that further 
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developiroent is need~ to improve the spatial 
resolution of the picture. He believes that 
within two years the syste11 could be installed in 
dental surqeries. It can be adapted to fit most 
e~isting X~ray equipment. (Extracted froim ~ 
5~if!!!i1!. London, 4 January 1992, the v@ekly 
reivew of science and technology) 

f!lrrt!U!tic pro!>e illfn. instant blood tests 

Che11ists at Tufts University near Boston have 
developed a fibre-optic probe that will 
si11Ullaneously measure several different chetnicals 
in blood. The system could allow i1119ediate 
cl1n1cal analyses of biood che11istry. At present 
there is a delay while blood sa91Ples are sent a•ay 
to a laboratory. Other 111Ultiple sensors exist but 
they need much larger probes. which are difficult 
to insert into blood vessels. 

fibre-optic che11ical sensors work by sending 
light down a fibre. and 1110nitorin9 the 
fluorescence of a dye probe at the far end of the 
fibre. The amount of fluorescence depends on the 
concentration of the chetnical being 110nitored. 
But until now, the responses of 111Ultiple dye 
probes used with the same fibre have been 
difficult to isolate. 

Steven Barnard and David Walt have inade tvo 
crucial innovations. First, a probe i!. 111ade by 
fusing together 1.500 fibres, then drawing the 
bundle down to an overall diaineter of 
400 micrOMetres. Each fibre retains a distinct 
light-carrying core, but reduced to just a fev 
micr0111etres across. Secondly, dye-sensing regions 
are fabricated on selected parts of the probe 
surface, so that each fibre in the bundle collects 
light sepa~ately. 

In this way, Barnard and Walt could separ;te 
the response of the different dye probes by usin) 
a charge coupled device cainera to monitor the 
fluorescence transmitted by different fibres in 
the bundle. 

Barnard and Walt used their device to 111easure 
acidity and carbon dioxide concentratation with 
three separate sensors on one fibre probe. Walt 
says that different dye probes could measure other 
substances. such as oxygen or glucose concentra
tions, which are important in clinical blood 
analysis. (This first appeared in New Scirntii~. 
London, 5 October 1qg1, the weekly review of 
science dnd technology.) 

Critically ill patients at Southampton 
General Hospital are helping to test a computer 
program which could make nurses' lives less 
stressful. The Equipment Monitor program monitors 
the equipment connected to the patient by means of 
a neur~l network. Equipment Monitor is a neural 
network program which, like the human brain, takes 
"decisions" by weighing up information it 
receives, in this case from the equipment. 

Patients in the intensive care unit at the 
hospital are connected to conventional equipment 
whic~ monitors thtir heart rate, blood pressure, 
respir~tion rate and other functions. Whilt the 
nurses watch the tquipment as usual, Equipment 
Honitor is watching too. If the program proves a 
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s~ccess. it could eventually take over this task 
CQlllPletely, freeing the nurses to look after 
patients in other ways. 

The program was specially developed for 
medical 110nitorin9 and runs on an ordinary 
personal COlllputer. It won a small business award 
froia the UK Department of Trade and Industry in 
1990. Neural Solutions also hopes to apply the 
program to environmental 110nitorin9. (Extract~ 
frOll New Scien~1. London, S October 19gl, the 
weekly review of science and technology) 

Versatile inexpensive colour prin~ 

Hewlett-Packard has developed a new 
inexpensive colour ink-jet printer. The 
Deskwriter C comes with both a black-ink and 
colour cartridge, which can be held in a special 
container that coees with the printer. The 
printer functions with an AppleTalk network, or 
can be hooked up to a stand-alone Hae. Plain 
paper (both letter-size and legal-size), 
transparencies, coat~ paper. labels, and 
envelopes can all be used in the printer. 
(Extracted fr0111 Information Wo_rld, 
11 Novellber 1991) 

Artful copier 

Toshiba ha~ developed a colour photocopier 
that uses a clever mix of analogue and digital 
technology to produce 110re subtle gradation of 
colour and contrast than existing 111achines. In 
addition, Toshiba's machine is roughly half the 
price of the cheapest conventional colour copiers, 
at a cost of 1.2 million yen (about £5,000). 

Toshiba uses a new technique which is 
currently being incorporated into printers to make 
stills fr0111 video images. It transfers ink from 
dye sheets onto paper using heat, and Toshiba has 
refined the heating method to give better copies. 

Toshiba's copier scans a colour original by 
moving it past a strip of tiny solid-state light 
sensors, closely spaced to give a resolution of 
16 dots per mi 11 imetre. The s i gna 1 from the 
sensors is converted into digital code so that the 
operator can inake changes, for instance to 
highlight selected areas in chosen colours or ring 
areas with computer-generated shapes. 

Toshiba claims that the system can be made 
for half the price of a xerographic printer. The 
first of its copiers are now on sale in Japan. 
Toshiba has not yet announced plans lo sell them 
in Europe. (Extracted from ~f!t_S~ie..n\t~_t. London. 
14 December 19g1, the weekly review of science and 
technology) 

E.1 illr.olli..lW...lOL.11 

Electronic tags can be made for as little as 
SI using a new chip-bonding technique. ISO, the 
company which has pioneered the method, believe~ 
that the new tags will be cheap enough for use as 
baggage labels by the world's airlines. ISD's 
tags are part of a system which reads the chip's 
identities using a 27 MHz international band 
allocated for industrial, scientific and medical 
applications. This means that the frequencies are 
free from interference everywhere in the world. 
The new chips can be programmed on-site with up to 
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10 di~its and a nUlllber of tags can be read 
si11111ltaneously. ISO also believes that its chip 
can be packaged in an inert bolus which can 
survive and be detected in a cow's st0111ach, ..aking 
it suitable for tracing cattle. Hore conventional 
cow tags can break and result in glass ending up 
in hutnan food. (Source: ~t.ronic$ Weekly, 
8 January 19921 

Il!f _ne_w$ _ll!'_the_f"ilio gets itsel r out of a ~ 

A digital radio editing systO!tll dev~loped by 
the Australian Broadcasting Company that will free 
producers fr~ tangles of recording tape looks set 
to spread to newsro0111s around the world. ABC has 
sold its syste111 to the Alnerican Broadcasting 
C0111pany. The US network will install the systein 
in its New York radio newsro11111, with links to 
bureaux in Los Angeles, Washington, DC and London. 

The system virtually eliminates recording 
tape f r11111 the newsroom. Tape is expensive, loses 
sound quality every time it is copiid. and can be 
damaged during editing or playback. With D-Cart 
recordings on tape are converted straight into 
digital code and stored on the system's hard disc 
drive, which is capable of holding 2.4 gigabytes 
of data. Interviews and other sound inaterial can 
also be recorded directly onto D-Cart via 
telephone or studio lines. 

Because D-Cart stores sound ~igitally, many 
people can access the same original source 
simultaneous 1 y. 

The system is controlled by a mini-computer 
and can sample the sound it is to store at 
different rates to achieve different sound quali
ties. It can sample at a frequency of 32 kilo
hertz for FH studio quality and at 44.1 and 
48 kilohertz for compact disc quality. (Extracted 
from New_Sr;.if!!lill. London, 15 February 1992, the 
weekly review of science and technology) 

A hologram printer developed in the US could 
9ive designers of laser-driven devices the chance 
to use holographic optical components in place of 
standard ones. Until now the use of such 
components has been limited by the cost of the 
equipment used to produce them. 

Computer-generated holograms can bend light 
in way~ that are impossible for optical lenSe$, 
but their potential has not been fully exploited 
becau~e the holograms are too difficult and 
e~pensive to make. There are only two ways of 
making computer-generat.ed holograms: by using a 
laser writer or by electron beam writer. laser 
writers focus light to a small point to draw the 
hologram, but they produce an image no ~igger than 
25 millimetres square and are eKpensive. Electron 
beam writers have the same disadvantages but 
produce images with ten times better resolution 
(the number of lines per millimetre). 

Silhouette Technology of New Jersey has 
de•igned a desk-top hologram printer that beats 
both of these methods. Not only is it cheap, but 
it produces computer-generated holo9rams measuring 
as much as 100 millimetres by 125 millimetres. 
The rt'solution at this size is 1-2 micrometres, as 
good as is produced by existing laser writers. By 
adding the further step of photo reduction, a 
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standard method for increasing the resolution of 
an i11age by reducing its size, the resolution can 
be i11proved to match that of electron beaPI de~ices. 

The device should provide researchers with a 
cheap means of designing their own optical 
systems. It can also be used to make phot0111asks 
for •icrolithography. the process used to 
manufacture semiconductor chips. (Extracted from 
~fw Scientist. London. 12 October 1991. the weekly 
review of science and technology) 

!urning a SCi!lner i~ speed-r~ 

Less than one per cent of the world's infonna
tion is stored on CQ111Puter, with 4 per cent on 
•icrofil• or 111agnetic tape. This leaves an 
astonishing - in the face of the explosion in the 
number of COlllfluters in recent years - 95 per cent 
still kept on good old paper. 

Optical scanners can "read" pa,es into 
computers, but they have remained far too slow and 
inaccurate to be the panacea for a paperless 
society. 

Until now? A CQlllPany frQlll Virginia, USA 
claims to have a system that can read and index 
more than 1,000 pages an hour. Thal is about 
10 times faster than most of its current rivals. 
The breakthrough is thanks to the use of multiple 
processors to scan more quickly and accurately. 
What is 1110re, the makers. Infinite Images 
International I~c., claim that their Parallax 
system cuts the cost of a scanned page from around 
50 cents (US) to just a few cents. 

The new system, which runs software fr0tn 
Californian company Calera Recognition Systems 
Inc., costs fr11111 US$ 80.000 to US$ 750,000, 
depending on the n11111ber of process~rs in the 
computer. (Source: Business Week, 3 June 1991) 

Dutch border guard is a ~uter 

Amsterdam's Schiphol airport, one of Europ~'s 
busiest, has introduced a c0111puter that can read 
fingerprints to speed Dut~h lravelrers through 
i11111igration checks. 

The computer compares personal data 
electronically encoded on a special pass with the 
traveller's fingerprints, and automatically opens 
a barrier after the person's identity is 
confirmed. The process takes 20 seconds. The 
passes are available to citizens who travel abroad 
more than five times a year. The airport ex~ects 
to issue 7,000 passes this year. (Source: 
!!l.lernjtliO~iLtlllllil_Jribu.1.!f, 17 February 1992) 

Hi_-:fj__ "'~Jl~r.L!?r.uLCQ .r~t!>aU_~_b~_r_r:itn 

Compact disc recorders are now a consumer 
product. People will be able to use the new 
recorders to makP. their own CDs and then play thl!l'l 
on any player. 

Until now CD recorders have been confined 
largely to the music business. Recording studios 
use them to provide pop musicians with a CD copy 
of their day's work. But recent agreements 
between the record and electronics industrie~ to 
tr1x blank r.~cording media and build copy
restricting circuitry into all domestic digital 
recorders ~as cleared tht. way for domestic CD-R. 
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The electronilS industry has also solved 
several technical problems which previously stood 
in its way. Philips and Sony have agreed a new 
"Orange Book" standard - an extension of the 
Red Book standard which they drafted 10 years 
ago - that will lllclke new recordable CDs CCJIDPalible 
with existing CD audio players. 

Th~ CD recorders look like an ordinary 
CD player. The blank CD is a ~2-centimetre disc, 
Made by the Japanese chemical cOlllJlany Taiyo Yuden, 
which has a coating of poly11eric blue-green dye 
over a gold reflective layer. The recorder 
focuses an infrared laser bea• onto a spot on the 
disc surface. The bea111 is absorbed by the dye, 
which heats up and defonns to create a permanent 
111<1rk. This 111ark stops the gold beneath it 
reflecting a laser beam, so lo a conventional CD 
player the 111.1rks look the sa111e as the pits of a 
prerecorded CD. 

The surface of the blank disc is engraved 
with a spiral groove of the saine l.6-111icr0111elre 
pitch as the track of pits on a prerecorded CD. 
The spiral provides optical guidance for the 
recording laser. It also undulates slightly, and 
the frequency of the undulation acts as a code 
which denotes running time frOlll the start of the 
di~c. This code is used by the recorder to log 
the start and finish titne of each recording it 
111.1kes. (Extracted fr11t11 ~intj.11, London, 
5 October 1991, the weekly review of science and 
technology) 

V. COltPUTER EDUCATION 

T!i~..fil2hl_tl~ 

Campus 2000 is an electronic network service 
catering for the infonnation and connunications 
needs of education and is aimed at all levels fr0111 
primary to further education. It provides rapid 
connunicalion with educationalists around the 
world, electronic 111ail and conferencing, 
specialist subject and project infonnation and 
access to a wide variety of public information 
databases. Campus 2000 will shortly be offering 
schools the opportunity to participate in an 
international project called Worldtour. Starting 
in January 1992, schools will be able to travel 
via the telephone wires frOlll the UK to northern 
Europe and across the world, stopping off in 
places such as Moscow, Jl'!llalllOto in Japan, Cairns 
in Australia, Hong Kong and New York and back to 
the UK again. all in the comfort of their own 
classrooms. (Source: !i!!eLU!Kiti.O!!.iJ. 
SvpRl.Jlll~~t_. 25 October 1991) 

{JJi: !c. .lO . .l>.U tlLillh__n..tlLll"l....iltl.!:..Wllm 

Adults throughout the USA will be able to 
review basic learning skills more effectively and 
at their own pace thanks to a new computer system 
for remedial education developed at St. Philip's 
College in San Antonio in cooperation with IBH. 
Hore sophisticated in its content compared to the 
basic skills computer programs designed for 
younger children that are now available, the new 
~ystem includes seven work stations and is loaded 
with ten program~ designed to help adults with 
maths, reading and writing. Schools may also 
cu\tomize the system by adding additional programs 
for other courses. The college is develcping 
additional COfllPuter learning syst9tlls in its 
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Instructional Technology Transfer Center opened by 
IBH at the school earlier this year - one of nine 
centres in the USA and Canada. (Source: 
8io8ytet. San Antonio Biotechnology News & 
Infonnation produced by Dublin-HcCarter & 
Associates, September 1991) 

VI. SOfllMRE 

Diagnosis by c~ 

Prograins that help doctors spot disease are 
being examined in the US to diagnose faults and 
test reliability and accuracy. Hany of these 
expert systems are conaercially available, but 
doctors have been slow to put their trust in 
them. 

According to Randolph Hi~~er of the 
University of Pittsburgh, there are no regulations 
in the US covering cmnputer programs that help to 
diagnose illnesses. He says the success or 
failure of software writ,en for doctors is 
determined solely by whether they are willing to 
buy them. Except for occasional reports about the 
products in peer-reviewed journals, there are no 
good 111easures of whether a program is reliable. 
Hiller says that the reliability studies now under 
way are being conducted only on a few well-known 
software packages. However, they can act as quick 
reference guides to remind doctors of little-known 
medical conditions that may match an odd 
cOtilbination of symptoms. 

Future court cases 111ay hold the key to 
whether computer diagnosis will have a place in 
lllOSt doctors' surgeries. Diagnostic programs 
could disappear if their manufacturers are held 
liable when the software suggests the wrong 
t rea tmen t. 

Doctors may reject the programs for similar 
reasons: they may be liable for damages if they 
accept wrong advice from a computer or if they 
reject advice that turns out to be correct. On 
the other hand, doctors in the US have been sued 
for not having the right equipment available to 
treat certain ilinesses. If a court ever holds a 
doctor liable for damages because he did not use 
computerized diagnostic tools, there would be a 
rush to buy them. (Extracted from M.el!.....S.~i.tnli1!. 
London, 15 February 1992, the weekly revipw of 
science and technology) 

for object-oriented progranning to become a 
connercial reality, there must be a standard 
software framework based on a way to make rpquests 
within the object-oriented environment - that is, 
a software road or bus enabling objects to 
interact over a network of different systems. 

Now there is such a bus. Announced at thp 
end of October 1991 and called the Object Request 
Broker (ORB), the bus is the first of 
three el~ents that will 111ake up the Object 
Hanagement Architecture beir.g assembled by 
companies in the 180-1:1ember Object Hanagement 
Group, •.ihich was started in 1989 to promote object 
technology. By making it easy for application 
software from different vendors to work together, 
ORB is a gateway to the goal of open distributed 
computing. 
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The other elements in the Object Management 
Architecture are promised for 1992. The Object 
Mod1>I '.which is the "language" for conversing 
a~ong objects) is due in tne first quarter. and 
the Object Services (the cOlllllon "topics") by the 
third quarter. (Extracted from ~.2!1~. 
December 1991) 

Softwarl' productivity is improving at a 
modest rate of 4 per cent a year compared with 
hardware. which is doubling in performance every 
four years. To identify and promote best practice 
in software metrics. an ESPRIT project has brought 
together nine companies who have pioneered the use 
of ~etrics in Europe. 

Called Pyramid, the project includes software 
house Data Logic and management consultancy 
training company Brameur from the UK, as well as 
representatives from France, Germany, Italy and 
Greece. 

The group has significant collective 
experience to offer and the results from Pyramid's 
initial efforts will be available shortly in the 
group's interim report• which describes an 
approach to ~etrics using current best practice. 

Metrics will not take hold in a company 
unless they are supported at the top, says 
Pyramid. Senior management must understand the 
henefits _nd campaign on their behalf, supporting 
mid~le management who can otherwise find 
the~selves in an awkward position. But as well as 
th;s top level support, metrics needs a champion 
or a sponsor group. Pyrdmid recommends that 
someone is allocated foll-time to the task of 
promoting metrics and overseeing their collection. 

The Pyramid approach recognizes the 
importance of existing quality standards such as 
855750/ISOQOOl and the UK Department of Trade and 
Industry's Tickit progran111e. These provide the 
q:1id!'l ines for procedures which can then be 
quantified using metrics techniques. 

The group has set itself several goals. It 
aims to approach 1,000 IT managers and 
!0,000 terhniral ~taff across a number of business 
se(tors by the end of 1992. It also wants to 
approach managers and technical staff on the 
l T s•1pp Ii er :; i rle. It al so 3 i ms to teach by 
e~ample - Pyramid has observed quality 
improvements of up to 35 per cent a year. 

Measuring something and eKpressing it in 
n11111hpr~ is thP way t.o advance kn owl edge towards a 
~rience, 5aid Lorri KPlvin. By way of emphasis the 
Pyramid group is promoting the use of the tprm 
"quantiti·1e software management" over met.rirs. 

The group helieves ~uantitive management 
"takf's away some of the mystery and wiz.:.rdry of 
~nftware development. It makes it more 
understandable through its similarity to other 
developmf'nt procesc;es". (f:Ktracled from (;QJ!!Putei:: 
Weekly, 7 November 1991) 

Q1.1~nt i U!! _}!>.fl~lr.e.!'fanagel!lenL:-__ G.el~ 
~etter Grip ori Soft~ilr~:_ T"e. ~~prLLPn~i:nl~ 
Proj~cl. available from Data Logic. 
rel.: oq1 A61 r,1a<. 
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~J'.L.}erial test-vector fonnat 

Texas InstrU11ents Inc. has proposed a cannon 
serial test-vector fonnat and language that, if 
standardized, would allow ~endor-independent 
transfer of JTAG/IEEE 1149.l boundary-scan test 
infonnation between design and test tools and 
equipment. 

The lack of such a standard has COlllJlelled 
designers incorporating boundary-scan test 
structures to develop their own fonnats for 
transferring information. For exCllllple, vectors 
generated by conventional, parallel-oriented 
tools, such as simulators, must be converted to 
the serial form required by 1149. l. 

Witb a portable standard such as SVF, 
engineers will be able to implement testability 
throughout a product's life cycle, in chips, 
subsystems and systems. The vectors would not 
depend on the 1149.1 controller used or on the 
tools applied in design, production test or field 
diagnostics. (Extracted from Electronic 
Engineering Times, 2B October 1991) 

IT can help predict and prevent disaster 

Averting disasters, be they sudden or gradual 
and cumulative, is the key to an environmentally 
friendly world. Aware as we are, for instance. of 
global wanning, monitoring and research is 
concentrated as much on adapting to new conditions 
as on prevention and cure. 

The cure is often obvious, although it is 
also often impractical, and so IT is being used to 
analyse climatic changes and model future 
scenarios and thus prepare agriculture for changes 
in weather patterns, for instance. 

The Bracknell-based Hadley Centre for 
Climatic Prediction and Research is looking at the 
long-tenn climatic effects of global wanning. 
Research coordinator Divid Bennetts points out 
that while there is no doubt about climatic 
wanning, it cannot be .bsolutely proven that the 
cause is the emission 1f so-called greenhouse 
gases. None the less, he stressed there was 
sufficient evidence of the effects of pollution to 
pPrsuade governments to take note. "The bigge'lt 
problem is carbon dioxide", he says, "and we can 
only stop that by stopping the burning of fossil 
fuels". 

Bennetts recognizes, however, that the 
solution is not especially practical, noting that 
apart from the West's massive consumption, vast 
are~s of China and India are only just cominq to 
th~ir own industrial revolution and are unli~ely 
to take kindly to massive restrictions. 

The Centre has been running the climate 
prediction model on supercomputers. The major use 
of the sy-.tems is to develop thP. models to predict. 
future changes in climate. They are also used to 
r!'corrl obs1>rvations and anal ysl! data, contrit11Jt ing 
to prPdiclions of what is likely to happen if ~l 
least sor.ie changes in the current situation are 
not made. 

The forestry Conwnission is another 
UK Government body looking at the ef fer.ts of 
climatic change, ii<; well as man-made pollution. 
It. conducts a major tree-health survey, analysing 
the condi t. ion of trees throughout thP country a:id 
collecting d~ta in the f iPld using h~nd-held 
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micropalms. The Cocnnission is also conducting 
e•perimental work in controlling pollution levels 
in the field, as well as extPnsive research work 
on water quality. 

The Warren Spring Laborato•j, a government 
e~ecuti~e agency, part of the Depart11ent of 
Trade & lnJustry, but •orking on a consultancy 
basis for bath the private and public sectors, is 
carrying out work on pc;llution monitoring. 
Established in 1959 by the former Depart11ent of 
Scientific and Industd al Research, the 1 aboratory 
ic; reputed to have built up international 
recognition as a centre of excellence in both 
industrial processing and environmental pollution 
monitoring and abatement. 

As at the Het Office and forestry Connission, 
the major current use of coinputer technology at 
"arren Spring is made in data acquisition, 
analysis and modelling across a range of 
divisions, including air pollution, pollution 
abatement, biological treatment and marine 
pollution. In the area of air pollution, for 
e~ample, the laboratory has a constant record of 
the country's air pollution levels, supplied via a 
national telemetry system. This system has been 
further developed and streamlined over the past 
year, allowing data to be accessed more 
etficiently and quickly. 

At the same time Warren Spring has applied 
numerical modelling techniques on a range of 
c;patial scales to assess the contributions to air 
quality from different sources, the effects of 
future control scenarios, and to provide an 
integrated interpretation and assessment of 
measured data. 

Just as in the private sector, modelling 
techniques at the laboratory are also used to help 
in the control of oil production. With European 
Commission funding, an oil and chemical spill 
simulation model has been developed for the 
north-west European Continental Shelf, western 
Mediterranean and Adriatic Seas. The model uses a 
particle-tracking technique to supply information 
<1ho11t the c;preadiny. advection and distribution of 
!nicker patches of oil or chemicals following a 
c;pi 11. 

~evertheless, accidents happen and IT can 
help minimize damage to the environment. 

Quick response is undoubtedly a significant 
contribution to damage limitation, and 
llrist.ol-b<1sed Oatar.al l Systems has come up with 
Speer.hcentre, a PC-based warning system that 
telephones appropriate personnel and delivers a 
spoken message detailing the nature and location 
of ~n alarm. Connected to data collection ~ystems 
monitoring, for instance levels of pollution in 
lhp w~lpr supply, Speechcentre allows for 
continuous response, even when the control centre 
is unmanned. (EK t rac led from ~.!!!P.11.Hri9, 
h fpbruary 1992) 

C.omp11 ter-:1 i de~- !!IQ~e 11 i.!.'9 _eK.P.i!H!.L~.2.'!!l.tl.rurn 

Use of ccmputer-aided design in the chemical 
industry has enabled great strides to be taken in 
recent years in t.f'rms of design acc•1racy and 
reducPd dPsign time for chemical plant. Chemical 
conlrar.torc;, and companies that perform their own 
pl<1nt engineering in-house, have reaped the 
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rewards of better project definition and 
11anagement, fewer design faults reaching the 
construction stage, and 110re on-schedule start-ups. 

One of the JDOst visible advances has been the 
ability to generate on-screen 30 JDOdels of the 
plant during the design stage. These allow the 
de~ign team to visualize the plant at an early 
stage, and to ensure that the design is physically 
correct, with no clashes of piping and process 
equipment with other parts of the plant such as 
steel support work, the heating and ventilation 
system and cable trays. It has been esti111ated 
that avoidance of on-site re-working to correct 
design mistakes can save some 2-5 per cent of 
overall costs. 

Computer 110delling also allows the client to 
be kept up to date during the design process, and 
eliminates the production of a costly, and 
inflexible, physical scale 110del of the final 
design for customer-contractor review. 

The latest versions of these powerful 
30 visualization software packages incorporate a 
"walk through" capability whereby the viewer can 
be 1110ved through the computer model of the design, 
so that he can see what the plant will look like 
from any internal viewpoint. This capability 
enables engineering companies and plant operators 
to carry out design model reviews and perfonn 
logistical studies for construction, operator 
training and plant maintenance. 

The information used to generate the computer 
model is held in a r~lational database, and can be 
used for other purposes than "conjuring up" what 
the plant will look like. The database is 
essentially a complete record of the plant, built 
up during the front-end engineering definition uf 
the plant and enhanced and brought to completion 
during the detailed engineering stage of the 
design process. 

This information can potentially be used in 
many downstream engineering areas, such as during 
plant erection, commissioning and testing, and 
afterwards for plant maintenance, modifications 
and revamps. 

Benefits to the plant operator could eKtend 
even further over the next two years or so, thanks 
to developments in "open systems" compatibility. 
The computer industry as a whole has been 
developing standards so that software packages 
from different suppliers can be linked together to 
form integrated systems running on their own 
hardware. 

In the chemical engineering/CAD field this 
will enable the design database for a plant to 
communicate with other databases and software 
programs. 

Another advantage to the plant operator of 
having an on-site computer design capability is 
that it gives him the ability to keep a complete 
and up-to-date record of the plant as-built. Nnt 
as it was originally designed, but as it is at the 
present time, and if at any time the plant is 
scheduled for a major modification involving an 
outside contractor, the r.omputerized plant 
description can be returned to the contractor, 
eliminating much error and work in reassessing the 
current status of the plant. The computer plant 
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tllf}del (an also be used by the plant owner in 
hazard and ope~ability ihazop) type studies, to 
assess the efferts of any 1110difications on the 
plant. Open systeins should in fact enable 
integratio" across the whole plant design 
process. 

Full integratior. w~uld allow the designer to 
link other packages. trOlll other suppliers, into 
the system. These could include pipe stress 
analysis packages. process si11MJlation packages. 
and the like. Such a possibility has been talked 
about for a nUlllber of years but recently the work 
to make it possible has been accelerating. The 
next 2-3 years could see the possibility of 
as>einbling a fully integrated design system cOllle 
to fruit ion. 

If integration of software products is the 
leading developt11ent today. a close second must be 
the dra111ati( increase in speed and power of the 
hardware available on which to run the progr~s
The late 1980s saw a shift in etnphasis away frOlll 
mini- or mainframe computers to powerful. 
high-~peed workstations with their own processing 
power. 

These have brought the advantage of a 
lowering in cost/seat to the user, and given 
qreater flexibility in the configuration of 
systems in the large contracting engineering 
operations. Such lowering of costs will make it 
more attractive for plant operators to make the 
leap to using computers to keep plant dEsign 
records. (£dracted from ~y_r~-~~a.l_N~~. 
16 December 1991) 

fine i en t .t.ll!'.9.\l..Lil.Kl!..ti . .!!~-1rlili 
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Computers capable of flawlessly translating 
books, documents and scientific papers fr0111 one 
language into another could soon be rolling off 
the production lines. courtesy of an ancient 
language that was first spoken 5,000 years ago by 
the Aymara Indians of South America. The rigid, 
logical and unambiguous structure of the Aymara 
language is a natural bridge between the world's 
[ndo-European tongues. The system developed will 
translate English, French, Dutch, Spanish, 
Italian. German and Swedish, using Aymara to 
decode the text of one language and instantly 
rerode it into the new one. If the system is 
good it might end some of the more sp1rkling 
errors which occur when machines are asked to 
try to translate meanings from one language to 
another and which have limited their use. The 
most classic example of such errors is when 
"mil of sight, out of mind" is trans lated from 
fnqli~h into Russian and then back into English 
to r:ome out. as "invisible idiot". The dream of 
flawless computer translation has attracted huge 
investment over recent decades. The European 
Community spent several million dollars on an 
unsuccessful computer translatio~ project. 
People saw it (translation) as a linguistic 
problem. But it is a problem of language 
enqineerinq, how to translate grammar into 
logarithms which work in a machine. 
(Source: The Til!lu. 28 September 1991) 

Com1111tr..r_ t ry2t1ic;1~P'1J 

Publit-key cryptography could become one of 
the most common technologies of the information 
aqe, underpin11ing all sorts of routine 

transactions. Not onl1 does it prOllise to provide 
the digital e1uivalent of a signature. it could 
also give users an electronic envelope to keep 
private messages from prying eyes. The idea is to 
create codes that have two related keys. In 
conventional cryptography the sender and receiver 
share a single secret key; the sender uses it to 
encode the message, the receiver to decode it. In 
public-key techniques, each person has a pair of 
keys: a disclosed public key and a secret private 
key. Hessages encoded with the private key can 
only be decoded with the corresponding public key, 
and vice versa. The public keys are ~ublished 
like telephone nu.bers. The private keys are 
secret. With this technology, digital signatures 
are simple. 

The heart of any system of public-key 
cryptography is a mathematical function which 
takes in a message and a key, and puts out a 
code. This function must be fairly quick and easy 
to use. so that putting things into code does not 
take forever. It must be very hard to undo, so 
that getting things out of code does take forever. 
unless the decoder has the decoding key. 
Obviously, there 1111Jst be no easy way to deduce 
the private key frOlll the public key. 

The greatest successes in finding functions 
that meet these criteria so far are those using 
functions called prime factorization algorithms. 
A variety of schemes have been worked out which 
use this insight as the basis for a workable 
public-key code. Host popular of these is the 
so-called RSA algorithm, named after the three 
HIT professors who created it. It has been 
patented and is sold by a Silicon Valley company, 
called RSA. RSA has attracted both academic 
praise and a range of c011111Prcial cust0111ers: 
Microsoft, Sun Hicrosystetns, Digital Equipment 
and Lotus Development. (Extracted from 
!h.Lli.!l!W!llS.!, 21 September 1991) 

~ili.r.Lll i 1 

Difficult times for hackers: neither 
ingenuity nor luck will help them very much once 
the new l<ryptosystem package becon1es available. 
The system protects peripheral computers against 
unauthorized access. Texts and tables are 
transformed into an apparently unintelligible mass 
of data that can be read by no one but the 
original user. Conventional hacker techniques, 
such as analysing the frequency of individual 
letters, will no longer work. Even a super 
computer would have to work for roughly 19 million 
years to decode the data. The system was 
developed by researchers at the University of 
Bochum (Germany) in cooperation with the 
Dortmund-based Hoesch company. (Source: 
s.tll.i. January-rebruary i992) 

VN.IQO_ {Q!IJ!l!.Qd H.Y-~ill.r1~t- H~.1htill 
Q~ tl'ildlr ...J'.!'i.l.libJ.t..J).n __ tilt . .111d 
di ~~.el.le 

Since 198~. UNIDO has been developing a 
database of statistics on domestic production, 
imports, exports and apparent consumption of 
selected manufactured products at the most 
detailed product specification possible. 
The database, which is available to researchers, 
policy makers and project personnel outside 
UNIOO upon request, is briefly described 
below. 
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The database contains annual ti-.-ser~es data 
o" production, i!llports, exports and apparent 
consumption. all in physical units (11etric to"s· 
cubic metres. nUlllber etc.). of selected 
111anufactured products. The data are arranged 
according to the International Standard Industrial 
Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) 
at the six-digit level, and are presented by 
product, country and year. The coverage in the 
1991 version of the database is summarized as 
to llows: 

NUlllber of countries and 
areas covered 161 

- 40 -

Number oi products covered 

Period covered 

133 

1970-1988 

The primary sources of data were the 
United Nations trade and cOllm!Odity production 
tapes. Supple111entary data were drawn frOlll various 
sources, including the supply and utilization 
ar.count tapes of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations, United Nations 
world ener9y tapes, a number of statistical and 
industrial publications, national data COlllpiled 
by statisticians engaged by UNIDO to work in 
specific countries, and esti111C1tes 111ade by 
UNI DO. 

The Industrial Statistics and Sectoral 
Surveys Branch maintains and updates the data 
anrually as part of its responsibility to provide 
continuing service to UNIDO users. 

Tapes will use blocked fixed-length record 
format. Users may, however, specify a 111aximu111 
block size and choose from the following physical 
characteristics: 

Labels: No label/IBH OS standard 

Code: EBCOIC/ASCII 

Density: 1600/6250 BPI 9 tracks 

On diskette, the co111111odity balance database 
is also available as a subset covering a selected 
number of products and countries. Data are stored 
on 5 1/4 or J 1/2 inch IBH PC or compatible 
diskettes as "flat" ASCII files, following PC-DOS 
and HS-DOS conventions. 

!:'rj t;.f 

The data are sold on magnetic tape or 
diskettes at the rates shown below. 

All buyers, except secondary disseminators, 
are enjoined to refrain from transferring copies 
of the tape to users outside their respective 
institutions or firms. Payment should be made 
through bank draft or cheque in favour of UNIDO, 
or through a direct bank deposit to umoo. 
Creditanstalt-Bankverein US dollar account 
No. 7.9-05115. Payments should be forwarded to the 
Industrial Statistics and Sectoral s~rvey~ Branch, 
UNIOO, P.O. Box 300, A-1400 Vienna, Austria. 
Purpose of payment and account code nUtnber 
RB-7~10000 ~hould be indicated. 

(United States dollars) 

T~ (entire database) 

first buyer 
Subsequent yearly 

updates i/ 

Diskettes 

first buyer (entire 
database) 

Subsets of d~~e 

Per single product 
Per single country 

Secondary 
dissemiinators, 
commercial 

f i f'llS 

600 

500 

1 900 

80 
80 

·--... ---

Universities, 
research 

institutions. 
government 
aaencies 

400 

200 

500 

30 
30 

~- On request, the data can be dispatched 
by special courier at the following rates: 

Tape: Europe $38; United States of Alnerica and 
Canada $51; all other destinations $65. 

Diskette: Europe $32; United States of Alllerica and 
Canada $39; ~11 other destinations $48. 

al Reduced rates apply to buyers of entire 
database. 

VNIDQ Industri1l Statist~ 
!!~tm~ailable on tape 
ind diskette 

Since 1984 UNIOO has been inaking available to 
researchers outside the United Nations system its 
database of industrial statistics. The database is 
briefly described below. 

In the development of the database, which was 
set up in 1979 to facilitate the work of UNIDO 
economists and researchers, the first priority has 
been to satisfy the data requirements of 
multinational, or intercountry, studies. Huch of 
the work has thus consisted in developing a set of 
data that are comparable and consistent, both 
between countries and over time. Statisticians have 
given particular attention to the need to reconcile 
differences in national statistical practices, as 
reflected in the use of different classifications 
and definitions and in variations in the scope and 
coverage of data. 

The International Standard I~dustrial 
Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) has 
been employed throughout the proj!ct. The concepts 
and definitions associated with that classification 
have been preferred and country data adjusted to 
meet those stand~rds to the extent possible. The 
data relate to the period 1963-1989 inclusive, and 
are arranged according to the ISIC at the 
three-digit level, which provides for the inclusion 
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of 28 industries in the manufacturing sector.• 
Info,,,,...tion is presented by country. year and 
industry. and each of the following items is 
covered: value added, gross output, wages and 
salaries. employment and production indexes. The 
following table shows the extent of coverage in the 
1q91 version of the database. 

fhe inethods used and the extent to which 
comparability and consistency have been achieved to 
date are described elsewhere.•• 

Database coverage in 1991 

------ -------------

Item 

tlumber of countries 

Period covered 

NUl!lber of observations 

Value added 
Gross output 
Wages and salaries 
lmployment 
Production indexes 

Nt111ber of units or time range 

151 

1963-1989 

64 911 
65 889 
66 311 
71 870 

_li._fil 
Total 344 059 

rour tniljor sources have been used in coinpiling 
and cleaning the data contained in the UNIOO 
database.••• First, industry data reported in 
country questionnaires are included. National 
publications - industrial censuses, annual surveys 
and input-output tables - are the second. Over 
1,000 such publications have been collected by UNIDO 
during the project. Thirdly, international sources, 
both published and unpublished, have been used. 
rinally, a fourth source has been national data 
compiled by statisticians engaged by UNIOO to work 
in specific countries. 

The Industrial Statistics and Sectoral Surveys 
Branch maintains and updates the data annually as 
part of its responsibility to provide continuing 
service to UNIDO users. Future tapes and diskettes 
will contain data for an additional year, as well as 
revisions. corrections and extensions in coverage 
that may in(lude obs~rvations for earlier years 
dating back as far as 1963. 

Tapes will use blocked fixed-length record 
format, one record per country, table, year and ISIC 

The status and coverage of the database 
is documented in "An inventory of industrial 
statistics: UNIOO database, 1991" (PPD.186). 

•• See "Industrial statistics for research 
purposes" (PPD.192). 

••• Hore detailed information can be found in 
"UNIDO database: primary sources and database 
design" CUNIDO/IS.463). 

code. Users may, however, s.,.cify a maxi- block 
size and choose from the following physical 
characteristics: 

Code: EBCDIC/ASCII 

Density: 1600/6250 BPI 9 tracks 

____ .. _ 

On diskette, the Industrial Statistics Database 
is also available as a subset covering a selected 
number of industrial branches and countries. 

Data are stored on 5 1/4 or 3 1/2 inch IBH PC 
or compatible diskettes as "flat" ASCII files, 
following PC-DOS and HS-DOS conventions. 

The d~ta are sold on magnetic tape or diskettes 
at the rates shown below. 

All buyers, except secondary disseminators, are 
enjoined to refrain from transferring copies of the 
tape to users outside their respective institutions 
or finns. Paywienl should be made through bank draft 
or cheque in favour of UNIDO, or through a direct 
bank deposit to UNIOO, Creditanstalt-Bankverein 
US dollar account No. 29-05115. Paywienls should be 
forwarded to the Industrial Statistics and Sectoral 
Surveys Branch, UNIOO, P.O. Box 300, A-1400 Vienna, 
Austria. Purpose of pa:Jll@nt and account code n!Jlllber 
RB-7310000 should be indicated. 

Database costs 

(United States dollars) 

l~'--------~ 
Tape (entire database) 

f'i rs t buyer 
Subsequent yearly 

updates j/ 

Diskettes 

First buyer (entire 
database) 

Subsequent yearly 
updates 1/ 

Subsets of database 

Per single industry 
Per single country 

Secondary 
disse111inalors, 
c Ollllle rci a 1 

finns 

2 000 

600 

2 400 

600 

100 
100 

Universities, 
research 

institutions, 
govern .. ent 
agencies 

500 

250 

600 

200 

35 
35 

~Qtfl· On request, the data can be dispatched 
by special courier at the following rates: 

Tape: 

Diskette: 

Europe $38; United States of America and 
Canada $51; all other destinations $65. 
Europe $32; United States of AMerica and 
Canada $39; all other destinations $48. 

1/ Reduced rates apply to buyers of entire 
database. 

, 
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Experts have identified around 500 computer 
v•ruses - codes that can cause PCs to go haywire, 
-ith self-evidently dreadful consequences. Programs 
e~ist to inaunize PCs against known viruses - but 
new ones are apoearing every ~ek, against which 
mir.rocor.puter users are totally unprotected. 

A Californian r.OlllJlany has now produced a 
pa(kage which it clai111~ can help. XTree's ViruSafe 
has a database of all known viruses. from that, the 
proqram ran eliminate recognized viruses residing in 
a rul!lputer's •emory or hard disk and spot 
susricious-looking codes that could be a new virus. 

To determine whether a code is in fact a virus, 
ViruSafr creates a temporary file and monitors what 
the code does to it. 11 it proves haraful to the 
test file ViruSafe adds the new virus to its 
database znd remov~s it from the PC. 

ViruSafe it>elf is intended to be innune: it 
is composed of six o~erlapping 110dules. so if tr.e 
program becomes infected the damaged portion is 
deleted and rebuilt from the unaffected five 
automatically. (Source: ~l.tii'!U}_~tl. 
26 August 1991) 

HHS dittabit~ r_~l_e_ued.~ll __ CD-R~ 

The INIS databa~e is now available on CO-ROH. 
Prod11ced by the International Atomic [nerqy Agency 
(IAEA), in rollaboration with participating 
countries and other international organizations, 
l"IS covers the peaceful uses of nuclear science and 
ter.hnology. 

INIS provides extensive coverage cf all aspects 
of nuclear science and its peaceful applications, 
with emphasis on physics, chemistry, earth sciences, 
life sciences, isotopes and radio applications, and 
engineering. 

Information contained in the INIS database 
comes from such sources as: journal articles, 
research reports, monographs, proceedings, theses, 
conference papers, and patents. Coverage dates back 
to 1976 with approximately 1.2 million record~. the 
majority of which have lengthy and detailed 
abstracts. INIS is an English-language database, 
but some titles, abstracts and ~~urce materials 
appear in their original languages. 

The complete database will he published on four 
disks and updated quarterly. For further 
information, contact INIS, Vienna International 
[pntre, A-1400 Vienna, Austria. 

Ne.~ com.J!ru.sJ.2.fl-1'.f~d 

Scientists at Iterated Systems Inc. (USA! have 
achieved a record-setting compression ratio of 
2,456:1 in reducing the data needed to desr.ribe a 
raster computer image. The company is pitting its 
technology against a wave of image-compression 
tPchniques based on discreet consine transforms. 

The most prevalent cornnercial version of OCT is 
the evolving Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) 
standard, now proceeding through ANSI and ISO 
cornnittees for industry adoption. While OCT 
image-compression techniques are grounded in decades 
of mathematical foundation, fractal image analysis 
(compression) and deconvolution (decompression) 
constitute a much newer science. Though Iterated 

Systems has just received patents on s«JIM! of its 
basic fractal 11ethodclogy. 111Uch of its process 
remains proprietary. 

Fractal-mathematics pioneers Hichael Barnsley 
and Alan Sloan - the co-founders and co-presidents 
of Iterated - are beginning to offer ~lgorithcl tools 
that they believe can unseat OCT as the computer
industry standard for image c0111pression and 
reconstruction. In Septl!lllber 1991 the researchers 
announced a suite of hardware and software fractal 
toolkit products that allow engineers to explore 
fractal data-reduction solutions to the storage 
problems created by inulti-111egapixel coinputer
graphics images. 

OCT-based systeais reduce data by throwing out 
what are believed to be redundant image-data 
elements. Barnslev contended that OCT's 
"deci11ation" technique often el i111inates or blurs 
important data regions of a picture, whereas fractal 
mathematics reduces an i111age to a series of tightly 
compacted 111athetnatical for11ulas that desr.ribe all 
picture elements, with 111ini111al reduction or blurring 
of image detail. (Extracted from ~lectronic 
Eng i ne.eri!IJI _lj_~. 30 Sept ember 1 g91 ) 

~~..o!_~t,!!121.J!!ikes besLifiig_ns better _ind 
increases pr~1i.Y.i1J 

An engineer at the GE Research and Oeveloptnent 
Center at Schenectady, h.Y., has developed a 
software tool that can take a human de>igner's best 
work and - using the same computerized design 
programs employed by the human - make it even better. 

The new software tool, called ENGHIEOUS, is 
speeding the design of tomorrow's jet engines, 
electric motors, and other complex machines at 
GE plants across the US. 

In putting computerized design programs through 
their paces, ENGINEOUS substitutes an expert system 
for a highly skilled human designer, according to 
developer Or. Siu S. Tong, a GE aeronautical 
engineer. 

GE's software program already has helped to 
improve gas turbine designs that have resulted in 
increased fu~l efficiency for jet aircraft engines 
manufactured by the company and has reduced thP time 
tc design an industrial DC electric motor from 
120 hours to less than four. 

Over the past decade, the development of 
computer-aided design and engineering tools has 
brought new levels of efficiency to the process of 
converting an idea in someone's head into an actual 
product. But when the human expert manipulating 
those tools departs for the evening or for the 
weekend, work comes to a standstill. With ENGINEOUS 
at the controls, by contr3st. computerized design 
tools are tirelessly manipulated day and night with 
the skill of a human expert - while hundreds of 
thousands of design possibilities are tried out. 
fhe expert system earlier has received instructions 
as to which results are desirable and which 'hould 
be discarded. 

ENGINEOUS was developed to focus on such 
complex desi~n problems as those associatP.d with jet 
aircraft engines - some of which are built. wil.h as 
many as 12,000 parts - where even a small change in 
the design of a single component can have a 
disproportionately large effect on overall engine 
performance. 
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FtlGIPlfOUS addresses cociplex desion probletn'> 
t:S:ng artific;a1 intelligence-based cO..,,utational 
technique'>, including expert systems and genetic 
al~o~ithins. Conventional nuinerical optimization 
methods also are l'tllJ>loyed when appropriate. 

- 4~ -

£xp~rt systems, today's east widely used fonn 
of artificial intelliqence, are special software 
programs that enable coinputers to 111i111ic the 
reasoning process of human author; ties on a given 
subject. ~ith ENGINEOUS. design engineers are able 
to input their accU111Ulated knowledge and experience 
into the c0111puter. 

The design engineer tells ENGINEOUS what 
parameters and sequence of analysis codes to einp~oy 
in the desion. what criterion should be opt?inized 
(e.9 .. ma~iMize efficiency). which constraints 
apply. and what rules oi thumb a huinan engineer 
m; qht use. E•IGUIEOUS then incorporates these ru 1 es 
along with its search techniques to vary the input 
parameters of each analysis code. It analyses each 
variation to see if it has i111proved the critttrion 
anrt then <tdjust<: the design acr.ordingly. ENGINEOUS' 
use of genetic algorith111s to solve design problems 
is analooous to the principles of natural 
sele(tion. Starting with a population, or a set of 
designs. it evaluates each design using a "surviva. 
of the fittest" scheme: good designs wi 11 propagate 
t 1·0111 one qenerat ion to the next. Bad ones wi 11 
not. After a propagation. it combines the good 
features of the different designs - just as nature 
combines different chrO'llOsomes to come up with a 
!letter chromosome. 

Over a number of generations and a number of 
designs. the best solution ~ill normally evolve. To 
make certain that the optimum level of design is 
ad1ieved, EPIGINEOUS will occasionally introduce a 
"mutation" into its calculations by randomly picking 
desi9n parameters and randomly changing their 
values, much as cosmic rays may cause genetic 
changes in life forms. 

As for the future, Or. Tong would like to see 
rnGINEOUS move from engineeri .g design t:> other 
disciplines. for example, the Power Systems 
Engineering Department at GE currently is engaged 
in a research project aimed at applying ENGINEOUS 
to electric utility planning problems, such as 
n~ducing the cost of power generation by alleviating 
transmission bottleneck!;. "longer term, it might 
also be used for financial analysis or as a research 
tool. aiding stock and security analysts as well 
as chemists, physicists, and engineers", Dr. Tong 
at!t!ed. (Souru•: Ne!"l. . .Rel_.r_jlll, 11 December 1991) 

VII. COUNTRY REPORTS 

Austria 

BiCHOS 11.ro.cesses_ deve-1.02ut for ASI.C fiJJ>ric~tion 

Austria Hikro Systems International GmbH (AHS), 
Unterpremstatten, Austria, is developing l.2):'m and 
1.0 ,P.m doutlle-metal BiCMOS processes from their 
single-poly processes primarily to meet the 
inrreasing demand for mixed analog-digital ASIC 
rircuits. Additional mask and process steps are 
required to produce BiCMOS devices (which indude 
both bipolar and CMOS devices on the same chip). 
The AHS process incorporates high-performance 
vertiLal NPN transistors and parasitic 
PNP transistors. 

--...... 

AHS believes its BiCt«>S products will be used 
mainly in the fields of telec01mUnications (both 
voice and data systems), in the automotive se9111Pnt 
where the inherent high processing speeds are of 
vital illlflortance in such fields as safety and 
overall vehicle electronics management, and in the 
industrial field where high-perfo,...nce •ixed analog 
and digital cells make it possible to i111pleaent 
enhanced robotics, sensor, remote control 
encoders/decoders, and advanced instrumentation. 
(Extracted with perwiission frQ91 S~i~~19..r 
Internatio~al Hagazine, November 1991. Copyright 
1991 by Cahners Publishing Co., Des Plaines, 
llinois, USA) 

Bulgaria 

Bulgaria CQ!!linq on line 

Bul~aria's largest electronic data-processing 
CQll!Pany has launched a series of business databases 
on tape or diskette, with an on-line service to 
follow next year. 

The core database offered by the Sofia-based 
Infonl!C'tion Service Corporation (ISC) fs DELFI, 
which contains data on all domestic Bulgarian 
c11111panies, including name. address, ~egistered 
nU111ber, manager, activities and n0111inal capital. 
The source is the Bulgarian Law Report for (0111panies 
Registration, a compilation of data supplied from 
regional courts. 

The database is updated weekly, has over 
155,000 records, and can be searched by c0111pany 
name, location and activity. 

Hore detailed information is provided by 
DELFI fin, which contains annual balance sheets; 
DELFI Pro, giving prices, output quantities 
and production capacities; and DELFI Serv, 
containing infonnation about prices, terms and 
conditions. 

Data is also available in the form of a 
hard-copy directory, the c0111panies, products and 
services catalogue. This includes a list of the 
leading 1,000 Bulgarian cOlllpanies, arranged by trade 
and activity, with a company profile and a list of 
available products and services with prices and 
terms. It also contains general business 
information about Bulgaria, such as financial 
conditions and legal guarantees. 

ISC is also looking at the possibility of 
sending printed reports by fax or mail. For further 
information, telephone +359-2/467-193. (Source: 
Information World Review, September 1991) 

Canada 

Design descriptions are requested from 
universities for e1ch integrated circuit design 
submitted to the Canadian Microelectronics 
Corporation (CHC). These descriptions are intended 
to provide information regarding the IC design 
activities within the university COllllllunity. The 
following are selected descriptions of the designs 
received by CHC in January, February, and March 
1991. Further information about specific designs or 
the integrated circuit technolo?y interests of the 
universities sponsoring the design activities can be 
obtained by contacting the people listed below. 
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Member OTganlzatAon Represcntattvc Telephone Number 

Untverstty oC Albert.a Dr.J. T. Mowchcnko (403} 49?-3827 

UllMrstty of BrtUsh Colombia Dr. D. camporcsc (604} 228-4623 

UnMrSlty of Calgal)' Dr. J. Haslett (403} 220-5806 

Carleton Unlverstty Dr. M. Lefebvre (613) 788-2600 

Concordia Un!vCrSlty Dr. A. Al-Khal111 (514) 848-3119 

Lakchead UllMrstty Prof_ J_ Coolcn (807} 343-8597 

UllMrsttc Laval Dr. U. S. Ganguly (418) 656-7943 

Untvcrtsty oC Manitoba Dr.RD. McLeod (204} 474-8886 

McGill UnlvCrS1ty Dr.N.Rumin (514) 398-7113 

McMastcr Untvcrslty Dr.J.P.Rdlly (416) 525-9140 ex2895 

Memorial Unlvc:rstty of Newfoundland Prof. M. Bruce-Lockhart (709) 737-8937 

Ecole PolytcchnJque de Montreal Prof. B. Lanctot (514) 340-4233 

Untvcrsltc de Montreal Dr.E.Cemy (514) 343-7472 

UnJvcrstly of New Brunswick Dr. c. Dlduc.'1 (506) 453-4561 

Technical UnlVCl'S1ty of Nova Scotia Dr.A.Jost (902) 420-7777 

UniVCrstty oC Ottawa Dr. D. Gibbons (613) 546-2495 

Untvcrsttc du Quebec a Montreal Dr. J. Davidson (514) 987-3323 

Queen's University Dr. A. R Easfr.am (613) 545-6081 

University of Regina Prof. B. Mtsskcy (306) 585-4161 

Royal Military College Dr. D. Al-Y.halJli (613) 541-6401 

University of Saskatchewan Dr.R Muir (306) 966-8576 

Universitc de Sherbrooke Dr.S.Rk:hard (819) 821-7141 

Stmon Fraser University Dr.R Hobson (604) 291-4454 

Untvcrsity of Toronto Dr. A. Salama ( 416) 978-8658 0:6992 

University of Victoria ProC. D.M. Miller (604) 721-7220 

University of Waterloo Dr. M. I. Elmasry (519) 885-1211 o:3753 

University of Western Ontarto Dr. Z. Kuccrovsky (519) 679-2111 c:x8309 

University of Windsor Dr. G. Jullien (519) 253-4232 a:2574 

Vn j \ltn.i. lf_~nL-=. t1i~&rillfil.11111t.n1iir 
fg_r ltie_.in~gr~td .. HAR vision sytlf!I! 

~~.an~fQr_ruL ti!!iL 
lliil..Rlfnf i!!!jqe pr_o_~_mLn~ 
(Hare Tremblay) (Hare Tremblay) 

This chip is the controller for the Multiple 
Array Rer.eptor (HAR) system. It is the integra
tion of previous subsystems named as LVCTl, LVCT2 
and several TTL ~hips (87) which are presently 
implemented on a wire wrap board (14" by 8") and 
functional. This entire controller is designed to 
be installed within the camera with two eKternal 
PAL20l8 for host busses buffering and arbitra
tion. This controller includes three large PLAs 
that implement 158 lines of microcode for 18 in
puts and 24 outputs. The standard cell part of 
the chip includes an instruction register and 
~pecific logic for defining the direction signals 
of the pi•el of interest into the special sen~or. 
It also inrludes a data bus controller for visual 
infonn.1t.ion managf'tllent and several counters 
de~igned for microcode looping and eKternal memory 
address ~enerator. This chip is part of a novel 
~ensor with integrated processing capabilities for 
computer vision applications. 

This de~ign implements a 300 by 300 pixel 
sensor for focal plane image processing. 
An array of photodiodes is accessed through a 
multiport memory with local interconnect. 
This final version of the sensor will be 
mounted in a single camera box with local 
analog c0tnputing (LVNEU) and the camera 
controller (ICALVHR() for defining a new 
concept of sensing device for robot vision 
and image understanding. Plans of mechanical 
parts of the camera are in progress, host 
board for PC-AT with local processor, LUT 
ano dual-port memory is completeo for 
interfacing the camera and for interrupt 
management. A post-graduate student works 
on a software emulator of the MAR ~ystem to 
design future software and general routines 
for the camera. This work is an integrated part 
of the IRIS prograrrme of the centre of 
eKcellence. 
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!J'!U.er~ ;_u __ 2f~i~dllL.-=-L110di ti td 
ar~hite~tvre_for l!llllti~l~r--'!CV!'"JJ 
n,twor~s (Aria Nosratinial 

This chip contains a 1110dified architecture 
for f ree-torward 111Ulti-layer neural networks. 
M<J<;t of t!:e systt'lll is implemented in current 
1110de ar.alog CtflS. However, the weights are 
stored iP a POH. To avoid the interconnection 
congestior. problem, a 1rult1plexing schf91f is 
used. 

~i~n_Fri~er.~niv~~-~~~ 
(Glenn Chapman) 

This test chip contains four designs of a 
microm<1chined specific gravity sensor. The 
special pattern is calculated to COlllPensate for 
the post fabrication etching thraugh the entire 
wafer, creating the correct size and shape of 
buoyancy float needed. Several designs of poly 
piezoresistive stress sensors and sections of the 
Wheatston~ bridge are also being tested. 
Information from these mechanical and electrical 
tests on this design will feed back into the 
etching calculations and the design of the sense 
circuitry for the next version. This work is 
being done in collaboration with the micro
machining and sensors group at Siinon Fraser 
University. 

C9!!_C_Q~4ii_VniY..trl.ity - Diaital ~ 
(firoz Kharrazi Hasani) 

A digital neuron which incorporates a 5-bit 
hardwired multiplier, an 8-bit adder, and me111ory 
along with control unit, selectors and registers. 
The design can be called a specialized processor. 
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Uni vers i ~e 4r S~er!mljlke_ ~ __ A _ _!!f!!_Jl!l!.llKl!i!!JJe1 
i;o.;lllear._ i.l!!l!!in~ (Jaouhar Houine, 
Soheyl Pounnehdi, Hohamad Sawan) 

This neural stimulator translates the 
serially transmitted Hanchester coded data via an 
inductive link through the skin into analog 
~ignals to provide stimulations. It uses an array 
of 16 totally independent 8-bit DIA converters and 
permits monopolar and bipolar type of stimulation . 
The system's operation is regulated by means of an 
elaborately testable PLA. 

l!i.e_fovr:-_cl:iil'!!!C! P.~i.n re-1.JeLi;t.if!IY!il..tQr 
(Haoxin Wei) 

This is the implantable pain relief 
~timulating system. The instruction is 
transmitted transdennally to the implant. The 
stimulator is designed with four channels, and 
evPry channel can be progra111111ed independently. 
The stimulating current polarity can be both 
positive and negative. 

S~ver1 ! _ b 1 oc~$. f_or_ p~J.n ~ontn.U er 
(Haoxin Wei) 

The design contains several con~tructing 
hlorks for the pain controller which is the nerve 
plectrical stimulator in medicine. The blocks 
include thl!' output stage, the 1"9ic interface and 
the reference voltage generatio• circuit. A 5-bit 
synchronous counter is also included to allow easy 
testing of the chip. The chip is under a research 
project. 

. -.-

Czechos 1 ovalt i a 

Dati net to sprecl rcon!l!lit reform in 
t~«!:ioslovikia 

Digital Equip111tnt Giiil>H. the Hunich-based 
subsidiary of the Maynard, Massachusetts, computer 
maker. will install a nationwide data network in 
Czechoslo1akia to help that country privatize its 
Government-run industry. Undtr tht programme. 
Czech citizens will be ptnnitted to purchase 
coupons entitling thetn to shares in fo,,..rly 
State-owned enterprises. The DEC network's job is 
to adlllinister, expedite, and 110nitor this 
economic-refonn process on a county and district 
level, and in addition to handle supervisory 
chores at the computer centres located at Prague 
and Bratislava. 

The network of information systems will be 
installed as part of a contract that GerWtany's 
Software AG has won fr11111 the Prague finance 
ministry. The network is a multi-stage, 1110dular 
arrangement based on the c011mUnications software 
DECnet/OSI. It ties together s0111e 80 VAX 
computers distributed over the whole country into 
a wide-area net. 

At the lower level - that is, at the computer 
sites - are local-area networks to which p~rsonal 
c0tnputers can be connected according to the 
client/server principle. (Source: Electron~. 
October 1991) 

European (Ollmlllnity 

EC selects research proiects 

The European Co11111ission has selected the 
250 projects which will be funded in the next 
phases of the RACE and Telematics collaborative 
research progra11111es. The RACE programme is 
concerned with the introduction of broad-band 
communications in Europe and the fC has agreed ECU 
489 million funding for 84 new projects whir.h will 
run to 1994. The Telematics programme, which 
includes the DRIVE transport technology programme 
will receive 380 million ECUs of funding. 
(Source: t.l.ectronics Weelil.)'., 15 January 1992) 

K.211_11.irus hi gh-tecl:! •. ilih 

Honey will be available to high technology 
innovators more easily and more quickly if changes 
to the "financial environment" proposed by the 
European Commission are accepted. 

The Council of Hinisters passed a resolution 
on 18 November which Commission officials believe 
will make it easier for small companies to start 
up in electronics. 

The Commission has studied the difference 
between the way high tech companies are financed 
in Europe and Japan. According to officials, 
companies in Japan can effectively borrow money 
for 10 years, paying 1 per cent interest. 

The Co111111ission officials are concerned that 
thpre is money available from ESPRIT to help 
research and that banks will lend money to 
companies already producing products, but that 
there is a gap in between when nothing is 
available. 
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One ~iah-ranking off;cial said that around 
70 per cent.of the [SPRIT work was :arried out by 
~mall companies which might have problems 
P•ploit•n9 their work. 
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lhe C011mission has been t~yin9 to establish a 
mt'Chanism for providing venture capital, supplied 
by banks but guaranteed by the C.-ission. It is 
now workina with the Eurooean Investment Bank to 
encourage .;enture capitalists to get involved in 
el~ctronics. Officials adtltit they are unlikely to 
offer money at one per cent for ten years. but 
bpi ieve that a"y system is better than r.one at all. 

The Commission is concerned that Europe does 
not produce small high tech c0111panies as quickly 
a~ the United States. The United Stales 
Governme"t has also been studying ESPRIT and 
~imilar progrilftlles with a view to similar public 
int.,rvention in research. (Extracted from 
Ele~tronics ~eekly. 4 December 1991! 

The 1992 budaet for JESSI. the European 
initiative on semicondu~tor research, has been cul 
by lO ppr cent. The European Commission has paid 
only a third of its contribution to the progranne, 
amid signs that it wants to withdraw from JESSI. 

In 1989. the C011111ission promised to pay a 
quarter of the {2.3 billion JESSI was to cost 
bet~een 1989 and 1996. Britain, Germany, Italy, 
franre and the Netherlands jointly pledged another 
Z~ per cent. and have paid their share so far. 
Sif-m.,ns, Thomson and other Eurooean electronics 
firm~ promised to match the publ :c funds. The 
fo!l'll"lission·~ shortfall means the companies' 
rontributions have also been cut. (This first 
appearPd in ~~-S~i~. London, 2 November 1991, 
the wpekly review of science and technology.) 

Si•teen European companies and research 
agencies have launched a progran111e to expand the 
use and production of supercomput~rs in Europe. 
The plan is a response to a war~ing earlier this 
year that European industry must stop depending on 
fnrPign supercomputers . 

The programme io; called [tJropean Industry 
Initiativ~. or Ei1. The third 'i" stands for 
imaqination. The companies will ask the European 
Commission to help fund Ei3 through ESPRIT, its 
rer,arr.h pr~gran111e for information te~hnology. 

European sciPntists lead rP.search into 
parallel processing, the computer architecture 
which will form thP next generation of 
o;upPrromputPrs. f iJ aims to turn this 
"terhnoloqiral t>dgt" into "an industrial 
arlvant;igp", hy bringing developers of parallel 
prorp~o;ing lPrhnology together with industrial 
u~Pr5, <;o that machines can be designed to mePt 
spH i Ii r. needs. 

This echoes a report to the Conmi~sion 
Parl ie1· in 1991 by a panel of scientists and 
computer users. The panel warned that European 
industry would s~ffer if it continued to rely rn 
forpiqn superromputers. 

Membpr~ of the panel complained at the time 
th;it f uropP.an computer comr.ani P~ I')( pressed 1i tt 1 e 

I 
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interest in developing supercQ111Puters. The Gennan 
c0111pany Siemens, for example, considered 
supercD111Puters unprofitable. No big cOlllf)uter 
rOMpanies were present at the launch of Ei3. 
The only prospective suppliers of inachines were 
l111110s, a British fina developing the transputers 
required for parallel processing, and Parsytec, a 
sinall Gennan finn which plans to use Inmos 
t ransputers. 

Besides research agencies such as the Dutch 
research agency TNO and the Ger-Man fraunhofer 
Society, the remaining llM!tllbers of Ei3 are 
industrial users of supercoinputers. They 
include the large Gennan companies Daimler-Benz. 
Telefunken, AEG and Dornier, which are interested 
in applications ranging fr11111 medical equipment 
lo traffic control; CAP Getnini, a leading French 
software producer; Casa, a Spanish 111aker of 
flight simulators; and Piraiki-Patraiki, a 
large Greek textile maker interested in using 
supercomputers for qua 1 i ty contra 1. (This 
first appeared in ~ientist. London, 
23 Nove111ber 1991, the weekly review of science 
and technology.) 

~rk progra~filves extra fl!filli.119 

The European Conmission is planning to 
inject an extra il.5 billion into the beleaguered 
pan-European Framework research prograrnne, but 
will delay its successor programme by a year. 

The cash boost and programme extension are 
reeded because of embarrassing delays on some of 
framework's 15 projects. Several are running over 
a year late. 

The delays have been caused by political 
in-fighting between the Council of Ministers and 
the European Commission over control of the 
programme. With the help of the European 
Parliament, the Connission is seeking to break the 
Council's stranglehold on setting up and running 
of framework. 

The current programme is the third in a 
series and is scheduled to run over the period 
1990-1994, including a two-year overlap with the 
next Framework programme. (Extracted from 
Engineer, 17 October 1991) 

!Lif.r.i.urge pan-Eu~QS!e~_R!:iti.!ul 

Users and resellers are putting pressure on 
PC software developers to adopt a consistent 
pricing policy across Europe. 

International Software, the United Kingdom's 
largest independent PC software reseller, said the 
price of identical packages could vary enormously 
in different European countries. 

According to the company's r.alr.ulations, thP. 
price of Microsoft Word version 5.5 costs almost 
160 more in the Uni led Ki ngdon1 than in Germany and 
Microsoft Windows Project 1.0 about 1200 more in 
France than in the United Kin~dom. 

Users are also calling for consistent pricing 
across Europe. Du Pont, a manufacturer of 
industrial machinery, is rationalizing all its 
Europeon IT procur•ment under a single division in 
ord•r to sav• money. (Extract•d from C~t.i_n_g, 
24 October 1991) 
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Th~ [~ropean (onnission's year-and-a-half 
investiqation in~o whether Infonet's structure 
violates European (Otnll\lnity COlllPetition law is 
drawing to a close. with thP (011111ission disposed 
to letting lnfonet operate as is. 

In a official notice, the Co ... ission said the 
organization oi Infonet. which is owned by 
H•:I Ca......unications Corporation, seven European 
public telecoms operators and three Asian 
operators, "presented s0111e problems fro111 the point 
of view of competition policy". The main issue is 
the risk that the European owners of Infonet will 
cross-subsidiie the value-added services company 
to the detriment of other service providers. 
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Infor.et has agreed to record-keeping 
responsibilities and to file a detailed annual 
report to the Commission. to assure the Commission 
that no violations have occurred. On the basis of 
those promi">es. the C011111ission will allow Infonet 
to continue operating. Interested parties have 
one month to comment before the final verdict. 
!Source: Commyni~.~JiQ!l~ek International, 
:o January 1992) 

~~-~ll~1e proposal ~esearch into ill 

A feasibility study to consider a Japanese 
proposal for a world-wide R&O project into 
computerized integrated manufacturing (CIM) was 
announced in Brussels last November. CIM combines 
computers and robotics with traditional 
manufacturing techniques. The Intelligent 
Manufacturing System initiative (IMS) will bring 
together r~searchers from Japan, Europe, 
Uni tea State-;, Canada and Australia. An official 
attending the European Strategic Programme for 
Research and Development in Information Technology 
(ESPRIT! conference said that discussions about 
the Japanese proposal began in May last year in 
Brussels. A second meeting took place in Tokyo. 
Detailed proposals. including US-prepared terms of 
reference for setting up the feasibility study 
~ere discussed by officials in Switzerland on 
1 and 10 December and were likely to be formally 
endorsed in February. (Extracted from 
r i nanc i \IJ Tim~}, London, 29 November 1991 ) 

DIALOG. the database host, has announced 
low-rost access to its '>ervice from eight European 
node-; via Sprintnet. Access is available for a 
fixed cost ot USS 10 per hour, with direct dial 
from major luropean cities including London, 
flrussels and Paris. The cost of using the 
database is extra. 

Anes<. speeds of Q,600 baud, superior error 
rorrection and improved line quality are also said 
to be offered hy the network, which began carrying 
DIALOG in the summer of 1991. (Source: 
lntorm;.tion World R-:view. September 1991) 

f ranee 

A new CD--ROH provides a wide-ranginq view of 
Frenrh politirs and society in the 1980s. rt 
contains over 180.000 key documents on current 
affair-. in France between 1981 and 1988. 

. ---

Published by La docuinentati9n Fran~aise, and 
developed by ACT lnfol"l'latique, the disk contains 
all presidential declarations and official 
connuniques, frOlll the Council of H•~isters, the 
President's Office, the Prime Minister's Office 
and the foreign Office. It also includes resUlllPs 
of declaration and progrannes of ministers and 
other political leaders, as well as those of trade 
unions and employers' federations. 

Over 95,000 national press articles and 
20.000 doc11111ents published by the French 
Administration (books, periodicals, studies and 
reports) are stored on the disk, which provides a 
day-by-day account of current affairs, ministerial 
changes in successive govermnents, as well as 
practical infonnation concerning political 
parties, trade unions and employers' fede1·ations. 
Priced at ff 3,500, the CD-ROH is distributed by: 
Chadwyck-Healey France, 3, rue de Marivaux, 75002 
Paris. France. Tel.: 33-1-42-86-80-20; 
Fax: 33-1-42-61-33-87. 

India 

India's top IT company ~ives i!Ll.Lr!itll 
!S~ 

India's largest hardware manufacturer is 
setting up in the United Kingdom offering software 
consultancy services. 

HCL was founded in New Delhi in 1977 as a 
hardware manufacturer and computer services 
supplier. It is now India's largest indigenous 
manufacturer, with a US subsidiary. 

The company set up HCL Europe to offer 
software consultancy to European vendors and 
users. HCL will target projects using relational 
database systems from Oracle, Ingres and Sybase, 
and will move into the object-oriented market 
in 1992. (Extracted from (Q!!!pyting, 
6 February 1992) 

MllU.i nill.!lDtl.$.~_t..fi!....n~~-a~.ine.ry 

International Business Machines (IBM) (US) 
and Mitsubishi of Japan are expected to be the 
first two multinationals to test the new machinery 
set up by the Indian Government to process foreign 
investment proposals. IBM, which left India in 
the 1970s after refusing to dilute the equity of 
its wholly-owned Indian subsidiary, is to set up a 
joint venture with Tatas, the Indian conglomerate. 
The new company, in which IBM and Talas will each 
hold 50 per cent of the equity, will manufacture 
microcomputer systems, PCs and export software. 
The IBM proposal, along with another joint 
venture proposal by Mitsubishi, the Japanese 
vehicle and engineering group, will be the first 
projects to be taken up by a new high-level 
foreign investment committee set up to accelerate 
clearance of major investment proposals by large 
multinationals. The Government's aim is to 
attract several prestigious investments by 
multinationals as a way of enhancing the 
credibility of ne~ economic reforms aimed at 
opening up the economy. Several other US 
electronics groups - including Texas Instruments, 
Hewlett Packard, and Digital Equipment (DEC) - are 
already taking advantage of India's low-cost 
software engineering skills to export software 
development. (Extracted from fL'l~l'.lti.tL!!Jl!f~ 
lo..~~~l'.I. 30 Augu~t 1991) 
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Italy 

The Italian National Agency for Electricity 
([N[l) has announced the construction of a 
1 HW photovoltaic power plant in the Naples 
region. The new power plant, expected to cost 
42 billion lire (about $35 million), should be 
ready by 1qqz and will satisfy the energy needs of 
a c01T111unitv of 7.500 inhabitants. The project 
will be carried out jointly with Pacific Gas and 
Electric with relative exchange of information, 
results. and projects for the diffusion of solar 
plants. The power plant will employ modules 
made of polycrystalline silicon mar.ufactured by 
Italian companies such as Ansaldo. ltalsolar, and 
Hellos, but will also compare features and 
efficiency with modules acquired from the 
Photowatt (France), Solarek (US), and Kyocera 
(Japan). (Source: Europel.~_Science Ne~. 
April JQQI) 

At Portici, near Naples, ENEA is managing a 
rentre for photovoltaic research. The activities 
of the centre are presently focused , three 
technology branche~: (l) photovoltaic cells based 
on amorphous silicon and its alloys; (2) photo
voltaic cells based on po 1 ycrys ta 11 i ne composite 
semiconductors; and (3) photovoltaic cells based 
011 high-efficiency gallium arsenide. In the first 
r.ase. the centre is producing modules of amorphous 
~ilicon with a 5 per cent efficiency output with a 
future output of 10 per cent. The ultimate goal 
is at least 15 per cent. Concerning photovoltaic 
cell~ based on polycrystalline thin films of 
indium and ropper diselenie and cadmium 
ditelluride, a 14 per cent efficiency rate has 
obtained at low cost and at considerable time 
duration. 

Beginning with these results, scientists are 
studying the possibility of selecting a 
sedimenting technique especially sulted for 
industrial produ:tion. for the third case 
concerning thin-film cells based on composite 
polyrrystalline semiconductors, they are studying 
various aspects of the sedimenting of transparent 
and conductor OKides with the method of spray 
pyrolisis obtaining a conversion efficiency of 
over JO per cent. (Source: w11.siean ..S.lli!Ke 
News, April lq91) 

Japan 

The Japan Electronic Industry Development 
A~sociation (JEIDA) has announced its projections 
for computer production in 1992 based on HITI's 
Dynamic Statistic Survey of Production. 

In the economic environments of computer
related industries, streamlining and information 
equipment investments by companies has remained 
\teady despite the fear of an economic slump in 
Japan, the failure of the banking industrv to 
invest in information equipment, and diminishing 
computer demand in the United States and Europe. 
Terhnicali1. the development of open systems and 
networking and downsizing processes are 
\timulating dPmand for personal computers and 
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workstaticns, ra1s1ng finn detnand expectations for 
general-purpose c0111puters as database and manage
ment inachines. Overall computer production is 
expected to steadily increase, reaching 
,16.110 trillion in 1991, up 5.1 per cent over the 
preceding year, and '»6.544 trillion in 1992, up 
1. 1 per cent. 

Computer production is projected to be 
YZ.898 trillion in 1991, up 8.7 per cent over the 
preceding year. and Y3.161 trillion in 1992. u? 
9 per cent. Production of general-purpose 
~omputers in 1991 will be nearly equal to that of 
1989 and will steadily increase in 1992, 
fulfilling new roles in the fields of database 
servers and system management. 

Production of pheripheral and terminal equip
ment is predicted to reach Y3.212 trillion in 
1991, up 2 per cent over the precedin9 year, and 
¥3.383 trillion in 1992. up 5.3 per cent. 
Production of peripheral equipment, which has been 
stagnant due partly to low demand for general
purpose computers over the years, is expected to 
increase steadily in 1991 and 1992. (Extracted 
from The Telecom Tribune, December 1991 and 
January 1992) 

Japanese hit by consumer drop 

Japanese electronics majors are seeing 
reduced profits as the recession hits spending on 
consumer products, on personal (Omputer and on the 
new generation of DRAH - the 4 Hbit. 

Hitachi, NEC, Toshiba and Mitsubishi reported 
declines in first-half profits of -27 per cent, 
-6.8 per cent, -62.6 per cent and -24.5 per cent 
respectively, although only Toshiba out of the 
four showed any decline in revenues (-3 per cent). 

All four companies have cut back on their 
plans for semiconductor investment and all four 
are expecting declines in profits for the 
year-end: NEC -4 per cent, Hitachi -27 per cent, 
Toshiba -25.9 per cent and Mitsubishi 
-19 per cent. (Source: ~.alfli£1._~tikll'.. 
30 October 1991) 

Japan forces shortage of ORAH chip.i 

A severe memory chip shortage is looming as 
Japanese manufacturers cut back on production in a 
bid to raise depressed prices. 

European and US computer companies, struggling 
to climb out of an economic recession, will be 
extremely vulnerable and are likely to be the 
hardest hit durin9 a chip shortage. The shortage 
will affect suppl1e~ of the increasingly popular 
4 megabit dynamic random access memory (ORAH) 
chips. 

A senior executive at DRAM manufacturer 
Toshiba warned that a chip shortage is likely to 
make an impact by the middle of 1992. Hideharu 
Egawa, senior vice president at Toshiba, said 
computer companies would find it very difficult to 
get enough memory chips in the second half of 
1992 and the shortage was likely tc last well 
into 1993. 

US market research companies Dataquest and 
VLSI Research also believe a shortage will begin 
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in mid-1q92. They say the cause ;s product;on 
cut-bar~s by the major Japanese producers who are 
<;hift;nq produc~:on resources to more profHable 
(h;ps. 

Chip manufatlurers Toshiba, H;tachi, NEC and 
others have all cut back production of 4 inegab;t 
O~AHS. The Japanese produce over 80 per cent of 
worlJ supplies. (Source: Computing, 
24 October 1991} 

A feasibility study into the poss;bil;ty of 
developing a s;Kth generation computer capable of 
making judgPmPnts by intuition and ;nference will 
hP launrhecl by MITI. If thP study yields 
promising rpsults, a sixth generation computer 
project will begin in April 1992. It will run for 
ten years and cost ¥100 billion. The curre~t 
fifth generation computer project will run through 
19'-ll. The proposed sixth gene rat ion computer wi 11 
feature "distributed and pc.rallel systems" 
connected by central processing units. It will 
rombine neural network technology, optical 
romputE•r technology and processing systems based 
on foz;:y theory. It wi 11 not require programs to 
npprate. HITI plans to make the sixth generation 
project an international effort including 
companies, universities and government agencies in 
thP United States and Eurcpe as well as Japan. 
([xtrac.ted from Journ~l _9f_J~J>~n..e~e_1e~hi:i2.l~gy. 
JunP 1gg1 I 

R01Nnia 

The Romanian Government has signed a deal 
with lBH for PCs for its education and science 
department. The order is the largest ever signed 
by IBM with a customer in Romania, and comes only 
a 1ear after the company set up business in the 
country. 
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The PC order is part of a crash course in IT 
for the country. Romania plans to equip its 
colleges with PS2s, networking hardware and 
'>o:tware, and peripherals in an effort t~ catch up 
with thP rest of the world. (Extracted from 
~9.!llP.11.lli __ \~u~J.)', ~October 1991) 

Russian FedPration 

Se11Ji cond1.1r; tor t~'b:i9l_9gy i 11. t.he .~5..i.i..in 
fe~erat_i9n 

The former Soviet Union opened its doors to 
the West ~nd allowed a series of visits to major 
resParch and production centres in Moscow, 
lPlenograd and Minsk during 1991. 

The fir~t Soviet Trade Mission was organized 
by US semiconductor trade body SEMI in conjunction 
wilh the now defunct USSR Ministry of Electronics. 

!n HoHow the l/acuummashpriborg factory 
showed the advanced stage of development. of 
Soviet vacuum technology and is applyin~ its 
vaccum experience and technology to sem1conductor 
and materials technology including ion 
implantation, plasma dPposition and etch, X-ray 
terhnology (cyclotron), sputtering and ion beam 
lithography. 

Vacuumashpriborg is a scientific and 
industrial association (NPO); it bu?lds only the 
first prototypes here, production models are built 
e?sewhere. 

Planar in Minsk concentrates on IC photo-
1 i thography production gear. It is the inain 
Russian Federation factory for stepper and pattern 
generator production. Planar also manufactures 
back-end equipnent (wafer saws, probers and 
assembly equipment). 

Another Minsk c0tnpany. Integral, is one of 
the most advanced IC production factories in the 
Russian Federation. It is also the biggest, 
producing around 23 per cent of the total 
Russian Fe~eration micro-electronics production. 

As well as inaking s0tne of ~he most advanced 
Russian Federation ICs (64 k/256 k DRAH in 
production; l H DRAM in development) it is also 
one of the largest producers of agricultural 
inachinery in the Russian Federation. 

Integral is currently equipping a new 
class 10. 150 mm clean room capable of building 
4 Mbit ORAHs (theoretically). Three such modules 
are planned to b~ built eventually. The prime 
lim;tation is lack of appropriate equipment and 
materia?s. 

The Researach Institute of Physical Problems 
in Zelenograd, founded in 1964, is unique in that 
it belongs to the industrial electronics branch of 
the Russi~n federation micro-electronics industry 
rather than being part of the Russian Federation 
Academy of Sciences. 

Its work concentrates on the design and 
development of silicon technology (VLSl/ULSI 
circuit elements) focused around its Sub-Micron 
95 research initiative. This prograame calls for 
the rleve~opment of a 64 Hbit DRAM by 1995. 

Huch of the work centres around the study of 
molecular and nano-electronics. To this end a 
purpose-built cyclotron radiation centre is 
currently being constructed comprising a 100 mev 
linear accelerator, a 0.45 gev booster and a 2 gev 
storage ring. This, together with a pilot, sub-
0.5 micron, X-ray photolithography mask-making 
centr~ will be operational by the end of 1992. 

An9strem in Zelenograd is one of the Russian 
federation's top IC plants. Production is 
currently mostly on 100 mm wafers in class 100 
clean rooms and two 150 mm production lines are 
currently being built. Though Angstrem is 
currently profitable, they are finding it 
difficult to make ends meet. Angstrem is one of 
the biggest producers of pocket calculators in the 
Russian federation. 

Elion in Zelenograd is a research institute 
for precision machine manufacturing and is the 
starting point for all IC production gear. Pilot 
production is also undertaken here, including 
equipment for epitaxy, vacuum evaporation (pvd), 
plasma etch and E-beam exposure, as well as some 
test and measurement gear. 

Also in Zelenograd is Elma, the main Soviet 
silicon/materials institute. Elma currently 
produces over six million silicon wafers (100 mm, 
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125 nn and 150 nn dia.oneter) annually. In 
addition, it produces III/V, II/VI, LCD ~ctive 
tnatrix displays and solar ce~?=. Elma al~u 
produces around four million photo-111ask blanks 
iglass and chrome) each year. 

The Naunchy Centre in Zelenograd is a 
S(ientific industrial cooperation responsible 
for Materials production (over 12,000 different 
types) plus equipinent including thermal diffusion, 
ion implantation, epitaxy, plasma, ion, E-Beam, 
vacuUtn, sputtering and diffusion equipment. 

[t is the overseeing body within the 
Zelenograd complex COlllJlrising 41 separate 
enterprises plus ten other factories located 
elsewhere. These links were traditionally kept 
in place by govermnent order but now are 
increasingly so by econ0111ic real it). 

The Russian Federation remains the single 
largest semi~onductor opportunity in Eastern 
Europe. (Extracted from Electronics Weekly, 
20 November 19gl) 

Ihailand seen as next contract assembly 
~~ 

Thailand could be the next centre of Asian 
contract assembly. 

There are now four subcontractors in 
Thailand - Alphatec Electronics, Chinteik, Hana 
and Thai Hicro Systems. AT&T Microelectronics 
(the former Honeywell/Synertek facility) also 
offers some contract work in its otherwise captive 
operation. Advanced Hicro Devices, Data General, 
National Semiconductor 1nd Signetic~ operate 
assembly plants near Bangkok. The ·sult of this 
concentration of assemblers is a potential 
power~ouse infrastructure. 
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Other advantages seen for Thailand are its 
favourable economic and political envirorment. 
Also. after many years of mostly sluggish efforts 
aimed at attracting offshore industry, thE Thai 
Govermnent seems, at last, eager to recruit 
energetically. (E~tracted with permission from 
~r;.o~Jl.Jl{12r International Hagazinr, Octo~er 1991. 
Copyright 1991 by Cahners Publishing Co., 
Des Plaines, Illinois, USA) 

United Kingd09 

VnJ yJ:r~ i lL~PJ!l.!U'lli!!! 

Five London universities have set ur a 
consortium to develop parallel p:oce1sing 
~ystems as part of a government funded researr.h 
programme. The group, called Elpac, wiil be led 
by Queen Hary Westfield College and will work 
with industrial partners to increase the use of 
parallel computer processing in the United Kingdom 
industry. According to project leader 
Dr. Peter Dzwig the group is actively seeking 
industrial partners and a number of sponsors 
have already joined the project. In July the 
Government allocated 134 million worth of 
funding for parallel processin9 projects in 
four university centres including London. 
(Source: llf.~!.J:onlcs Weekly, 27 November 1991) 

IJ!!ited Kinqc!Qll! CQll!Donents to grow 
in 1992 

The United KingdOlll components market will 
grow 5.5 per cent to £1.92 billion in 1992, 
according to a forecast by AfDEC, the component 
distributior. industry's trade body. 

In 1993 AFDEC predicts an 8.4 per cent rise 
to £2.08 billion. At the sa111e tiine the 
distributors' share of the 111arket will grow by 
4.g per cent in 1992 to £626 million and 
8. l per cent in 1993 to 1677 million. 

For dishibutors the forecasts are a l;ttle 
more disturbing. Figures show their share ot the 
market eroding, albeit slowly, from 29.8 per cenl 
in 1991 to 29.6 per cent in 1993. 

Among the factors are a growth in custOll 
chips, a not very fruitful area for distributors. 

Taking component markets sector by sector 
AfDEC predicts the setniconductor market will grow 
6.5 per cent in 1992 to £1.34 billion, the 
electromechanical c011ponent market will grow 
2.9 per cent to £319 million and the passive 
components market will grow 3.9 per cent to 
f259.3 million. (Source: Electronics Weekly, 
27 November 1991) 

United States of Allerica 

US benefits from Japan trade deal 

The US Government has signed a deal with 
Japan that makes it easier for US computer 
cOlllpanies to bid for lucrative Japanese Government 
contracts. 

The accord allows US suppliers to pitch for a 
share of the f5 billion a year the Japanese 
Government spends on IT. 

Last year US companies took a 41 per cent 
share of Japan's private-sector mainframe market, 
but only 0.4 per r.ent of the Government's IT 
spend. 

Under the deal the Japanese Government, which 
buys almost exclusively from the domestic market, 
will open up its bidding process to allow foreign 
manufacturers the same information and timetable 
it provides indigenous suppliers. 

It will also stop Japanese companies from 
entering unreasonably low bids intended to prevent 
foreign suppliers from tendering and disqualify 
companies which help draft the tender 
spec if i cations. 

Unlike the voluntary targets announced on 
Japanese purchases of US cars and car parts, the 
computer agreement is binding. 

The US computer industry estimates it can 
i 11crease exports to between $3. 5 bi 11 ion and 
$5.5 billion a year compared to $500 million at 
the moment. 

A spokesman for DEC in the United Stat~s said 
the company welcomed the move but remained 
cautious. (Source: C~.llling, 30 January 1992) 
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Joint !1211!:.-i!!J!.itli ~e 

Sematech and JESSI (Joint European Submicron 
Sil;con Initiative), the US and European 
semiconductor research consortia, have agreed to 
cooperate on the development of advanced 
semiconductor process technology. 

The accord, which was signed in Munich, 
however fails to identify any potential joint 
!Jrogrammes in what is seen as a politically 
sensitive issue because of the US Goverrnnent's 
funding of Sematech. Sematech is hoping to 
avoid a possible negative Congressional reaction 
to the export of process technology it develops. 

The final formula, by which Semat~ch hopes to 
avoid jeopardizing its ta•payer-funded financial 
base, carefully predicates cooperative projects on 
Sematech's ability to obtain technology that it 
would not otherwise be able to acquire. The pact, 
which requires project-by-project approval for 
implementation specifies that cooperation within 
single projects must be well defined in separate 
agreements. 

Shared activities are limited to relatively 
less sensitive areas, including projects regarding 
standards, competitive technology analysis. 
common users groups and connon equipment 
qualification. 
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Also set out was a basic rationale for the 
aQreement. with the consortia saying the agree
ment is designed "to maximize the effectiveness of 
capital and personnel and to achieve economies 
of scale, save critical time and avoid wasteful 
duplication of effort and repetHion of error". 
(htracted from Ueil.!:onk~. 23 Sept~mber 1991) 

VIII. AUTOttATION 

Streamlining product planning time is being 
carried out at Carnegie Mellon University's 
Robotics Institute (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania). 
The institute has finished a four-year US Air 
Force financed project planned to develop an 
intelligent machining workstation (IHW). 
Meanwhile, it has start~d a project targeted at 
the automated output of sheet meta1 parts. lhe 
aims of both projects are to reduce cutting 
enterprise time, and to automate the whole output 
tec~nique, making it possible to feed a CAD design 
directly to an intelligent machine tool that will 
run unattended, automatically and repeatedly 
making an appropriately machined part or 
prototype. The USAF needs to reduce costs and is 
quite interested in fast output. Cincinnati 
Milacron (Cincinnati, Ohio) was the main 
contractor on the IHW project, and United 
Technologies' Pratt & Whitney unit supplied input 
as to what would be needed of this type of system 
on the output floor. The IHW will find out 
whether it can machine the planned part vi~ 
ul i Ii zing expert systems. The IHW loo wi 11 find 
out what characteristics ought to be machined 
initially and what kinds of tools ought to be 
utilized. (Extracted from ~'-'.b~l_~nginrering, 
November 1991 ) 

. ----

Welding prototype 

A research project at Nottingha111 University 
in the United KingdOlll could allow COlllPOnent 
manufacturers to produce prototype metal parts in 
hours rather than weeks. 

The university has cOllbined a welding robot 
with a c0111puter-aided design (CAD) package to 
produce a system that can manufacture prototype 
components straight frOlll the screen "drawings". 

The system uses a standard metal inert gas 
(HIG) welding system coupled to a robot to build 
up inetal components layer by layer. Each 1ayer 
represents a "s H ce" through the COlllponent. The 
dimensions of each slice are sent to the robot by 
the CAD system. 

The welded prototypes have the same strength 
as wrought steel and with further development 
could be of high enough quality to be used 
directly in manufacturing, he says. As the 
components are built up layer by layer, inetal 
oxides and impurities on the weld surface are 
melted and blasted away by the welding gun's 
shielding gas, giving sound c0111ponents. 
(Extracted from Engineer, 7 November 1991) 

Host advanced rob9tic ann yet 

Sarcos (Salt Lake City, UT) has developed a 
robotic arm with 10 degrees of freedom (D0f), and 
;ncludes a thumb, two fingers, a palm, wrist and 
elbow. Working in collaboration with workers at 
the University of Utah's Center for Engineering 
Design, the company devised what may be the most 
advanced robotic ann in the world. The Sarcos 
Dextrous Arm is based on hydraulics, with a 
redundant sealing system and hydraulic fluid lines 
made an integral part of the design to allow use 
in such environments as clean rooms. The 
equipment has a 3-DOF end effector which can 
acconmodate standard tools and a variety of 
objects with dexterity like that of human 
movement. When paired with the 10-DOF 
Exoskeletal Hasler control system which fits over 
an operator's arm, the robotic arm will duplicate 
the desired motion of the master and provide 
feedback to the master so the operator can !ense 
what the robotic part "feels". Applications for 
the device are seen in task performance in 
harzardous environments such as nuclear facilities 
or space, or in dealing with high-power lines or 
in clean-room operations. Now in limited 
production, the product can be teleoperated or 
configured for autonomous control, or a 
combination. (Extracted from Machine Desig~. 
7 November 1991) 

IX. STANDARDIZATION AflJ LEGISLATION 

Standardization 

Information Management Strategies and 
Standards are to be the area of work for a new 
technical panel set up by ACCIS at its sixth 
~ession, which was held in Geneva from 17 to 
20 September 1991. 
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Since the same standards were envisaged 
for use in different areas of activity of UN 
nrqani;ations. ACCIS decided to create the new 
pa~el in order to look at standards as part of 
a global approach to the managetnent of 
information. 

One of the main objectives of TP/IHSS is 
to look at the reconnendations of, and needs 
identified by two other ACCIS bodies: the Working 
Group on Electronic Records Management (WG/ERHISl. 
and the Technical Panel on the UN Telec011111uni-
cat ions Network (TP/NET), working in cooperation 
where appropriate. 
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The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
is the new panel's lead agency. Other members 
are: the United Nations, the United Nations 
Children's Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNOP), the International 
Labour Organisation (lLO), the United Nations 
[ducalional, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO). the World Health Organization (WHO). 
the Internal i ona Monetary Fund ( IHF), the 
lnternationai Telecommunication Union (ITU), the 
International Maritime Organization ([HO). and the 
International Fund for Agriculture and Development 
IIfAD). (Source: ACCl.S~l~. 9(4), 
tlovf'!l'lber 19') I . page 6) 

P~rt,J'f!Uhip_ to standari ze CAD/CN'L~Qll9l 

General Motors Corp., Ford Hotor Corp., and 
Chrysler Corp. share a partnership to standarize 
CAD/CAM (computer-aideu design/manufacturing) 
technologies and design processes across the 
hoard. Reducing time-to-market and overhead 
costs. they believe, will help them compete more 
effectively with their Japanese rivals. 

The automakers' CAD/CAH Research and 
Development Partnership will also evaluate the 
feasibility of a uniform computer language in 
automotive engineering and design. Because of 
the billions invested in current CAO/CAH systems, 
observers expect the partnership to focus on a 
common language and set of interfaces rather than 
whole new systems. (Extracted from 
!nfo~!JJi~~~k. 18 November 1991) 

V.S. .. 9I91l1Ljoi ns standards fray 

A US industry group is tryi~g to help 
software companies win business 1n the single 
European market by issuing them with quality 
certificates. 

The American Society for Quality Control's 
Registrar Accreditation Board is the first US 
body to award the International Standards 
Organization's IS09000 series of quality 
standards. 

The European Commission will use IS09000 as a 
quality benchmark in the post-1992 single market. 
Suppliers bidding for contracts will have an 
advantage if they possess the standard. 

Among major UK corporations, British Telecom 
has already indicated it will insist that outside 
contractors are ISO certified from 1993 onwards. 
(Sourr.e: CJ!."ll!YlJJ!~, 24 October 1991) 

CQ!!!l!filer user~ 

A happy by-product of the blows traded 
between the vendors' interest groups, consisting 
of the Open Software Foundation (OSF), UNIX 
International and X/Open, is the birth of user-led 
groups, created out of the frustration felt by 
users in putting forward their own open systems 
needs. 

The past year has witnessed a host of 
computer user groups dedicated to open systems. 
First there was the User Alliance, then came 
the Group of Ten. The latest umbrella group, 
the World Forum of Open Systems Users, was 
launched with the aim of bringing together UNIX 
and open systems user groups throughout the world. 

The World Forum is being led by US UNIX group 
Uni forum and European, the European forum for open 
systems. It intends to meet regularly and take a 
stance on issues related to the world-wide 
promotion of o~en systems. 

Membership of user groups also helps where 
prociucts based en a particular standard are not 
yet available. The user group can provide a forum 
for solving the practical problem of implementing 
a new technology in the interim. There is a cost 
attached to user group involvement and while a 
membership fee may present no problems, the 
expense of sending qualified personnel to meetings 
also has to be taken into account. It is usually 
the case that users are represented only on groups 
where specific members of staff have the 
appropriate expertise and erthusiasm. 

Some of the vendor-dominated groups have 
responded to the rising tide of user pressure 
by strengthening the user voice within their 
organizations. X/Open in particular has done 
a lot of work to ensure that users have a 
positive role in setting and developing 
standards. (Extracted from ~~L..~f~y. 
14 November 1991) 

l!!Hl~s that influence sta.!llllrd..i 

ANSI - The American National Standards 
Institute, the main US technical standards body. 

OSI - The British Standards Institution, the 
main UK technical standards body. 

CCTA - The UK Government IT purchasing 
consultancy, also responsible for the 
specification of the Government OSI Profile 
(Gosip), a guide to implementing open systems. 

COS - The Corporation for Open Systems, a 
US supplier-led organization promoting 
inter-operability of products. 

DISC - Has taken over the role of IT 
standards specifier from the BSI in the UK. 

IEEE - The US Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers. 1!s networking standards 
committee 802 specified the local area network 
standards later adopted by ANSI and then ISO that 
now form the basis of most LANs - 802.3 (Token 
Ring), 802.4 (Token Bus) and 802.5 (Ethernet). 

---------
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ISO - The International Organization for 
Standardization. a United Nations non-treaty 
organilation charged with approving technical and 
safpty product standards throughout the world. 

~letwork Management forum - a group to promote 
open systems network management. 

NIST - The National Institute of Standards 
and Technology. A government agency which defines 
the US version of Gosip. 

OSf - A software/technology development 
(onsortium comprising leading hardware vendors 
sur.h as OEC. IBM and Hewlett-Packard. Established 
in Hay 1988 to produce a standard version of UNIX 
(0Sf 'II to rival the "official" version, AT&T's 
U'IIX System V Release 4. 

SOS - The Standards and Open Systems Group 
!also known as the Group of Ten). Recently 
established as an informal group to specify user 
requirements in open syste~s. 

SPAG - A European organization dedicated to 
promoting standards for interoperability. 

Uni forum - An international organization of 
open systems suppliers and users which developed 
out of the UNIX user group known as U5R/group. 

Un; forum UK - The UK affiliate to Uni forum, 
nriyinally USR/group/UK. The organization changed 
name and adopted the wider ambit of open systems. 

UNIX International - Set up in 1Q88 as a 
rPa[tion to OSI and to support AT&T's UNIX System 
V Release 4, now advises on all development of 
urn x. 

UNIX System Laboratories - The AT&T 
sub~idiary which owns the rights to the UNIX 
operating systems and which now carries out 
developments of UNIX and related software 
technologies on the basis of advice from UNIX 
International. 

X/Open - A vendor group committed t.o 
~tandards for portability. (Source: (Qrru>.IU.e.r 
We.e_k l_y. 14 November 1991) 

I egislation 

When the Single Harket becomes reality on 
1 January 1991, it will also bring something new 
in the field of patents. The Community Patent, 
due for introduction also on 1 January 1993, will 
compl~ment tht> existing European Patent, which has 
bPen around for the past 13 years. The Community 
Patent will be issued on the hasis of a sinolt> 
application and unified grant procedure, yet it 
protects an invPntion or intellPctual property in 
I.he 15 rnuntries that are members of the Europt>an 
PatPnt Organization (EPOJ. [twill be valid in EC 
rountries and a few non-EC nations that are 
members of the organization and have ratified the 
Community Patent Convention. 

US r.ompanies intent on doing business in the 
\lngle-mdrkPt Europe are likely to benefit from 
thP Community Patent. Perhaps its prime advantage 
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is in providing a solid basis for business 
decisions on investments and licensing. In 
addition, there is the lower cost stenning from a 
single application, a special boom to small and 
mediU111-sized finns with limited resources. For 
them, the Coimiunity Patent is a relatively 
inexpensive tool for gaining access to the 
potentially lucrative European market. 

With the advent of the Connunity Patent, US 
and other non-European companies and inventors 
will have four options for getting their 
inventions patented outside their home market. 
first, they can apply for a national patent in any 
European country in which they want to do 
business. Second, companies can seek an 
international patent in any of the 49 countries 
(including European ones) that are me~~ers of the 
Patent Cooperation Treaty, which comes under the 
auspices of the Geneva-based World Intellectual 
Property Organization. Third, they can apply for 
the European Patent and, lastly, go after the new 
Cominunity Patent. 

The major difference between the European and 
the Coimiunity Patents is that the latter will be a 
truly supranational industrial pro~erty right, 
confering uniform protection in all member 
countries and transferrable or revocable only 
unitarily. The European Patent, on the other 
hand, is effectively a national patent in each 
country for which it is granted, and the 
protection it confers is limited to that country's 
territory. 

The sole body to process applir.ations and 
grant Co111111unity Patents will be the fPO in Hunich, 
Germany, with its branch in The Hague, 
the Netherlands, and suboffices in Berlin and 
Vienna. This means that applicants wi 11 be 
dealing with a single authority insteaJ of a 
number of national patent offices. 

Legal safety enters the mix because the new 
patent is granted only after an extensive search 
of a data bank that now contains information on 
some 26 million documents. 

The unitary patent information policy, as 
well as the EPO's pnormous resources in data 
processing, will not only speed up patent 
searchers but also help reduce t.he industry's 
duplication of development efforts. 

The iss~e of translating a patent into every 
language spoken in the EC Is a political one: ea(h 
country is eager to have patents published in iti 
own language. The EPO is working to resolve this 
problem. lt is also working on fees, which have 
yet to be determint>d. The agency wants to come up 
with a formula that take-; into ar.r.ount the size 
of various rountries and other factors. As 
regards patent protection in all countries, if 
a company objects to that, it still has the 
option of applying for the European Patent, 
which gives protection onl~ in countries the 
r.ompany chooses. 

The 15 member States of Europe's patent 
organization are Aust.ria, Belgium, Denmark, 
france, Germany, Greece, Italy, Liechtenstein, 
Luxpmbourg, Monaco, the Netherlands, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. 
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These nations constitute a market with inore than 
350 million people. which makes it bigger than the 
Sinale Market with its 320 million consumers. 
Portuual will become the sixteenth inember on 
l January 1992. and Ireland has agreed to join as 
well (its Government must still ratify the 
a9reementl. Finland, Cyprus and Yugoslavia ha~e 
observer status and may also join, as may Iceland 
and Malta. Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia 
have expressed an interest. These nations, 
ho,.eve1-, must first fulfill certain requireinents: 
their patent legi,lation must be co111patible with 
the EPO's, and they must have an open-market 
eronomy and a democratic form of government. 

The procedure for drawing up and filing a 
Community Patent application is identical to that 
for the European Patent. first, however, the 
patent must meet three criteria. It must 
constitute a novelty (an invention is considered 
"new" only if it does not represent state of the 
art); reveal an inventive step or new principle 
ione that is not obvious to a skilled person); and 
be industrially applicable. Once granted, a 
patent is valid for 20 years. 
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The idea of a co111110n Europedn patent has been 
a long time coming. Plans date to 1949, when a 
proposal for establishing a European patent office 
was submitted to the Council of Europe. Years of 
meetings and conventions produced no concrete 
results until December 1975, when the EC, then 
numbering nine countries, agreed on a c01111110n 
patent. But political differences and certain 
flaws in the agreement prevented the accord from 
becomina effective. Renewed efforts at a 
conference in Luxembourg in December 1985 achieved 
only partial success. The final details were net 
hammered out until December 1989. (Extracted from 
lle~tronit~. December 1991) 

Like many biotechnology products, software is 
difficult to define and even harder to protect as 
intellectual property. Hany programmers rely on 
ropyright law - originally intended to stop 
plagiarism and art fraud - lo prevent illicit 
copying of their wor~. But they have also 
attempted to get patents for software 
"inventions". which range from smal 1 program 
subroutines to full-scale operating systems. 
Neither approach has worked very well, according 
to a recent report by the US National Research 
( ounr i 1 ( NR(). • and o;ome knowledgeable observers 
are deeply concerned about the possible 
implir.ations of dragging intellectual property 
lawyers further into the digital world. 

One of the worries is that the courts may 
hdvP gone overboard in using copyright laws to 
proter.t the rights of software designers. 
Hi~torically, courts have awarded narrower 
protection to literary works with "functional" 
aspects - that is, with practical uses - than to 
tho~P with artistic purposes. (Narrow protection 
mpan~ that someone must copy a work almost exactly 
before infringing a copyright.) Software 
program~. which are clearly functional, should 
rereive narrow protection under that principle. 
Rut. a 11)85 feder"l district court decision known 
a~ Whelan expanded the copyright protection 
software to include its "structure, sequence, and 
orqanization", thereby protecting program aspects 

such as file and data structures or sequences of 
screen displays as if they were art fonns. 

A different group of intellectual property 
experts who believe that patents offer a better 
way to protect the functional aspects of 
progra111s. A patent conveys 17 years of owner
ship rights in a "nonobvious, novel, and useful" 
invention in exchange for full disclosure of the 
working details, and many progra111 writers are 
now seeking these rights. According to a recent 
estimate prepared for the State Bar of Texas. 
the Patent and Trademark Office now issues about 
200 software patents each year. But this avenue 
is not without its own pitfalls. Hany legal 
experts say that courts are inconsistent in 
applying the law, making it difficult to predict 
whether a given program infringes on a patent or 
not. for instance, while patents are not 
awarded for algorithms" which are considered 
"laws of nature", the Patent Office draws a 
finn distinction between "c0111puter algorithms" 
(which are patentable) and "mathematical 
algorithms" (which are not). furthermore, a 
proliferation of software patents further 
hinders the progress of software developinent by 
forcing innovators either to risk litigation or 
to engage in lengthy and expensive research to 
ensure that they have not independently created 
a patented design. 

* Intellectual Property Issu~Si!~~. 
National Research Council, Hay 1991 

(Extracted frOlll ~~.Vol. 253, 5 July 1991, 
p. 23) 

IBH opposes extension to~_l_i!! 

IBH is opposing attempts to have a European 
directive on software copyright drafted into 
international law. 

The EC is negotiating with the World 
Intellectucal Property Organization to have its 
controversial software directive adopted as a 
clause in the Berne Copyright Convention. 

The EC directive was drawn up after a 
two-year battle which divided the IT industry into 
opposing ca111ps. One camp wanted to relax the 
copyright laws, the other wanted them toughened up. 

US supplier IBH was strongly in favour of 
tightening up European laws, but does not want 
them extended to non-European companies. 
(Source: Computing, 16 January 1992) 

1.&9.illit ion to i111JU"ove the envj~nJ. 

The "greening" of the European Community is 
now seriously under way with emerging environ
mentally sound business practices being spearheaded 
by draft resolutions from the British Standards 
Institution (BSI). There are over 200 EC 
environomental measures in the pipeline, including 
the concept of the eco-audit. Each EC country is 
to establish an audit scheme by late 1993, under 
which organizations can apply to a regulatory body 
for a seal of approval, similar to BS5750, from 
accredited consultants who vet each company. 

While this scheme is only voluntary, settl~g 
up the 111achinery within each country will be 
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mandatory, and it is hoped an eco-audit will be 
considered by industry as a prize worth winning. 
Pressure for enviror1111ental refonn is increasing on 
a global scale. The Hontreal Protocol aims to 
phase ~ut stratospheric ozone-depleting substances 
by the year 2000, with EC regulations applying, in 
theory, even sooner. 

This year Rio de Janeiro hosts the United 
Nations Conference on the Enviro11111ent and 
Hanagement, with the emphasis on partnerships 
between international cocipanies and developing 
world organizations to solve environmental 
problems. 

The implications for liK organizations are 
far-reaching - for example, many electronics 
companies will have to find substitute cleaning 
agents. Hore importantly, sOlllt' software houses 
and consultancies are already promoting packages 
and solutions that will help businesses manage the 
environmental aspects of their business more 
successfully, thus helping them to live within the 
new "green" laws. 
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In June 19gl, the BSI's technical connittee 
EPC/50 published a four-part docU111ent fnvir~n.l~l 
~~i9,~f~t Systems, inviting public connent on a 
draft standard. It recognizes that "the achieve
ment and demonstration of sound environmental 
performance is a primary goal" of many 
organizations. 

Of course, this is no coincidence - cOfllllerce 
is influenced by increasingly stringent legisla
tion and regulation, a growing awareness of the 
importanc~ of the environment by consumers, 
investors and the media and, perhaps most 
persuasively, government econ0tnic measures "to 
(urb ar.tivities causing undesirable environmental 
effects and foster those less damaging". 
(Source: lQ!!lputer Weekl1, 30 January 1992) 

X. RECENT PlllLICATIONS 

rnrs bib 1 i ogr11phy .9J1Jtl i_sh.e.d 

The UN Centre on Transnational Corporations 
(U~CTC) has published the bilingual (English
rrench) Tr11~sn1tion~L.C9rpJ!rit.iO~j;~A..St.!r~iYt 
BibliP9IIPllLl.2J!!.~290- UNCTC's work is ai111ed at 
furthering the understanding of the nature of 
transnational corporations (TNCs); securing 
effertive international agreements; and 
~trengthening the negotiating capacity of host 
countries in dealing with TNCs. 

Hain topics covered in the bibliography are 
r~~eign direct investments; TNCs, their management 
and their impact on home and host countries; the 
economic, pol itir.al and social issues that affect 
and are affer.ted by TNCs; the international and 
national legal and pol ir.y framework again'lt which 
me~ operatf'; and the r.ontrar.tual arrangements 
that link TNCs and ho~t governments. Works 
~elertf'd for lncl~~lnn trf'at lssut~ in an 
international ~ontext. For example, works 
d~aling with the banking system of just one 
country without reference lo transnational 
dctivil1es were excluded. 

This bibliography covers books and articles 
published fro.,, 1988 to 1990; it follo"s an earlier 
r.ompilation published in 1988 that comprised works 

published frOlll 1983 to 1987. Some citations 
reflect the literature in the Centre's 
DocU111entation Unit; others were taken frOll the UN 
Bibliographic Information System (UNBISl database, 
and frOlll major international indexes and 
catalogues. It represents a broad spectrUlll of 
world literature on the subject of TNCs; special 
efforts were made to cover works in many languages 
and froci many parts of the world. 

Transnational Corporations: a Selective 
BJJVJ.!1.g!]Jphy 1988-1990 carries ISBN 92-1-004032-5 
and is available frOlll UN Sales Offices in New York 
and Geneva (E.91.II.1.10). 

Jransnat;onal business information 

Transnational Business Information: A 
,,.nual of Needs and Sources is a •anual produced 
by the United Nations Centre on Transnational 
Corporations, based on experience gained in 
providing information services to support the 
work of the Centre. UNCTC serves as focal 
point within the United Nations Secretariat 
on all matters related to transnational 
corporations. 

The Hanual discusses the needs of develop;"~ 
countries for information in all phases of their 
relations with transnational corporations, and 
suggests sources that can help lo meet those 
need~. Its purpose is to help governments and 
enterprises in developing countries to establish 
their own collections of information sources and 
to use them lo meet their present and future needs 
for infonnalion. 

Chapters deal with: policy objectives of 
information; preparation for negotiations with 
transnational corporations: information sources 
on industry; selecting candidates for negotiation, 
and dealing with individual transnational 
corporations. 

The Hanual (UN Sales No. E.91.II.A. 13; 
ISBN 92-1-104371-9) is priced at US$ ~5. and can 
be purchase~ from United Nations Sales Sections in 
New York and Geneva. 

A US firm, The Faxon Company, is to Introduce 
a range of services which send individual articles 
to those who cannot afford to subscribe to 
journals. 

Faxon claims that its methods will address 
the legitimate ~oncerns of publishers more 
effectively than traditional, photocopying-based 
services. In fact, journal subscriptions will be 
stimulated, it says. 

Details of the services are not yet known, 
hut the company hints that they will involve it~ 
eleclronir. network, link;ng over 30,000 publi~her~ 
to more than 60,000 libraries world-wide. 

A subsidiary company, Faxon Research 
Services, Inc .. has been formed to provide these 
and other document delivery and current awareness 
services. 

For further information, contact: 
The Faxon COlllpany, 15 Southwest Park, Westwood. 
HA 02090, USA. Tel.: +1-617-329-3350. 
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The International Honetary Fund (!Hf) has 
launrhed 'ts financial statistics database on 
CO-ROH. 

Historical data are included which are absent 
from the monthly. printed version, and there is 
<.airl to be greater prEcision than in the 
corresponding magnetic tapes. 

International Financial Statistics. as the 
rfatabase is called. qives details for most 
(Ountries in the world, including exchange rates, 
international liquidity, prices, production and 
national arcounts. 

It can be sParched in English, rrench and 
Spanish. and rlata may be extracted and down
loaded. The rost from the UK distributor, 
Mirroinfo, is !199. For further information on 
the database, contact: Hr. John B. ~cLenaghan, 
Bureau of Statistics. IHF, 700 19th Street, 
Was.hiuuton, DC 20411, IJSA. Fax: +1-202-623-4661; 
or lnr.detdils of the CO-ROH, Tel.: +44-420-86848. 

lASf strategie~ 

CASE_s~r~tegie~ is a newsletter from 
r 11! t.>r lnformat ion Corp. that claims to be an 
ohjective, pra•tical hands-on tool for information 
~ystem<. executives, HIS/OP managers, and anyone 
i·1•olverl with the design, development or 
implementation of software systems. It aims to 
previde i11111ediately useful solutions to CASE 
implementation problems. 

The newsletter covers subjects such as: 
prnrluctivity and metrics; implementation 
strategies; tool reviews; news and trends; 
'tanrlards and reviews of resources such as books, 
reports. firms and services, as well as 
ronferenres and seminars. It will also contain 
practiral details of actual CASE implementations, 
;inrl krrp readers abreast of the emerging syneryy 
brtwfen artificial intelligence (Al) technology 
;ind software systems engineering. 

A year's subscription lo '~S~. s~_Hteg!e~ 
r ns'.s 115$ 29'> ins;de North America, US$ 345 
anywhere el,e. Those interested should contact: 
(.11tter Information Corp., 31 Broadway. Arlington, 
MA 0?17tl-S~1'l IJSA. Tel.: 1-617-648-8700; 
fa•: +i-n17-n48-8707. 
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The (:011111unic<Jtio1J <Jnd i!lform<J_tion Thesaur_u$ 
""" btPn prPpared by Jane Aitchison under contract 
tn the lntern<"!tional Federation for Information 
and Documentation !FIDI. with financial support 
lrorn the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and tultural Orqanization (IJNESCO), th~ 
International l'roqratn11e for the Development of 
ro....nunication and the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung. 
It will shortly bP availablt' in Englio;h, frpnr.h 
~nd Spanish ver~inns in both printed and 
PlPrtronir format,. 

Thp thPsaurus has been developed frOt!l the 
'.ernrirl rd it ion of the VPfESCO l11n.Co11111unit.1iio!1 
lhesaurus, by Jean Viet. Its r:overage of co111111uni
r"t ion and information technology has been 
t-•panded, and it includes library and information 
(f1pnri>. 

, 

The thesaurus was originally compiled for use 
by tnembers of COl"l'ET, an international network of 
documentation centres on connunication research 
and policies. initiated by UNESCO. 

Further information is available from: 
UNESCO CC/CDF, UHESCO, 7 place de Fontenoy, 75700 
Paris, France. Tel.: +33-1-45-68-10-00; 
Fax: +33-1-45-67-16-90. 

l}_i.rfi!.Qr.Lllf United Nations DocU111eritarx...M1J! 
~ival Sources 

The Academic Council on the United Nations 
System (ACUHS). an international association set 
up to study the work of the United Nations system 
and other intergovernmental and non-governmental 
organizations, has prepared a Oi~f.l'.-Qf 
United Nations Doc1111e!ll2~~ Arc~ival Sourc{l in 
cooperation with the United Nations 
Dag Hannarskjold Library. 

The Directory, co-published by ACUNS, the 
United Nations and Kraus International 
Publications, gives details of documentary and 
archival sourct'S that cover the following subject 
areas: Structural and lnstititional Issues; Peace 
and Security, Disarmament and Arms Control; 
Economic and Social Issues; International Law; 
Human Rights, the Environment and others. 

Types of sources include document 
collections, statistics, archival resources, 
catalogues, indexes, guides and other 
bibliographic tools. 

Compiled by Peter J. Hajnal, the Directory 
(UN Sates number: 91.1.14) can be purchased from 
UN Sales Offices in New York and Geneva. price 
US$ 20. 

XI. SPECIAL ARTICLE 

SOFTWARF. - THE INDIAN SCENARIO 

Dr. U.P. Phadke 

Presented at the Meeting of the Consultative 
Group on Infonnatics Technology for 

Development (COGIT) 91 
during 26-28 November 1991 at UtlIDO, Vienna 

Software activities in India began in the 
early 1960s with the connissioning of computers 
for commercial usage. Until the late 1970s, only 
the relatively large sized companies could afford 
these machines owing to the high costs involved a~ 
well as the rP.quirement of skilled professionals. 
The efforts in the 1970s resulted in the creation 
of a broad spectrum of software packages primarily 
for in-house use. These covered application in 
scienc!, engineering, banking, manufacturinq 
planning, r.ensus, etc. along with innovative 
apptiration~ in government. department-; for tht> 
collection, collation, processing and 
dissemination of data. The late 1970s and early 
1980s witnessed the setting up of computer 
hardware manufacturing activities in the country 
along with continuing imports of mini-computers as 
well as mainframes. A major part of the lndi~n 
software effort over the years has been in 
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providing prograrnning and software design inputs 
tn forei~n COlllpanies resulting in exports. This 
hits been a r:ombi nat i or. of "body-shopping" as well 
as complete turnkey proje~ts. The growth of 
indian software exports fr0tn Rs. 30 million in 
1980 to Rs. 2,000 million in 1990 is given in 
table I. from around 50 companies exporting 
software in 1986. the number increased to about 
150 in 1990. Presently. around 500 organizations 
in India are engaged in some fonn of software 
activity. The areas of expertise available 
inrlude ~ystems software development and 
~Qnversion. HIS and decision support systetns, 
fina~cial control and accounting systems, 
rroduction management and inventory control, 
project feasibility studies and monitoring 
systems. telecommunications software, CAD/CAH 
software. expert systems. microprocessor based 
sottware. government information systems. etc. 
The current level of Indian software exports is 
around Rs. 2,000 million, which is equivalent 
to about USS RO million and is a very small 
percenlag1> of the world softwa1·e market estimated 
ill <1ro11nci USS 45 billion in 1987 (hble 2) and 
e•pected to grow to US$ 400 billion by 1994-1995. 

The strurture of the £ndian software industry 
i~ highly conce.1trated with most of the production 
comino from a few companies. For example, the 
Tata Consultancy Ser,ices (TCS) alone exported 
software worth around Rs. 480 million in 1989, 
which constitutes over JO per cent of the total 
~oftware exports during that year. In the recent 
pitst, res have developed major software packages 
roverinq project managl'!llent, local area networks, 
business management system, office automation 
tools, CASE tools, etc. Recently, TCS has 
dPveloped and supplied software packages covering 
banking, offirr automation to the UK. material 
control and job costing systetn to Hong Kong, and a 
container and cargo control system to Holland. In 
the government sector, the Computer Maintenance 
Corporation (CHC) has developed a variety of 
software pa(kages covering mining, oil, power, 
steel, railways, ports, sea, air and road 
transportation, etc. Some of the international 
customers of CHC include in the United Kingdom, 
the London Underground, Port & Harbours, and the 
Commonwealth Secretariat; Digitial Equipl'lent (the 
Netherlands); Government of Mauritius, etc. In 
Ind1a, CHC has developed an on-line passenger 
reservation system to meet the specific require
ments of the Indian Railways. The system, called 
IMPRESS. handles reservations, modifications, 
cancellations. inquiries. ti(keting, refunds, 
etr. Feature~ of this system include 
sophisticated application software to take care of 
the procedural complexities of the Indian 
Railways. a romprehensive message handli,g 
fa(ility, bilingual ?rinting of tickets and 
reservation charts. The train schedule system, 
wh i d1 rHC deve 1 oped for the London Underground. 
enables periodic revisions of the operational 
S(hedule and generates signalling data to cater 
to the existing heterogenous signaling 
technologiPs. 

The Inciian software scene is witnes~ing a 
rapid 9rowth through the setting up of new 
rompan1p~ by non-resident Indians (NRis) as 
well as senior professionals of Indian companies 
who break away to form their own groups. A recent. 
exa111plP is the formation of the International 
lnfonnatics Solution (I[S), which was set up by 
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a fol"'ller CEO of Tata Unisy~. In just two years, 
the company has grown to a strength of 
100 professionals and recorded a turnover of 
around Rs. 20 million in 1990. This is a 
100 per cent export-oriented unit and is handling 
a diversity of software packages for customers 
such as Merrill Lynch (a software package for 
credit worthiness evaluation), Britannia Building 
Society (1110rtgage-based loan system), and the 
European Parliament (video text info,...tion 
system). This c0111pany has a partnership with 
Third Wave Systems of the lJk, which acts as a 
front-end in foreign markets and obtains orders 
for implementation by IIS. Jn the area of HIS in 
the govermnent domain, the National lnfonnatics 
Centre (NIC) of the Planning Connission has played 
a pioneering role. The primary objective of the 
NIC is to provide COlllputer-based HIS services and 
related support facilities to the foreign 
ministries and depart111ents and other offices of 
the Govern~ent of India. The COlllputer network of 
NIC has expanded its reach to the district levei. 
A variety of infonnat'on systems have been 
developed covering clntral excise and cust0111s, 
natural resources, c~nstruction and transport, 
connerce, network and connunication, industry 
information, agriculture and ~ater, finance, 
energy, trade and 111edia, etc. In the recently 
concluded Gener~l Election in India, NIC 1110bilized 
th~ir network to provide instant counting data and 
analysis on an on-line basis to the psephologists. 
This was a major achievetnent for infonnatics 
technology. 

The Indian hardware and software COlllpanies 
and other related organizations covering academic 
institutions and R&D laboratories have fol"'lled 
professional and semi-professional bodies such as 
the Computer Society of India (CSI), the 
Manufacturers' Association for Infonnatics 
Technolog1 (HAIT), the National Association of 
Software and Service Companies (NASSCOH), to 
prov;de suitable forums fer the exchange of views 
and interaction with govern111ent organizations as 
well as international experts. 

II. Policx frainework 

In December 1986, the Govern111ent of India 
announced its Policy for Software Export. The 
broad objectives of the policy were to prOlllOte 
software exports to take a quantU111 jU111p; to 
pro1110te the integrated development of software in 
the country for domestic as well as export 
markets; to simplify the existing procedures to 
enable the software industry to grow at a faster 
pace; to establish a strong base of software 
industries in India; to promote the use of 
computers as a tool for decision-making and to 
increase work efficiency; and to promote 
appropriate applications which are of a 
development catalysing naturP., with due regard to 
long-term benefits of computerization to the 
country as a whole. further liberalization has 
taken place with the announcement of the New 
Industrial Policy by the Government in July 1991 
and subsequent dev~lopments. 

Software development for the domestic market 
can be carried out by wholly owned Indian 
companies as well as companies having foreign 
equity up to 51 per cent; the foreign equity was 
earlier limited to 40 per cent. C0111panies with 
foreign equity exceeding 51 per cent are pennitted 
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only for 100 per cent export-oriented projects. 
foreign collaboration and/or foreign investment 
are allowed as per provisions of the foreign 
Exchange Regulation Act (FERA). The software 
industry has been e~empted frOll the licensing 
provision of the Industries DeveloJ1111Ent and 
Regulation {IDR) Act. 1951. This industry has 
also been exempt frOll any locational constraints. 

~cir! of hardware and software 

The ill!port of coinputer systems and software 
can be undertaken under the fo 11 owing schemes: 

Export obliga
tion to be met 
over a period 

of 4 years 

Custom 
duty 
to be 
paid 
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u _Cilll9ory I per cent> !per centl 

A. Foreign exchange 
released by the 
Gover11111Ent of India 250 (Net) 

B. 1. Through non-resident 
lndial" particip.1tion 150 (Net) 

2. With foreign exchange 
entitleinent as a result 
of excess exports 

3. With foreign parti
cipation 

C. Foreign exchange released 
by the Exi111 Bank or 
Government of India 

D. Import of syste111 on loan 
basis (for one year loan 
period only) 

E. Hardware and accompanying 
software import under 
new scheme 

F. I111port of application 
software for syste111s 
already imported 

350 (Net) 

50 

300 

300 

65 

65 

35 

20 

25 

NIL 
(lnc0111e 
tax wi 11 
be paid) 

~: The exetnption of duty on application 
software as indicated above is li111ited to a value 
li111it of 30 per cent of the total CIF value of 
computer equipment, inclusive of acc0111panying 
software as specified in the above table, provided 
that the application software is i111ported on a 
date subsequent to the date of i111port of computer 
equipment under item E. 

The mini111ut11 levels of c11111ulative export 
obligations to be met over the four-year period 
will be 20 per cent by the second year, SO per 
cent by the third year and 100 per cent by the 
fourth year. The use of i111purted computer syste111s 
111ay be in any proportion for d0111estic and export 
activities. Thirty per cent of the excess 
software earnings over the export obligation can 
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be u~ed by the exporter for the import of new 
Cl)fllfluter systems. hardware and software sub-systems 
and/or auginenting COlllputer installations and 
office equipment and computer spare parts. This 
import will be aimed at taking up further software 
exports and would be subject to actual user 
condition and export obligations of 150 per cent 
of Clf value of import. The excess export benefit 
can be accU111Ulated for a period of three years. 

Any software, in any inedia, in any nUlllber of 
licensed copies, is pennitted to be i111ported under 
the Open General Licence either by an actual user 
or by a c0111puter nanufacturer or by a software 
COlllf>any registered with the Department of 
Electronics for stock and sale. Neither a Not 
Manufactured in India Certificate (NHIC) nor a DOE 
concessional duty certificate is required. 
(01Aputer software allowed for import by cOtRputer 
111anufacturers under this provision shall be 
restricted to the supply of one copy for each 
system along with hardware 111anufactured and 
supplied by them. If software is i111ported with 
pennission to copy/duplicate without payment of 
royalty, the duty of 112 per cent is on this one 
time payment. If software is i111ported with 
penaission to copy/duplicate up to a specified 
111axi111U111 nU111ber of copies, the duty of 112 per cent 
is levied in advance on the royalty payable on 
this 111axi111um nUll'lber in addition to an initial one 
tiine payment, if any. for software imported in 
source code on paper, Cust0111s Duty of only 50 per 
cent is levied. As software is governed only by 
the Copyright Act, the royalty remittance rules 
and procedures are identical to those applicable 
to the licences for copyright/duplicating of 
copy~ight books. Software is protected in India 
under the Copyright Act (1957) as amended by an 
~endinent Act (1984). 

The criteria for registration for stock 
and sale of imported software is given below: 

Thirty per cent of excess software export 
earnings made over and above the export 
obligation, can be 111ade use of by the 
software exporter for the i111port of computer 
software for 'Stock and Sale', i111porting new 
COlllputer systems, software and hardware 
sub-systems and/or augmenting the existing 
cOlllf>uler installation and office equipment 
and COlllfluter spare parts. 

OR 

Software organizations will be permitted to 
import software for "Stock and Sale" 1 i111ited 
to a value equivalent to 50 per cent of the 
lnco111e Tax paid by the unit on software 
activities during the preceding assessment 
year. 

thlrul.r.ei! per cent export un_i_U 

The following options are avai1able for 
setting up 100 per cent export projects: 

- Export Processing Zones (EPZs) 

100 per cent Export Oriented Unit Scheme 
(EOU) 

- Software Techn~logy Park (STP). 
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fwport Processing Zones (EPZ) are enclaves 
separated from the domestic tariff area where 
e•port production is organized on an 
internationally competitive basis with the 
requisite infrastructure and duty free i11ports. 
The units approved by the Board of Approvals set 
up for this purpos.? by the Hinistry of Connerce 
will be eligible for itnport of capital goods, etc. 
required by them for ewporl production under the 
scheme. These zones are located at Kandla 
(Gujarat), Santacruz, B0111bay (Haharashlra~. 
Hew Okhla Industrial Developinent Authority 
(Uttar Pradesh), Hadras (Tami 1 Nadu), Cochin 
(Kerala) and Falla (West Bengal). The following 
are the salien~ features and incentives given for 
such units: 

- Exemption from basic, additional and 
countervailing Customs Duty on raw 
materials, components, consumables, 
spares, tooling and packaging materials, 
etc. imported into the Zone; 
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No licence is required for i11porl of 
capital goods (whether new or 
second-hand), raw materials, consumables, 
spares, tooling or packaging materials -
import of these items has been liberalized 
under the Open General Licence (OGL); 

- fwemption from Central Excise Duty and 
other levies on products manufactured 
within the Zone and also on goods brought 
into the EPZ from the Domestic Tariff Area 
(OTA) for us€ in production or in 
connection with the production of goods 
for export; 

- All clearances relating to industrial 
licences, foreign collaborations, Honopoly 
and Restrictive Trade Practices (HRTP), 
etc. are accorded from a single window, 
viz., the concerned EPZ Board; 

- Capital goods and all other inputs 
supplied to the Zone from the rest of the 
country are treated as deemed exports and 
suppliers are eligible for import 
benefits; 

- Duty free import of capital goods and 
equipment from rreferred sources; 

- No restriction on foreign shareholdings in 
companies that set up units in the EPZ; 

Central Sales Tax paid by the unit~ on 
purchase is reimbursed by the Zone; 

Exemption from restrictions under the 
Export Control Order on products 
manufactured and exported from the Zone, 
e•cept textile items; 

Term finance at concessi,nal rates of 
interest for fixed assets; 

Packing credit facility for a period of 
180 days even in the absence or fil"lll 
export orders or letters of credit; 

Products manufactured in the Zone are 
permitted to be sold within India against 
a valid import licence or under OGL; 

-1-

- Remittance of profits and dividends 
earned by foreign investors in the 
Zone is allowed freely after payment of 
taxes; 

- Liberalization of foreign exchange 
controls including permits for business 
visits abroad; 

- Catnplete tax holiday for a period of five 
years. This could be any consecutive five 
years in the first eight years of 
operation; 

- Priority release of telephone and telex 
connections; units can opt for cash 
assistance on export, which is 50 per cent 
of the normal rates - in such a case, 
reimburse111ent of CST on raw materials to 
the Zones units and cash incentives to 
the docnestic supplier of raw materials 
will not be admissible; docnestic sales of 
even those items whose import is not 
allowed (excluding certa;n sensitive 
items) can be pennitted. The percentage 
of such sales is dependent upon the 
proportion of i111ported raw materials 
consumed; diesel oil is available to the 
exporting units and is supplied at 
subsidized prices. 

The 100 per cent Expo~t-Orienled Unit (EOU) 
Schemes offers the flexibil .ty to the manufacturer 
to set up operation anywhere in the country. Host 
of the features and facilities available to the 
EPZs apply to the EOUs as well. The Software 
Technology Parks (STPs) are a major initiative 
launched by the Department of Electronics of lhe 
Government of India to boost software exports from 
the country. The DOE has set up six such parks at 
Bangalore, Bhubaneshwar, Gandhinagar. Hyderabad, 
Pune and Thiruvananthapuram. These STPs are under 
the lechnicai supervision of the Department of 
Electronics, which provides a single window 
clearance mechanism through the lnter-Hinisterial 
Standing Committee of the DOE for the setting up 
of projects in the STPs. No import licence is 
required for the import of equ;pment into the 
STPs. All imports are duly free as these are 
100 per cent export-oriented projects. The export 
obligation on the STP units in net foreign 
exchange tenns in US dollar value equals 1.5 times 
the CIF value of the hardware import for which 
foreign exchange is released by the Government of 
India plus 1.5 times the wage bill. The 
obligation for the hardware part is to be 
fulfilled over a four-year period, whereas the 
obligation for the wage bill is on an annual 
bas;s. Companies can set up their own STPs if 
they so desire. 

The Government releases foreign exchange lo 
software exporters to enable them to pay 
connissions to foreign fil"llls/distributors/ 
retailers for services rendered, to establish 
j~int ventures and/or market subsidiaries and 
offices abroad, etc. to incur expenditure on 
for~ign tours, recruiting experts frOfll abro~d. 
obtaining drawin9s. designs, etc. A foreign 
eKchange allocation of 3 per cent of the net 
foreign exchange earnings in the previous year is 
permitted for this period. 

___ "':!" 
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Indian companies can acquire software 
companies abroad out of 30 per cent of excess 
software e•port earnings made over and above the 
export obligations in addition to the other 
options already available. The ;elease of foreign 
exchange for this purpose carries an export 
obligation of 150 per cent of the foreign exchange 
released, to be fulfilled over a pertod of four 
years. In case of cOt11panies which do not have 
P•cess import entitlement, the foreign exchange 
released will carry an export-obligation of 
250 per cent to be fulfilled over a period of four 
years. 

Hany financial institutions have been 
providing Venture Capital Fund assistance to new 
or existing industrial concerns towards: 
encouraging commercial application of indigenously 
developed technology; adapting imported technology 
to wider d!llllf'stic application; and all matters 
connected with or incidental to the above. 
Assistance under the scheme is available for 
financing the cost of fixed assets (land, 
buildings, plant and machinery) as well as 
operating e•penditure (including the cost of raw 
materials, salaries and wages, utilities and 
market development expenses) during the 
development period. Venture Capital Fund 
assistance is initially provided in the form of 
unsecured loans involving minimUlll legal 
formal;ties before disbursement. Various 
financing options, like equity participation, 
conditional loan and support services are provided 
under the scheme. These institutions provide 
capital as well as management support, technical 
quidance and information. 

The General Insurance Corporation of India 
has introduced a scheme for liabilities arising 
out of errors, omissions and professional 
indf'tllnities. The scope of cover and other terms 
are given below: 

Professional negligence, including 
unintentional breach of contract. 

Dishonesty/infidelity of employees of the 
insured (i.e. exporter/developer). 

- Unintentional breach/infringement of 
intellectual property riqhts, such as 
unauthorized use of confidential 
information, trade secrets, patents, 
copyrights or the systems or program of 
others. 

Loss of or damage to documents such as 
agreements, plans, records, deeds, 
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books, letters, certificates or computer 
programs or information stored, written or 
punched into ca•ds, tapes or magnetic 
discs. etc. Oor.uments, however, do not 
i nrl 11de bonds or coupons or stamps. bank 
or currency notes or other negotidble 
instrU111ents. 

Defence costs for le9al ewpenses lo defend 
the insured in case of any claims lodged 
against him. 

- -41-

Recently. the earnings from software exports 
have been exempted frOtll Income Tax under the newly 
introduced Section 80 HHE. Also, software 
exporters are entitled to Exim Scrip for an aniount 
equal to 30 per cent of the net foreign exchange 
earnings. These scrips are tradable and can be 
utili,ed for import as per policy. 

PMLti!!!!!!Uni cili.lm_faci 1 it i es 

Data connunication facilities in the country 
are being provided by Videsh Sanchar Nigam Ltd. 
(VSNL) through their Packet Switched Data Networ~ 
or through the dedicated earth station installed 
by VSNL under the Software Technology Park 
scheme. VSNL has introduced the ln~c~national 
Gateway Packet Switched Data Service from its 
Bombay Gateway office for data cOtm1unication 
between computers and da:a terminals world wide. 
This service is known as GPSS Service. GPSS 
supports two main types of Data Terminal 
Equipments (DTEs): 

Synchronous Packet Hode X.25 DTEs 

- Asynchronous Character Hode X.28 DTEs. 

GPSS may be accessed by two methods: 

- Dedicated access using voice grade 
circuits operating at speeds of 300, 
600, 1200, 2400, 4800 and 9600 BPS. 
At present, 48 and 64 KBPS are being 
planned. 

- Dial-up ac~ess over the Public Switched 
Telephone Network (PSTN) oper·ating at 
speeds of 300, 600, 1200, and 2400 BPS. 
In the dial up access, the user is 
temporarily connected lo GPSS if he has a 
Network User Identification (NUI) Code 
allotted by VSNL. Hodems would be 
required to enable data transfer over 
these voice grade analog circuits. lhe 
modems will be provided at the data 
terminal end as well as at the ewchange 
end. 

The following additional terms and conditions 
will apply for use of dedicated earth station/ 
satellite links: 

Satellite links can be used only for 
100 per cent export activities. All 
imports connected with this will be 
exempted frOl'l duty. 

- Declaration of exports shall be made 
on a Special Export Der.laration form 
notified by RBI in lieu of the GR 
f 01"1'1. 

The party shall undertake to export the 
entire production (100 per cent) for a 
period of 10 years. 

- All technology parks will be utilized for 
the development and 100 per cent export of 
software through physical media and/or 
satellite earth station~ conner.led to 
r.omputers/computer based equipment/ 
computer-rehted equipment 1 inked thro11qh 
approved satellites. 

--. 
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Regarding procurement. installation, 
ctJnwnissioning and financing the earth 
station. the following two options shall 
be tol lowed: 

(a) Videsh Sanchar Niga.~ Ltd. may 
procure, install. commission and 
finance the earth station after 
making sure that the specifications 
of the earth station meet the 
requirements of the users in the 
Park, ~.eeping in view the 
standardization aspects. 

(b) Alternatively, the mother unit of the 
Technology Park may finance and 
procure the earth station after 
getting the specifications approved 
by VSNL. The Technology Park will 
then hand over the earth station on 
an ownership basis to VSNL tor 
installation, operation and 
maintenance. Adjustments of the 
costs, paid by the Technology Parks 
towards the procurement of the earth 
~talion, will be adjusted against the 
annual rental charges lo be paid by 
the technology parks to VSNL. This 
adjustment will be completed in a 
five-year period. 

The VSNL will run, maintain and rontrol 
tne earth station. 

The normal measures for ensuring security 
of data as applicable lo other areas of 
(011111unication like telephone. fa~. etc. 
will also apply to data trans;~r. 

!II. Jnitiativ~~. t.akenj>y_ th~.O~partll!e'!.L!>f 
[l 1<c~r_9nj~s 

The Department of Electronics (Government of 
India) has accorded high priority to the area of 
~nttware, with particular emphasis on software 
e•porls. The DOE has been continuously 
interacting with the indigenous software lndustry 
tn nht~in their points of view as well as 
Monitoring international developments. Based on 
the init.iative taken by the DOE, tt>e Government 
~nnounred a comprehensive policy for romputers and 
~ottware in 1986. The DOE has been continuously 
~onitoring the require~ents of the software 
inclu~:ry and the poliq framework desr.ribeJ above 
and the stronq pro-active approach of the DOE has 
re~ulteri in conressions and incentives, such as 
Income Tax ewemptinn of earnings from software 
P•pnrts, availability of Exim Scrip at JO per 
rPnt. elimination of double taxation on softw~re, 
rtr. The DOE ha~ also set up an Inter-Ministerial 
Standinq Conwnit.tee ( If'ISC) which provides a single 
window clearance me(hanism for the setting up &f 
un• t.s unde1 the STP S(heme, imports of hardware 
for software export proJer.ts, release of foreign 
exrh~nge for marketing expenses, foreign 
rollabnration approvals. acquisition of 
foreiqn companies and sale of softRare, etc. 
In addition to the interaction witt> the industry 
and toncerned Government departments ~i~ 7~~vj~ 
improvement~ in the poli(y and proredural 
framework, tt>e DOE has also initiated several 
activities in the area of softwar~. fhese are 
briefly described below 
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Software Export Promotion Progranme 

The main objective of this prograirme is to 
boost software exports from India. The prograirme 
aims to identify markets, analyse market 
characteristics, develop strategies for different 
market schemes, project Indian capabilities to 
foreign customers, and create basic facilities for 
the development and export of software through 
data links. The progranme has two elements. The 
first deals with organizing export promotion 
campaigr.s through conferences/seminars and 
participation in international trade shows to 
project Indian capabilities as well as carrying 
out market surveys and analyses. The second 
element deals with a major initiative launched by 
the DOE to create the infrastructural facilities 
through the creation of Software Technology Parks 
(STP). The STP is a 100 per cent eKport oriented 
scheme to develop the eKport of software using 
data communication links or in the form of 
physical eKports. The objectives of the STP are: 
to establish and manage the infrastructural 
resources such as communication fadlities, core 
computers. buildings, amenities, etc. and to 
provide services to users for development and 
eKport of software through a satel~ite and 
communication channel and charge for the service 
rendered; to carry out develop~e~t ~~d expc~t cf 
software and software services; to undertake 
eKport promotion activities such as technology 
a~sessments, market analyses, market segmentation, 
etc.; to train professionals in the field of 
software technology; and to undertake and 
encourage design and developmer.t in the field of 
computer software and software engineering. Other 
details of this scheme t>ave been described under 
the heading Policy framework. 

The Government has accorded priority to the 
rapid industrialization and use of modern 
technologies for the achievement of social, 
industrial and economi( objectives. Accordingly, 
a thrust has been given to the use of computers in 
Government and industry to improve the quality of 
decision-making and management. The OOE had 
earlier launched the Computer-Aided Management 
(CAH) and Computer-Aided Design (CAO) programmes 
to promote a fuller utilization of resources and 
manpower in organized sectors of the economy 
through improvements in management techniques and 
opti~ization of industrial design. These projects 
have been successfully completed. As a logical 
sequel, it is proposed to initiate the CIH 
programme. Under this programme, four rentr"'s 
would be established to undertake R&O in this 
area, professionals would be trained in CIH, 
s&ftware packages would be developed and 
technology transfer from academia to industry 
would be far.ilitated. A CIM softwarp eMchangP 
system would also be established. 

With thp growth ot computeriz3tion in the 
c~untry, thP demand for computer ~oftware i~ 
increasing very rapidly. A large nuMber of 
~oftware pac~ages are bping imported to meet the 
~rowing demand. To reduce the outflow of foreign 
exr.hange, reduce Indian dependence for upgrading 
and to eliminate the piracy to some eKtent by 
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prov;ding low cost ;ndigenous software, the above 
software packages are proposed to be developed 
indigenously. The primary objective of this 
activity is therefore to develop gener;c software 
rackaqes as an ;mport subst;tut;on. The project 
would.be implemented by the Department of 
Electronics in close cooperat;on w;lh the Computer 
Maintenance Corporot;on (CHC). CHC proposes to 
coord;nate the development. market;nq, 
distribution, ma;ntenance of the software and 
overall management of the project. The software 
packages will be developed by capable and 
interested professional organ;zations in the 
privatP and public sectors, educat;on and tra;ning 
institutions, R&O organ i;: ti ons and soci et it;s. 
intluding NCST and CHC. 

The Department of Electron;cs w;ll oversee 
the project through an Apex C011111ittee comprising a 
Secretary from the DOE and the Cila;rman and 
Managing Director of CHC limited, a representative 
of the Software Development o;v;sion of the DOE 
and other senior staff. A Technical Advisory 
furrmittee compr;sed of em;nent software 
professionals from R&O organizations and 
industries will also be set up to help in the 
~·erntion of the project. It is expected that 
NfST will play a major role in the project through 
~hcit ~u~!ttcc:. The saf~wa~~ dev~l~ped/procLr~rl 
.,,; 11 become tl>e property of the Government of 
India and will he made available to users at a 
rPasooable charge. Import of software in these 
are~s is proposed to be discouraged so that 
prntertinn is available for locally developed 
produ<ts in the initial years. 

fhe National Centre for Software Technology 
1rlCST I was set up in 1985 as a major R&O centre 
under the aegis of the DOE. The Centre has 
F~olved from the National Centre for Software 
HPv!'lopment and Computing Techniques (t~CSDCT) at 
t.hP Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TlfR), 
~ombay, ioto an autonomous centre of excellence in 
thp ar!'a of software technology and related 
computer science. The long-term objectives of the 
NCST are to: carry out research and development 
at the frontline of a carefully identified subset 
of the rapidly developing software technology; 
d~si9n and devE>lop high technology software in 
~electE>d sub-areas; make a significant 
tontribution to high quality continuing education 
nf prof P~'ional' in the software industry in 
!ndio; off Pr r.onsultancy for high technology 
projert' and play the role of a referral agency; 
~rt a' a central coordinator for software 
rlPvrlopmpnt activities, creating and leading task 
fnrre,, stimulating ar.tivity where national groups 
rrq11irp stim11lation and help; participate in the 
dPvelopment of specifications/standards for 
irldiqpno11o; equipment and software and in testing 
or hrntlim,u·king these; and disseminate knowledge 
~nd ~now-how through publications, journals, 
newsletters and through specialized workshops, 
rrur~e,, lP.ctures, etc. 

RP.cently. the NCST has carried out work in 
the arPa of t!'xt processing tools, an interactive 
r,ystem for aircraft surface design, X.25 PAO 
tl'chnology. an electronic mail messaging system, 
on on-I ine transact ion processing system. an 
intelligent shipping scheduling system, etc. The 
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Bangalore centre of the NCST, the National Centre 
for Software Development, was inaugurated in 
October 1990. This centre conducted a one-week 
advanced course in software engineering in 
January 1991. The objectives of this centre are 
to: provide a window to significant software 
products world wide by establishing a software 
resource centre nationwide; accelerate the 
evolution of a national industry from its fccus on 
relatively simple applications to large, complex 
and critical software projects; provide a variety 
of R&D and promotional support to the software 
industry; and set up a library of software 
packages for the benefit of the software industry. 

~e..11.ifL.fQr.JlfY!!~: of Advanced CO!l!put i ng 
~ 

The C-OAC works in the area of technology, 
applications and research in parallel processing. 
One of the VLSI design centres of the DOE is also 
run by the C-OAC. C-OAC is developing an advanced 
parallel prcgramming environmt>nt (APEX), which is 
designed to be a porta~le environment for message 
passing multiple ;nstruct;on multiple data (Hil10) 
machines designed for use as back-end computer 
engines attached to industry standard hosts. 
Development of several modules covering an 
algorithm prototypinq tool, a load balanced 
resource allocator, libraries, advanced 1ntegrated 
debug environment, a performance evaluation tool 
and a graphics visualization package has been 
completed. Several applications driven parallel 
processing tools have also been developed. A 
comprehensive artificial neural network 
simulator package has also been developed and 
ported on the parallel machine developed by 
CDAC. A related activity has been the 
development of the graphics intelligence script 
technology (GIST-9000) chip, which provides the 
basis for a plug-;n card for IBM-PC compa~ibles 
and allows all the existing packages to be used 
along with any script. Presently, GIST provides 
all the Indian, Perso-Arabic, Thai, as well as 
Cyrillic scripts. 

Knowledge Qll.M~omputer Sytl.e!!!s !KBCS!J!.[.o~ 

The main objective of the KBCS programme is 
to apply the KBCS technology to Indian socio
economic problems. The activity is carried out 
by seven nodal centres. Some of the 
developments carried out recently include an 
intelligent case history taker as part of an 
expert system, an intelligent test abstraction 
and graphics help system, and a 40-word 
recognition system. The work carried out by 
C-04C and NCST, which are two of the nodal 
rentres under this prograrrme, has been mentioned 
above. 

The Department of Electronics recognizes 
that competent manpower is a key resource for 
the growth of computer industry. The Department 
has been supporting projects relating to 
manpower and skill development right from its 
inr.P.ption. It is implementing a programme on 
the development of manpower for computers. The 
progra11111e was launched in 1983. Since then, the 
number of institutions conducting computer 
courses at degree/diploma levels has increased 
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from about 35 in 1983 to over 400 in 1990. Out 
of these institutions, financial support to 
about 250 institutions was provided by the 
Department of Electronics for the purchase of 
computers, software, books, etc. The output of 
trained manpower at degree/diploma levels has 
increased from less than 1,000 in 1983 to about 
12,000 in 1990. The Department of Electronics 
introduced three new courses at these levels, 
namely a Diploma in Computer Application (DCA), 
a Haster in C0111puter Application (HCA) and a 
Diploma in C0111puter Engineering. In addition, 
the Department of Electronics has also intro
duced vocational courses in computers and 
supported 35 industrial training institutes 
( ITll. 

In an effort to overcome the shortage of 
computer teachers, the Department of Electronics 
is implementing teachers' training progran111es 
for DAC and HCA at about 15 centres. Another 
scheme towards reducing the shortage of computer 
teachers is the Cross Migration Scheme. Under 
this scheme, teachers of other disciplines are 
given full-time intensive training for 
18 months. After the successful completion of 
training, the teachers are given H. Tech, or an 
equivalent degree, i.1 computers. The scheme is 
being implemented in 10 institutions throughout 
the country. The Department of Electronics has 
also initiated a scheme whereby private sector 
training institutes would be recognized for 
c0111puter training. This scheme will go a 1011g 
way towards providing opportunities for academic 
growth to those desiring to pursue higher 
studies in computers. It is estimated th~t 
200,000 professionals would be required in the 
area of software by 1994-1995. Keeping in mind 
the emerging opporturites in the Japanese 
market, the DOE has reco11111ended to all 
institutions carrying out HCA/DCA programmes, as 
well as the State governments, to encourage the 
setting up of Japanese language classes. In 
addition to the Government efforts, the industry 
has also shown an initiative in this area. Tata 
Con~ultants have an excellent facility in 
Hadras. The proposal of H/s IBH with Tata 
(which has recently been cleared by the 
Government) has a major element involving the 
setting up of a resource centre and providing 
for training. 

(US$ l = 26 Rs.) 
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------- .. ----- ----- E><port --·-----
- .. YttL _ _ . ______ LM.i!!.iML!2LB..i.J ___ _ 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1'185 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

3C 
60 

130 
190 
210 
340 
490 
700 

1,000 
1,570 
2,000 

- ----- ----- ------~---------- ~ 

- --- --:...-: 

Table 2 

World software 111ar~ 

(US$ mi 11 fons) 

S11ftwirt* 
Dl!!!!f~tit 111arket~ 126:i 12Q7** 

Australia*** 500 737 

Austria 188 275 

Belgium 300 440 

Canada 598 783 

Denmark 209 316 

Finland 186 282 

France 2, 159 3' 157 

Germany 1,864 'l, 730 

Japan 2,861 3,999 

Italy l ,071 677 

Netherlands 575 833 

Norway 188 300 

Spain 305 518 

Sweden 344 534 

Switzerland 341 501 

United Kingdom 1,831 2, 771 

United States 16,546 2?,610 
-------

Total OECD 30,065 43,464 

Total non-OCED0 "* 860 1,652 

Total 30,925 45, 116 
---------·----------------- --- ----------

Software data includes related consultancy 
and software bundled with hardwa~e by hardware 
manufacturers. 

1987 figures are estimated. 

••• Australian figures reflect unbundled 
software only. Software values also include 
facilities management. 

•••• Brazil, South Africa, Israel, Mexico, 
Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, India. 

~~: OECD, based on information 
provided by International Data Corp. (ID(), 
IDC Australia, IOC Canada, IDC and IDC Europe 
for OECD countries: by the United States 
Departm2nt uf Comnerce for non-OECD countries; 
ADAPSO ( 1989). 
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EPZ 

FERA 

GIST 

!OR 

fJS 

IM~·: 

ITI 

~IT 
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Computer Aided Design 

Computer Aided Hanagement 

Computer Haintenance Corporation 

Computer Society of India 

Diploma in Computer Applications 

Domestic Tariff Area 

Data Terminal Equipments 

Export-Oriented Unit 

Export Processing Zone 

Foreign Exchange Regulation Act 

Graphics Intelligence Script Technology 

Industries Development and Regulation 
Act 

International Informatics Solution 

Inter-Ministerial Standing Co11111ittee 

Indian Telephone Industries Ltd. 

Manufacturers Association for 
Informatics Technology 

HCA 

Hltl) 

HRTP 

NASSCOH 

NCST 

NIC 

NHIC 

NSCDCT 

OGL 

~.TP 

TCS 

TIFR 

VSNL 

J 
. ., .... 

Masters in C0111puter Application 

Multiple Instruction Multiple 
~ata 

Honopoly and Restrictive Trad~ 
Practices 

National Association on Software and 
Service C0111panies 

National Centre for Software 
Technology 

National Infonnatics Centre 

Not Manufactured in India 
Certificate 

National Centre for Software 
Development and Computing 
Techniques 

Open General Licence 

Software Technology Park 

Tata Consultancy Services 

Tata Institute of fundamental 
Research 

Videsh Sanchar Nigam Ltd. 
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